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DANISH

1. Jon: Tak for indkaldelsen. Jeg hedder Jon, og jeg er studerende.

2. Theresa: Tak fordi du ville komme. Vil du fortælle om din 
tjenererfaring?

3. Jon: Jeg var opvasker, men pludselig rejste tjeneren. Så jeg 
meldte mig.

4. Theresa: Det var heldigt. Hvad er dine stærke og svage sider?

5. Jon: Jeg er service-minded, men konfliktsky. Derfor gør jeg alt 
for, at andre er glade.

6. Theresa: Javel. Hvorfor vil du gerne arbejde på netop denne café?

7. Jon: Hmm... Tja...

8. Theresa: Caféen overfor søger jo også en tjener.

9. Jon: Jeg vil gerne arbejde her på grund af de fleksible 
arbejdstider.

10. Theresa: Hvordan har du det med weekendvagter?

11. Jon: Helt fint. Giver I weekendtillæg?

12. Theresa: Det gør vi.

13. Jon: Alletiders.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Jon: Thank you for the call. My name is Jon and I am a student.

2. Theresa: Thank you for coming. Do you want to tell me about your 
waiting experience?

3. Jon: I was a dishwasher, but suddenly the waiter left. So I signed 
up.

4. Theresa: That was lucky. What are your strengths and weaknesses?

5. Jon: I am service-minded, but afraid of conflict. Therefore, I do 
anything to make others happy.

6. Theresa: I see. Why do you want to work at this café exactly?

7. Jon: Hmm... Well...

8. Theresa: After all, the café across the street is also looking for a 
waiter.

9. Jon: I would like to work here because of the flexible working 
hours.

10. Theresa: How do you feel about weekend shifts?

11. Jon: Totally fine. Do you give weekend supplement?

12. Theresa: We do.

13. Jon: Great.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class
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weekendtillæg weekend supplement noun

weekendvagt weekend shift noun

arbejdstid working hours, hours noun

indkaldelse
call, summons, call-up, 

draft noun

hedde to be called, to be named verb

studerende
student above senior 

high school level noun

tjenererfaring waiting experience noun

tjener waiter noun

konfliktsky afraid of conflict adjective

søge to apply for verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Selvfølgelig giver vi 
weekendtillæg.

 
"Of course, we give weekend 
supplement."

Kan du tage min weekendvagt?
 

"Can you take my weekend 
shift?"

Normalt er den ugentlige 
arbejdstid på 37 timer.

 
"Normally, the weekly workings 
hours are 37 hours."

I morges modtog jeg en 
indkaldelse til en jobsamtale.

 
"This morning I received a call 
for a job interview."

Hvad skal din bamse hedde?
 

"What's the name of your bear 
going to be?"

Hvad hedder gaden?
 

"What is the street called?"
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Mange studerende tjener 
penge ved siden af  deres SU.

 
"Many students earn money 
besides their student grant."

Det er nemt at få 
tjenererfaring, mens du er ung.

 
"It  is easy to get wait ing 
experience, while you are 
young."

Jeg kan ikke komme mig over, 
hvor uhøflig tjeneren er på 
dette sted.

 
"I can't believe' will be directly 
translated to 'Jeg kan ikke tro', 
but in this sentence/situation it  
will be more natural to say 'jeg 
kan ikke komme mig over'.."

Der er ingen grund til at være 
konfliktsky her.

 
"There is no reason to be afraid 
of conflict  here."

Sidste år søgte jeg ind ved en stor kemivirksomhed, men de 
svarede aldrig tilbage.

 
"Last year I applied for a big chemical company, but they didn't 
even reply."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

være studerende ("to be a student")

The phrase være studerende means "to be a student." The first word være is the 
irregular verb "to be" and studerende is the common gender noun meaning 
"student." Unlike English, there is no need for the indefinite article in Danish.

The phrase is mainly used by students, who are above senior high school level, 
when introducing themselves. Of course, you can also use the phrase when talking 
about someone else who is a student above senior high school level. If you are a 
student below senior high school level or attending a secondary educational 
institution, you replace studerende with elev, which is a common gender noun. 
However, in order to specify what kind of student you are, elev is often combined 
with an institution. For example, folkeskoleelev is a common gender noun made up 
of two separate nouns. Folkeskole is a common gender noun meaning "primary and 
lower secondary school" or "state school" and elev is of course "student." Another 
example is gymnasieelev, which is a common gender noun meaning "senior high 
school student."
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For example:

1.  Alle mine venner er også studerende. 
 "All my friends are students too."

søge ("to look for," "to search for," "to seek," "to apply for," "to try")

This is a verb with several meanings, such as "to look for" and "to search for." Søge 
is a regular verb, but it conjugates according to the second regular conjugation in 
past tense, which means that you add -te to the base form søg. So søge in past 
tense is søgte.

Like in English, søge is mainly used when you want to express that you are looking 
or searching for something or someone. For example, Vi søger en butiksassistent 
means "We are looking for a shop assistant." Vi is the pronoun "we," søger is the 
verb søge in present tense, and en butiksassistent is the indefinite article en 
followed by the common gender noun butiksassistent meaning "shop assistant." 
When they are seeking someone in particular, but they have not met the person 
before, some people add the indefinite article en before the name of that person. 
For example, Jeg søger en Jon Andersen. This means "I'm looking for a Jon 
Andersen." Jeg is the pronoun "I," søger is søge in present tense, and en Jon 
Andersen is "a Jon Andersen." By adding the indefinite article, you show distance to 
the person you are talking about, indicating that you do not know him or her.

Søge is often followed by the preposition efter, which literally means "after," but in 
this case it is equivalent of "for" in English. The phrase søge efter works just like in 
English. For example, Han søgte efter sin pung. This means "He searched for his 
wallet." Han is the pronoun "he," søgte is søge in past tense, efter is the 
preposition "for," sin is the reflexive pronoun "his," and pung is the common 
gender noun meaning "wallet."

For example:

1.  Vi har søgt efter chefen overalt. 
 "We have looked for the boss everywhere."

give weekendtillæg ("to give weekend supplement")

The phrase give weekendtillæg means "to give weekend supplement." The 
irregular verb give means "to give," and the neuter gender noun weekendtillæg 
means "weekend supplement." The noun is made of the two nouns weekend and 
tillæg. The common gender noun weekend means "weekend" and the neuter 
gender noun tillæg means "supplement," "addition," or "bonus."

You usually use the phrase in a work or employment-related context. For example, 
if you want to know if an employer offers weekend supplement, you can ask Gives 
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der weekendtillæg? This literally means "Is there given weekend supplement?" The 
first word gives is the verb "give" in passive form, toning down the subject, or 
rather the giver, the second word der is the formal subject "there," and finally 
weekendtillæg is "weekendsupplement." When switching focus from the giver to 
the receiver, you simply replace the verb give with a verb meaning the exact 
opposite. For example, Modtager du weekendtillæg? means "Do you receive 
weekend supplement?" The first word modtager is the irregular verb modtage in 
present tense meaning "receive," the second word du is the pronoun "you," and 
finally weekendtillæg is of course "weekend supplement."

A shorter version also focusing on the receiver is, De får weekendtillæg. This 
literally means "They get weekend supplement." The first word de is the pronoun 
"they," the second word får is the irregular verb få in present tense meaning "get," 
and finally weekendtillæg is "weekend supplement."

For example:

1.  Arbejdsgivere kan give forskellige weekendtillæg. 
 "Employers can give different weekend supplements."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Discussing Reasons  
Jeg vil gerne arbejde her på grund af de fleksible arbejdstider. 
"I would like to work here because of  the flexible working hours."

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Express reasons with the conjunctions fordi and så

2. Express reasons with the adverb derfor

3. Express reasons with the phrase på grund af

1. How to express reason with the conjunctions fordi and så 
 

 

The conjunction fordi means "because" and it is used just like its English equivalent; 
to give reason. It is always an introduction to a subordinate clause, preceding or 
following a main clause. Normally, subordinate clauses cannot stand alone, but if 
someone asks you the reason for something, you can answer with a subordinate 
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clause only. For example, when like in the dialogue, when Theresa asks Jon why he 
wants to work at this exact café, Jon could have answered Fordi I tilbyder fleksible 
arbejdstider. This literally means "Because you offer flexible working hours." The 
conjunction så means "so" and it is also used like its English equivalent. Så differs 
from fordi because it can introduce both main and subordinate clauses, as it can be 
a co-ordinating conjunction. Also, så is used to express reason through the effect 
or result of an action. Like in the dialogue, when Jon tells Theresa about his waiting 
experience, he first explains that the waiter at his old job suddenly left, which was 
the action that caused him to sign up for the job.

Sentence structures: 

Even though fordi introduces a subordinate clause, it does not mean that the order 
of the two clauses can be switched. If a main clause precedes a subordinate 
clause, the subject comes before the verb in both clauses. If the subordinate 
clause precedes the main clause, the word order changes in the latter so that the 
verb comes before the subject. It is most common to start with the main clause 
before the subordinate clause, but if you really want to emphasize the reason for 
something, you can start with fordi and the rest of the subordinate clause and then 
the main clause. In questions, the main clause always precedes the subordinate 
clause, and once again, the word order changes in the main clause.

Affirmative: [main clause: subject + verb] + fordi + subject + 
verb

Negative: [main clause: subject + verb] + fordi + subject + ikke 
("not") + verb

Interrogative: [main clause: verb + subject] + fordi + subject + 
verb?

Affirmative: Fordi + subject + verb + [main clause: verb + 
subject]

Negative: Fordi + subject + ikke ("not") + verb + [main clause: 
verb + subject]

Affirmative: Fordi + subject + verb

Negative: Fordi + subject + ikke ("not") + verb
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Affirmative: [main clause: subject + verb] + så + subject + verb

Negative: [main clause: subject + verb] + så + subject + verb + 
ikke ("not")

Interrogative: Så + subject + verb?

For example:

1. Han ansøger, fordi han mangler penge.  
 "He is applying because he needs money."

2. Fordi hun ikke spurgte, udelod han det. 
 "Because she didn't ask, he left it out."

3. Lønnen var også for lav. -Så du gik?  
 "The salary was also too low." -"So you left?"

2. How to express reason with the adverb derfor

As a causal adverb, derfor means "therefore," and it is used like its English 
equivalents, including "thus"; to express reason. Derfor can only introduce main 
clauses in which the word order must be inverted. In the dialogue, Jon talks about 
his strengths and weaknesses, and follows that sentence with another sentence 
starting with derfor. Here, the adverb clearly refers to the first sentence, which is 
the reason why he will do anything to keep others happy, as he explains in the 
latter sentence. Even when a main clause is followed by another main clause, 
connected by a conjunction, such as the familiar så, the word order must be 
inverted in the latter clause because of derfor. Så preceding derfor works the 
same as in English, "so therefore." When using derfor in questions, it is often 
translated as "why" to make sense in English.

Sentence structures:

Affirmative: derfor + verb + subject

Negative: derfor + verb + subject + ikke ("not")

Interrogative: Er det ("Is it") + derfor + subject + verb?
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Interrogative: Er det ("Is it") + derfor + subject + ikke ("not") + 
verb?

For example:

1. Derfor er det vigtigt at være velforberedt. 
 "Thus, it is important to be well-prepared."

2. Han var ærlig, og derfor fik han jobbet.  
 "He was honest, and therefore he got the job."

3. Er det derfor, du har gode anbefalinger? 
 "Is that why you have good recommendations?"

3. How to express reason with the phrase på grund af 
 

 

The phrase på grund af consists of the preposition på, which has several 
meanings, such as "on" and "in." Next, the common gender noun grund which 
means "reason." And finally, the preposition af which also has several meaning, 
such as "of." The phrase is used to give reason like its English equivalent "because 
of." Like in the dialogue, Jon uses the phrase in a sentence explaining why he want 
to work at that café in particular. På grund af can appear anywhere in a sentence 
except at the very end, because it will always be followed by a reason.

Sentence structures:

Affirmative: på grund af + reason

Negative: ikke ("not") + på grund af + reason

Interrogative: på grund af + [reason]?

Interrogative: ikke ("not") + på grund af + reason?

For example:

1. Du er ansat på grund af din gode attitude.  
 "You are hired because of your great attitude."
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2. På grund af manglende erfaring giver vi dig afslag. 
  "Because of lack of experience, we are turning you down."

3. Er det på grund af min civilstand?  
 "Is it because of my civil status?"

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1.  Tak fordi du ville komme. Vil du fortælle om din tjenererfaring? 
 "Thank you for coming. Do you want to tell about your waiting experience?"

2.  Jeg er service-minded, men konfliktsky. Derfor gør jeg alt for, at andre er 
glade. 
 "I am service-minded, but afraid of conflict. Therefore, I do anything to 
make others happy."

3.  Jeg vil gerne arbejde her på grund af de fleksible arbejdstider. 
 "I would like to work here because of the flexible working hours."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Jeg er glad, fordi jeg er blevet fastansat. 
 "I am happy because I have been tenured."

2. Du havde mest erfaring, og derfor ansætter vi dig. 
 "You has the most experience, and therefore we are hiring you."

3. Arbejdspladsen er god på grund af det gode kollegaskab. 
 "The workplace is good due to the great colleagueship."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Applying for Jobs in Denmark 
 

The most standard job application procedure in Denmark is simple. You send your 
resume and a cover letter through email or upload it through a given employer's 
application site. Besides newspapers, bulletin boards, and the like, Danes often 
use online job portals to find available jobs matching their profile or field. If there 
are no relevant jobs, you can always try sending an unsolicited application, but do 
not be surprised if you never get an answer. When you are unemployed, you can 
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receive a monthly deposit, for a limited time of course, if you are a member of an 
a-kasse and declared unemployed at the authorities' job center online.

Useful expression:

1. a-kasse 
"unemployment fund"
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DANISH

1. Helle: Jeg har læst din rapport. Kan du uddybe resultaterne?

2. Kim: Mener du, at jeg skal præcisere konklusionen?

3. Helle: Nej, du skal uddybe resultaterne via yderligere 
spørgeskemaer.

4. Kim: Undskyld, så det vil sige, at jeg skal foretage endnu en 
undersøgelse?

5. Helle: Ja, der skal lidt mere til. Kan du følge mig?

6. Kim: Tja... Men hvad med layoutet?

7. Helle: Jeg er ikke sikker på, at jeg forstår.

8. Kim: Skal jeg ændre layoutet?

9. Helle: Nej, det er fint. Lad os lige vende tilbage til det, vi talte om.

10. Kim: Nårh ja, undskyld. Jeg skal foretage endnu en undersøgelse 
til en uddybende rapport.

11. Helle: Ja. Står det klart? Du ved, hvad jeg mener?

12. Kim: Soleklart! Jeg har fattet det.

13. Helle: Endelig...! Jeg troede, vi skulle være her til efter lukketid.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Helle: I have read your report. Can you elaborate on the results?

2. Kim: Do you mean that I have to clarify the conclusion?

3. Helle: No, you have to elaborate on the results through additional 
questionnaires.

4. Kim: I'm sorry, so that means that I have to conduct another 
survey?

5. Helle: Yes, it needs a little more. Do you follow me?

6. Kim: Well... But what about the layout?

7. Helle: I'm not sure that I understand.

8. Kim: Should I change the layout?

9. Helle: No, it's fine. Let's just get back to what we were talking 
about.

10. Kim: Oh yeah, sorry. I have to conduct another survey for an 
elaborate report.

11. Helle: Yes. Is it clear? You know what I mean?

12. Kim: Clear as daylight! I’ve grasped it.

13. Helle: Finally...! I thought we were going to be here till after closing 
time.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class
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fatte to understand, to grasp verb

klar clear, obvious, ready adjective

uddybe to elaborate verb

mene to mean, to think, to feel verb

præcisere to clarify, to specify verb

yderligere further, additional comparative adjective

sige to say, to tell verb

følge

to follow, to accompany, 
to go with, to see, to 

attend
verb

hvad med what about, how about phrase

tilbage back, backwards, left adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jeg fattede ikke et ord af  
talen.

 
"I did not understand a word of 
the speech."

Kvinden så en klar løsning på 
problemet.

 
"The woman saw a clear 
solution to the problem."

Vi er nødt til at uddybe vores 
svar på spørgsmålet.

 
"We have to elaborate on our 
answer to the question."

Hvad mener du med det?
 

"What do you mean by that?"

De har virkelig præciseret 
deres metoder.

 
"They have really specified 
their methods."

Manden har brug for yderligere 
oplysninger.

 
"The man needs further 
information."
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Jeg ved ikke, hvad jeg skal sige.
 

"I don’t know what to say."

Ællingerne følger 
andemoderen.

 
"The ducklings are following the 
mother duck."

Hvad med at blive til i morgen?
 

"How about staying t ill 
tomorrow?"

Der er kun nogle få billetter 
tilbage til kampen.

 
"There are only a few t ickets 
left for the match."

Der er kun nogle få billetter tilbage til kampen.
 

"There are only a few t ickets left for the match."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

vende tilbage til ("to get  back to, to return to")

The phrase vende tilbage til consists of the regular verb vende, which means "to 
turn," the adverb tilbage, which means "back," "backwards," or "left," and finally the 
preposition til, which means "to."

Like in English, you can use this phrase when getting back or returning to an action, 
a person, a place, a time, or a topic. For example, Læreren vendte tilbage til 
spørgsmålet. This means "The teacher got back to the question." Læreren is the 
common gender noun lærer in definite form meaning "the teacher," vendte tilbage 
til consists of the verb vende in past tense, the adverb "back," and the preposition 
til meaning "got back to," and finally spørgsmålet which is the neuter gender noun 
"question" in definite form meaning "the question." In some cases, might hear the 
phrase komme tilbage til, which practically has the same meaning as vende tilbage 
til. The verb vende has simply been replaced with the irregular verb komme 
meaning "to come." By using komme instead of vende, you are indicating a subtle 
urgency or greater desire to get back to something or someone.

For example:

1.  Kan vi snart vende tilbage til sagen? 
 "Can we get back to the case soon?"

stå klar ("to be clear")
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The phrase consists of the irregular verb stå, which means "to stand," and the 
adjective klar, which means "clear," "obvious," or "ready." Stå klar is equivalent of 
"to be clear" or "to be ready" in English.

You can use this phrase when something is clear or obvious. For example, 
Mønsteret står klart for dem. This literally means "The pattern stands clear to 
them," but it is equivalent of "The pattern is clear to them." The first word mønsteret 
is the neuter gender noun mønster in definite form, meaning "the pattern," the 
second word står is the verb stå in present tense, meaning "stands," the third 
word klart is the adjective klar with a -t at the end, because mønster is a neuter 
gender noun, meaning "clear" or "obvious," the fourth word for is the preposition 
"to," and finally dem is the pronoun "them." You can also use the phrase when 
something that needed to be prepared or set up is ready. For example, Scenen 
stod klar. This literally means "The scene stood ready," but it is equivalent of "The 
scene was ready." Scenen is the common gender noun scene in definite form, 
meaning "the scene," stod is the verb stå in past tense, meaning "stood," and 
finally klar is the adjective "ready." When something is ready, but does not need to 
be set up, you replace the verb stå with the irregular verb være meaning "to be." 
The phrase være klar is more universal because you can use it whenever 
something is ready. For example, Medarbejderen er klar til at hjælpe. This means 
"The employee is ready to help." Medarbejderen is the common gender noun 
medarbejder in definite form, meaning "the employee," er is the verb være in 
present tense, meaning "is," klar is the adjective "ready," til is the preposition "to," 
at is the infinitive marker "to," and hjælpe is the irregular verb "help" in infinitive.

When you want to emphasize that something is completely obvious and beyond 
any doubt, you can use the word sole as a prefix and add it to klar creating the 
adjective soleklar. This literally means "suns clear," but it is equivalent of "clear as 
daylight" in English. Sole is the common gender noun sol in plural meaning "suns."

For example:

1.  Det kan ikke stå mere klart. 
 "It cannot be more clear."

fatte det ("to understand it," "to grasp it," "to get  it")

The phrase consists of the regular verb fatte, which means "to understand" or "to 
grasp," and the pronoun det, meaning "it."

Like in English, you can use this phrase to express that you understand the actual 
meaning of something, or the way of thinking or the behavior of something or 
someone. For example, Publikum fattede talerens budskab. This means "The 
audience got the speaker's message." Publikum is the neuter gender noun 
"audience," fattede is the verb fatte in past tense, meaning "got" or "understood," 
talerens is the common gender noun taler in definite form in the genitive case, 
meaning "the speaker's," and finally budskab is the neuter gender noun "message."
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The verb fatte is basically another way of saying forstå, which means "to 
understand." The former sounds more informal, so if you are not quite sure if using 
fatte over overstå will make a difference to what you are saying, you can play it 
safe and simply use forstå.

If you do not understand anything at all, you can use the informal phrase fatte hat 
which literally means "to understand hat." Of course, the phrase is equivalent of "to 
understand nothing" and it is mainly used by younger people. Other informal 
variations use the adverb ikke meaning "not," and replace hat with other objects. 
For example, Jeg fatter ikke en bjælde. This literally means "I do not understand a 
little bell," but it is equivalent of "I do not understand anything at all." En bjælde 
consists of the indefinite article en, meaning "a," and the common gender noun 
bjælde, meaning "little bell." Yes, the ones you sometimes see on collars, or on 
Santa's reindeer.

For example:

1.  Hun har ikke fattet det hele endnu. 
 "She has not grasped all of it yet."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Reviewing the Modal Verbs kunne, skulle, 
and ville and the Adverb ikke 
 Endelig...! Jeg troede, vi skulle være her til efter lukketid. 
"Finally...! I thought  we were going to be here till after closing time."

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use the modal verbs kunne and ville + infinitive, and ask for 
clarification

2. Use the modal verb skulle ("must/have to")

3. Use the adverb ikke and expressing that  you do not  understand

1. How to use the modal verbs kunne and ville + infinitive, and ask for 
clarification

Kunne and ville belong to a group called modal verbs. A modal verb is a type of 
auxiliary verb used with other verbs to indicate modality. In other words, to express
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ability, possibility, permission, and obligation. As covered in previous lessons, 
kunne means "to be able to," "can," or "may," and it is used when expressing 
ability, possibility, and permission, like in English. It can also be used when 
indicating typical or characteristic traits. Finally, kunne can also be used when 
making requests. Ville means "will," "to want to," or "would," and it is most often 
used when expressing desire or will. And like kunne, it can also be used when 
making requests. When using these modal verbs to ask for clarification, they are 
typically used in present tense with the regular verb uddybe, which means "to 
elaborate on," in infinitive form.

Sentence structures:

Kunne in present or past tense + subject + uddybe + object?

Ville in present or past tense + subject + uddybe + object?

Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense

kunne kan kunne

kunne kan kunne

kunne kan kunne

ville vil ville

For example:

1. Kan du uddybe din holdning?  
 "Can you elaborate on your attitude?"

2. Ville han uddybe det lidt?  
 "Did he want to elaborate on it a little?"

3. Kunne I uddybe svarene?  
 "Could you elaborate on the answers?"

2. How to use the modal verb skulle ("must/have to")
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Skulle also belongs to the group called modal verbs. As covered in previous 
lessons, skulle means "to have," "must," or "should," and it is used as an auxiliary 
verb with other verbs when expressing possibility and obligation. It can also be 
used when making suggestions. Like kunne and ville, skulle is followed by a verb in 
infinitive form. If a sentence contains an object, this comes after the verb in 
infinitive form.

Sentence structures:

subject + skulle in present or past tense + infinitive + object

Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense

skulle skal skulle

skulle skal skulle

skulle skal skulle

For example:

1. Hun skal begrunde sine handlinger.  
 "She must state the reason for her actions."

2. Vi skulle forklare de to grafer.  
 "We had to explain the two graphs."

3. De skulle arbejde mindre.  
 "They should work less."

3. How to use the adverb ikke and expressing that  you do not  
understand
 

As covered in previous lesson, ikke means "not" and belongs to the word group 
called adverbs. Ikke is used when negating a sentence or just a part of a sentence. 
It is also often used when asking a question to which you expect a positive answer. 
In main clauses, ikke is placed after the verb. If a main clause contains several 
verbs, ikke is placed after the first verb. In subordinate clauses and questions, ikke 
is placed after the subject. There are several ways to express that you do not 
understand, using the adverb ikke. Therefore, placing ikke can be a little tricky, 
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since it depends on how you express that you do not understand. Jeg forstår det 
ikke is one of the most common ways to say "I do not understand." The sentence 
literally means "I understand it not," but it is equivalent of "I do not understand it." 
Another commonly used sentence is Det forstår jeg ikke, which literally means 
"That understand I not," but it is equivalent of "I do not understand that," of course. 
When specifying what it is you do not understand, you normally use the first 
sentence pattern, replace det, or "it," with what you do not understand, and 
relocate ikke. In the chart below, the word order is demonstrated and the irregular 
verb forstå, which means "to understand," is conjugated.

Sentence structures:

Sentence Present  tense Past  tense Present  
perfect  tense

Main clause

subject + forstår 
+ ikke + object

subject + forstod 
+ ikke + object

subject + har + 
ikke + forstået + 
det/object

Main clause

subject + forstår 
+ ikke + object

subject + forstod 
+ ikke + object

subject + har + 
ikke + forstået + 
det/object

Main clause

subject + forstår 
+ ikke + object

subject + forstod 
+ ikke + object

subject + har + 
ikke + forstået + 
det/object

Subordinate 
clause

subject + ikke + 
forstår + object

subject + ikke + 
forstod + object

subject + ikke + 
har + forstået + 
det/object

Question

Forstår + subject 
+ ikke + object?

Forstod + subject 
+ ikke + object?

Har + subject + 
ikke + forstået + 
det/object?

For example:

1. Jeg forstår ikke betydningen af ordet.  
 "I do not understand the meaning of the word."

2. Drengen forstod ikke opgaven.  
 "The boy did not understand the assignment."

3. Har børnene ikke forstået reglerne? 
 "Have the children not understood the rules?"
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Examples f rom the dialogue:

1.  Jeg har læst din rapport. Kan du uddybe resultaterne? 
 "I have read your report. Can you elaborate on the results?"

2. Undskyld, så det vil sige, at jeg skal foretage endnu en undersøgelse? 
 "I'm sorry, so that means that I have to conduct another survey?"

3. Jeg er ikke sikker på, at jeg forstår. 
 "I'm not sure that I understand."

Sample Sentences

1. Alle kunne deltage i undersøgelsen. 
 "Everyone could participate in the survey."

2. Projektlederen skal ikke vedhæfte materialet som bilag. 
 "The project manager must not attach the material as an appendix."

3. Hvordan ville du formulere denne sætning? 
 "How would you formulate this sentence?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Work Culture in Denmark 

Danish workplace cultures are characterized by an informal tone and appreciation 
of community and initiative. A healthy physical and social work environment is very 
significant and several objectives and requirements must be met according to the 
Working Environment Act in order to prevent accidents, illnesses, and the like. 
Overall, the Danish labor market distances itself from hierarchy due to the thought 
of equality, and participation in decision-making is also highly valued. According to 
barselsloven, some wage-earners can demand full or partial pay during their 52 
weeks of maternity or paternity leave.

Useful expression:

1. Barselsloven 
 "the Maternity Leave Act"
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DANISH

1. Mia: Tror du, det holder tørt hele dagen?

2. Johan: Ifølge denne vejrudsigt skulle det holde tørt med nogen sol 
indtil i aften.

3. Mia: Hmm, skal vi tage på stranden?

4. Johan: Tja, temperaturen når helt op mellem 20 og 25 grader.

5. Mia: Dejligt!

6. Johan: Ja, der er højtryk over hele landet i øjeblikket, men der er 
stadig køligt i skyggen.

7. Mia: Hvad med vinden? Jeg hader at få sand i mine øjne.

8. Johan: Der står, der kommer let til frisk vind fra vest.

9. Mia: Vi kan måske sidde i læ i klitterne.

10. Johan: Hov, vent! Der står, der kan komme jævn til hård vind ved 
kysterne.

11. Mia: Øv! Så lad os bare blive her i haven.

12. Johan: Eller måske gå indenfor... Jeg fik lige en regndråbe på min 
mobil.

ENGLISH

1. Mia: Do you think it will stay dry throughout the day?

CONT'D OVER
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2. Johan: According to this weather forecast, it should stay dry with 
some sun until tonight.

3. Mia: Hmm, should we go to the beach?

4. Johan: Well, the temperature will reach up between 20 and 25 
degrees.

5. Mia: Nice!

6. Johan: Yes, there is a high-pressure front covering the whole 
country at the moment, but it is still cool in the shade.

7. Mia: What about the wind? I hate getting sand in my eyes.

8. Johan: It says there will be light to fresh wind from the west.

9. Mia: Perhaps we can be sheltered in the dunes.

10. Johan: Oh wait! It says there could be even to strong wind by the 
coasts.

11. Mia: Damn! Then let's just stay here in the garden.

12. Johan: Or maybe go inside... I just got a raindrop on my phone.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

regndråbe raindrop noun

jævn til hård even to strong phrase

let til frisk light to fresh phrase

tør dry adjective
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grad degree noun

højtryk
anticyclone, high 

pressure noun

land country noun

kølig chilly, cool adjective

skygge
shade, shadow, brim, 

peak noun

vind wind noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Regndråber under 1 mm i 
diameter er runde.

 
"Raindrops under 1 mm in 
diameter are round."

Det kan føles koldere med en 
jævn til hård vind.

 
"It  may feel colder with an even 
to strong wind."

Vinden bliver let til f risk f ra øst 
og nordøst.

 
"The wind will be light to fresh 
from east and northeast."

Dagen slutter med tørt vejr og 
en del sol.

 
"The day ends with dry weather 
and some sun."

Temperaturen styrtdykker f ra 
25 til 11 grader.

 
"The temperature plummets 
from 25 to 11 degrees."

Det er næppe en grad udenfor.
 

"It  is barely one degree 
outside."

Et højtryk er of te lig med flot 
solskinsvejr.

 
"An anticyclone often equals 
beautiful sunny weather."

Familien rejste til de varme 
lande.

 
"The family traveled to the 
tropics."
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Gæsterne håber på en kølig 
brise.

 
"The guests are hoping for a 
cool breeze."

Vores hund daser i skyggen.
 

"Our dog is lazing in the shade."

Alle træerne er blevet væltet af  vinden.
 

"All the trees have been brought down by the wind."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

over hele landet ("all over the country")

The phrase over hele landet consists of the preposition over, which means "over," 
the adjective hele, which means "whole," and "landet" which is the neuter gender 
noun land in definite form, meaning "the country." Hele landet is a fixed phrase 
meaning "the whole country," not "whole the country."

The phrase is used when talking about something that applies nationwide. For 
example, Stormstyrken er den samme over hele landet. This means "The storm 
force is the same all over the country." Stormstyrken is the common gender noun 
stormstyrke in definite form, meaning "the storm force," er is the irregular verb 
være in present tense, meaning "is," den is the definite article "the," samme is an 
adjective meaning "the same," and finally over hele landet means "all over the 
country."

Sometimes over hele landet is used interchangeably with the phrase i hele landet, 
which literally means "in the whole country." The preposition over is replaced with 
the preposition i which means "in." Like over hele landet, i hele landet is also 
equivalent of "all over the country," "across the country," or "throughout the 
country."

For example:

1.  Elever over hele landet tog til stranden. 
 "Students all over the country went to the beach."

let til frisk vind ("light  to f resh wind")

The first word of the phrase is the adjective let, which means "light." Then we have 
the preposition til, which means "to." Then, the adjective frisk, which means "fresh." 
And finally, the common gender noun vind, which means "wind."
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The phrase is most commonly used in weather-related contexts, mainly forecasts, 
when talking about the wind force interval. The term let vind, meaning "light wind," 
is used when the wind makes leaves and small twigs as well as streamers move. 
The term frisk vind, meaning "fresh wind," is used when the wind makes small 
deciduous trees move. Since the phrase is mainly used as a technical term in 
weather forecasts, a more informal way of describing this type of wind would be, 
Det blæser lidt. This literally means "It is blowing a little," but it is equivalent of "It is 
a little windy." Det is the pronoun "it," blæser is the regular verb blæse in present 
tense which means "blows," and lidt is the adjective "a little."

For example:

1.  Vi får en let til frisk vind fra vest. 
 "We will get a light to fresh wind from the west."

jævn til hård vind ("even to strong wind")

The first word jævn is an adjective with several meanings, such as "even," "level," 
or "plain." The second word til is the preposition "to." The third word hård is an 
adjective which means "hard," "tough," or "strenuous." And finally, the last word 
vind means "wind" and it is a common gender noun.

Like the previous phrase, jævn til hård vind is also most commonly used in 
weather forecasts when talking about the wind force interval. The term jævn vind, 
meaning "even wind," is used to describe the wind between let vind and frisk vind. 
In other words, when the wind lifts dust and paper off the ground and makes twigs 
and smaller branches move. The term hård vind, meaning "strong wind," is used 
when the wind makes bigger branches move. As this phrase is also mainly used in 
official weather forecasts, a less formal way of describing this type of wind would 
be, Det blæser meget. This literally means "It is blowing a lot," but it is equivalent of 
"It is very windy." Det is the pronoun "it," blæser is the regular verb blæse in 
present tense which means "blows," and meget is the adverb "a lot."

For example:

1.  I nat bliver vinden jævn til hård. 
 "Tonight the wind will be even to strong."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Expressing Opinions Through Factual 
Statements 
Der står, der kommer let til frisk vind fra vest. 
"It  says there will be light  to f resh wind f rom the west."
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In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use the the preposition ifølge ("according to")

2. Use the the phrase der står

1. How to use the preposition ifølge ("according to")

Ifølge means "according to" and it belongs to the group of words called 
prepositions. Ifølge is basically used like its English equivalent; when referring to 
someone or something that states or indicates something. It can also be used as 
equivalent of "in agreement with." The preposition always precedes whoever or 
whatever it refers to, creating a prepositional phrase.

Sentence structures:

Ifølge + noun/pronoun/noun phrase + clause

clause + ifølge + noun/pronoun/noun phrase

For example:

1. Ifølge eksperten kan vi regne med godt vejr.  
 "According to the expert, we can count on good weather."

2. Det bliver koldt ifølge dem.  
 "It will get cold, according to them."

3. Hvordan ser prognosen ud ifølge din mobil?  
 "How does the forecast look, according to your phone?"

2. How to use the the phrase der står 
 

 

The phrase der står consists of the formal subject der, which means "it," and the 
irregular verb stå in present tense, which literally means "stands." Of course, in this 
case, forstår is equivalent of "says," in English. The phrase is most commonly used 
before reading something aloud, either summarized or directly quoted. Like in the 
dialogue, Johan uses the phrase before stating what the weather will be like, when 
checking the forecast on his phone.
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Sentence structures:

Affirmative: Der står + subordinate clause

Negative: Der står + ikke ("not") + clause

Interrogative: Står der + clause?

For example:

1. Der står, de har begået en fejl.  
 "It says, they have made a mistake."

2. Der står ikke, hvor varmt det bliver. 
  "It does not say how warm it will get."

3. Står der, at temperaturen stiger eller falder? 
  "Does it say that the temperature will rise or fall?"

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Ifølge denne vejrudsigt skulle det holde tørt med nogen sol indtil i aften. 
 "According to this weather forecast, it should stay dry with some sun until 
tonight."

2. Hov, vent! Der står, der kan komme jævn til hård vind ved kysterne. 
 "Oh wait! It says there can be even to strong wind by the coasts."

Sample Sentences

1. Ifølge planen skal vi spise frokost udenfor. 
 "According to the plan, we are going to eat lunch outside."

2. Vi kan regne med bedre vejr ifølge meteorologen. 
 "We can count on better weather according to the weatherman."

3. I avisen står der, at vejret skifter på søndag. 
 "In the newspaper, it says that the weather will change on Sunday."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Danish Beaches

The Danish coastline is characterized by unspoiled nature including dunes and 
beaches open to everyone, and there is currently a 300 meter beach protection 
line and a coast protection zone reaching three kilometers inland. In order to 
maintain the uniqueness of the coastline, do not drive or ride your car or bicycle 
there and use the paths in protected areas. Stay for short periods at a time, and 
do not put up tents. Do not light bonfires in protected areas and remember to 
check for local regulations. Do not get closer than fifty meters to houses on private 
coasts, dunes, and beaches.
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DANISH

1. Emilie: Jon! Hvor er det længe siden!

2. Jon: Emilie?! Sikke en overraskelse. Jeg vidste slet ikke, du var 
tilbage i Danmark.

3. Emilie: Jeg kom tilbage i forrige uge.

4. Jon: Du ser glad ud. Havde du en god tur?

5. Emilie: Ja, det kan du tro. Jeg oplevede mange spændende ting.

6. Jon: Okay... Mødte du også mange spændende mennesker?

7. Emilie: Jo... Det gjorde jeg. Folk fra hele verden!

8. Jon: Ja, jeg prøvede at følge med på din blog, men da jeg kom 
ind på mit ønskede studium, gik det i stå.

9. Jon: Og så fik jeg også arbejde på en café, så der skete 
pludselig meget.

10. Emilie: Det må du nok sige. Jeg er imponeret.

11. Jon: Du troede måske, at jeg lå og drev tiden væk?

12. Emilie: Tja... Åh, jeg er nødt til at løbe. Vi ses!

ENGLISH

1. Emily: Jon! Long time no see!

CONT'D OVER
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2. Jon: Emily?! What a surprise. I didn't know you were back in 
Denmark.

3. Emily: I came back the week before last week.

4. Jon: You look happy. Did you have a nice trip?

5. Emily: Yes, you bet. I experienced many exciting things.

6. Jon: Okay... Did you also meet many interesting people?

7. Emily: Well, yes... I did. People from all over the world!

8. Jon: Yes, I tried to follow on your blog, but when I got into my 
desired course of study, it came to a standstill.

9. Jon: And then I also got a job at a café so a lot happened 
suddenly.

10. Emily: You can say that again. I'm impressed.

11. Jon: Perhaps you thought that I was lying around and idling away 
time?

12. Emily: Well... Oh, I have to run. See you!

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

ligge
to lie, to be, to be 
situated, to stand verb

få to get verb

gøre to do, to make verb
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opleve to experience verb

tro to believe, to think verb

glad happy, glad adjective

forrige previous, last adjective

slet at all adverb

længe siden long time no see phrase

vide to know verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Caféen ligger ikke langt f ra 
universitetet.

 
"The café is not far from the 
university."

Han kan ikke få billedet ud af  
hovedet.

 
"He cannot get the image out 
of his head."

Gør som du vil.
 

"Do as you please."

Parret har oplevet hele verden 
sammen.

 
"The couple has experienced 
the whole world together."

Hvad tror du?
 

"What do you think?"

De er meget glade for at have 
mødt hinanden.

 
"They are very happy to have 
met each other."

Min forrige kæreste gik f ra mig 
sidste sommer.

 
"My previous boyfriend/
girlfriend left me last summer."

Pigen kan slet ikke forestille 
sig det.

 
"The girl cannot imagine it  at 
all."

Det er længe siden, vi har set 
hinanden.

 
"It ’s a long t ime since we’ve 
seen each other."

Hun vidste, han ville komme 
tilbage.

 
"She knew he would come 
back."
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Vi vil sandsynligvis aldrig vide hvad oprindelsen til denne vane er.
 

"We will probably never know the origins of this habit."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

slet ikke ("not  at  all")

The phrase is made of two adverbs. The first one slet is difficult to translate on its 
own, but it often means "at all" when combined with other words. The second 
adverb ikke means "not."

Like in English, you can use the phrase slet ikke when you want to emphasize the 
negative in a statement. For example, Hun forstår ham slet ikke. This means "She 
does not understand him at all." Hun is the pronoun "she," forstår is the irregular 
verb forstå in present tense, meaning "understands," ham is the pronoun "him," 
and slet ikke is the phrase "not at all." You can also use the phrase as an answer to 
a question, like in English. For example, Er det et problem? Slet ikke. The first 
phrase means "Is that a problem?" and if it is not a problem, you can answer Slet 
ikke. If you want to further emphasize the negative in a statement using this phrase, 
you can replace slet with other adverbs. For example, the phrase overhovedet ikke 
also means "not at all," but slet has been replaced with the adverb overhovedet 
which means "at all."

Slet ikke is never divided in a sentence and always follows this word order.

For example:

1.  Han troede hende slet ikke. 
 "He did not believe her at all."

se glad ud ("to look happy")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb se, the adjective glad, and the adverb ud. 
Se means "to look," glad means "happy," and ud means "out." In the English 
translation, however, the literal translation of ud is not included.

Like in English, the phrase is used to describe the way something or someone 
looks. In this case, when someone looks happy. You can always replace the 
adjective glad, if it is not suitable for your description of something or someone. 
For example, Du ser træt ud. This means "You look tired." Du is the pronoun "you," 
ser is the irregular verb se in present tense, meaning "look," træt is the adjective 
"tired," and ud is of course the adverb "out," which is not translated directly.
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If you are describing the way several objects or people look, you must remember 
to conjugate the adjective accordingly. For example, Turene ser sjove ud. This 
means "The trips look fun." The first word turene is the common gender noun tur in 
plural definite form, meaning "the trips," ser is the irregular verb se in present 
tense, meaning "look," sjove is the adjective sjov, meaning "fun," and finally the 
adverb ud is not included in the English translation. You add an -e to sjov because it 
describes a noun in plural form.

For example:

1.  Ikke alle så glade ud efter mødet. 
 "Not everyone looked happy after the meeting."

kunne tro ("to believe," "to bet")

The phrase is made up of the modal verb kunne and the regular verb tro. Kunne 
means "to be able to" or "can," and tro means "to believe" or "to think."

Kunne tro is most commonly used when it is possible that you believe something. 
For example, Man kunne næsten tro, det var planlagt. This literally means "You 
could almost think it was planned." Man is the pronoun "one" or "you," kunne 
means "could," næsten is the adverb "almost," tro means "think," det is the 
pronoun "it," var is the irregular verb være in past tense, meaning "was," and 
planlagt is the irregular verb planlægge in present perfect tense, meaning 
"planned." You can also use the phrase when you want to say, "You bet." In Danish, 
this is Det kan du tro, which literally means "That can you believe," but it is 
equivalent of the English phrase, "You bet." So it is also used as equivalent of being 
certain or sure of something. If you replace kunne with the modal verb skulle, you 
get the phrase skulle tro. Skulle means "to have to" or "to should" most often, but 
in this case, it is more common to translate it as "will," "can," or "may." For 
example, Man skulle tro, det var løgn. This means "You would think it was a lie." Man 
is the pronoun "one" or "you," skulle means "would," tro means "think," det is the 
pronoun "it," var is the verb være in past tense, meaning "was," and finally, løgn is 
the common gender noun "lie."

You can negate the phrase by adding the adverb ikke which means "not." For 
example, Jeg kan ikke tro mine øjne. This means "I cannot believe my eyes." Jeg is 
the pronoun "I," kan is the modal verb kunne in present tense, meaning "can," ikke 
means "not," tro means "believe," mine is the pronoun "my," and øjne is the neuter 
gender noun øje in plural form, meaning "eyes."

For example:

1.  Du kan tro, jeg har savnet dig. 
"You can be certain I have missed you."

GRAMMAR
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The Focus of  This Lesson is Catching Up by Using Past  Simple Tense 
(Review)  
Jeg kom tilbage i forrige uge. 
"I came back the week before last  week." 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use the verb være

2. Conjugate regular verbs

3. Conjugate common irregular verbs

1. How to use the verb være

Være is the verb "to be" and it is probably the most important verb of all. Være is 
an irregular verb, which means that it is not conjugated like regular verbs. Like in 
English, være can also be used as auxiliary verb with other verbs to make different 
tenses. In order to create present perfect and past perfect tense, the irregular 
verb have, which means "to have," is used in present or past tense, and then 
followed by the past participle of være.

Infinitive Present  tense Simple past  
tense

Past  participle

være er var været

For example:

1. Pigen er glad for at se ham igen. 
  "The girl is happy to see him again."

2. Fyren var hendes kæreste engang.  
 "The guy was her boyfriend once."

3. Har du nogensinde været i Australien? 
  "Have you ever been to Australia?"

2. How to conjugate regular verbs
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In Danish, regular verbs are divided into two groups, depending on what you add 
to the end of a verb in past tense. Type 1 verbs are conjugated by adding -ede to 
the base form of the verb. Most verbs belong to this group. Type 2 verbs are 
conjugated by adding -te to the base form of the verb. Around 135 of the most 
common verbs belong to this group. The majority of Danish verbs end with an -e in 
infinitive form, so by removing that -e you will have the base form, which is also 
known as imperative form. In present tense, both types of regular verbs are 
conjugated by adding an -r to the end of the verb in infinitive form. A useful tip for 
conjugating Danish verbs is that you only conjugate according to tense, which 
means you do not have to worry about person and number; the verb stays the 
same. You do have to pay attention to certain Type 2 verbs, because there is a 
vowel change in the base form when forming past tense and past participle.

Type English Infinitive Imperati
ve

Present  
tense

Past  
tense

1

"to 
experienc
e"

opleve oplev oplever oplevede

1 "to wait" vente vent venter ventede

1 "to swim" svømme svøm svømmer svømmede

2

"to 
travel"/"to 
go"

rejse rejs rejser rejste

2 "to meet" møde mød møder mødte

2 "to follow" følge følg følger fulgte

For example:

1. Kvinden filmer alt på sin rejse.  
 "The woman films everything on her trip."

2. Historierne varede for evigt.  
 "The stories lasted forever."

3. Købte du en souvenir til alle? 
 "Did you buy a souvenir for everyone?"

3. How to conjugate common irregular verbs
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Conjugating Danish irregular verbs can be quite painful, especially in past tense. 
There are around 120 irregular verbs, and they belong to the final verb group 
called Type 3. Like regular verbs, you form present tense by adding -r to the end 
of the verb in infinitive form of the verb. In past tense, you do not add a specific 
ending when conjugating irregular verbs, but you can expect vowel change in the 
base form. Word of advice, if a verb does not end with an -e in infinitive form, it is 
most likely an irregular verb. Most irregular verbs, however, do end with an -e in 
infinitive form. So, consulting your trusty dictionary is a really good idea. At the 
same time, you might discover some of the verbs that can be conjugated both as 
an irregular and a regular verb.

Type English Infinitive Imperati
ve

Present  
tense

Past  
tense

3 "to see" se se ser så

"to become" blive bliv bliver blev

"to find" finde find finder fandt

"to get" få få får fik

"to help" hjælpe hjælp hjælper hjalp

"to laugh" le le ler lo

"to take" tage tag tager tog

"to regret" fortryde fortryd fortryder fortrød

"to swear" sværge sværg sværger svor/
sværgede

"to 
contribute"

bidrage bidrag bidrager bidrog/
bidragede

For example:

1. De drak altid franske eller australske vine.  
 "They always drank French or Australian wines."

2. Gruppen gik hele vejen til toppen.  
 "The group walked all the way to the top."

3. Gensynet betød ikke så meget for hende.  
 "The reunion did not mean so much to her."
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Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Emilie?! Sikke en overraskelse. Jeg vidste slet ikke, du var tilbage i 
Danmark. 
 "Emily?! What a surprise. I didn't know you were back in Denmark."

2. Og så fik jeg også arbejde på en café, så der skete pludselig meget. 
 "And then I also got a job at a café so a lot happened suddenly."

3. Du troede måske, at jeg lå og drev tiden væk? 
 "Perhaps you thought that I was lying around and idling away time?"

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Er det sandt? Var du ude at rejse alene? 
"Is it true? Were you out traveling alone?"

2. Turisterne græd på flyet hjem. 
 "The tourists cried on the plane home."

3. Hun ønskede fred, men han brød stilheden. 
 "She wanted peace, but he broke the silence."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Popular Choices After Graduating Senior High in Denmark

After graduating, it is popular to take a gap year during which travel, work, or 
volunteering are often combined, if you have not managed to save up enough 
money to cover all travel costs of your trip also referred to as dannelsesrejse. 
Some prefer to enroll in a further or higher education taught at universities and 
university colleges. If you are not ready for uni, you can prepare yourself for a 
specific education, develop your personal and social skills, or just clarify what you 
want to do next, at a folk high school which is a place that offers education and 
social activities through long or short-term courses.

Useful expression:

1. Dannelsesrejse 
 "educational trip, Grand Tour"
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DANISH

1. Carsten: Hold op, hvor er jeg udmattet...!

2. Theresa: Nåh... Var det en hård dag på arbejdet?

3. Carsten: Kun halvdelen af klassen mødte op til timen i dag.

4. Theresa: Virkelig? Kun halvdelen? Okay så...

5. Carsten: Ja...

6. Theresa: Jaså... Det var ikke mange.

7. Carsten: Nej, men vi gennemgik alligevel det, jeg havde forberedt.

8. Theresa: Nå okay, det var godt. Så var det måske ikke så skidt 
endda?

9. Carsten: Jo, for inden timen var slut, var tre af eleverne nødt til at gå.

10. Theresa: Ser man det. Hvad var grunden til, at de var nødt til at gå?

11. Carsten: De skulle åbenbart til et møde. Det var noget med 
planlægning af afslutningsfesten. Jeg formoder, det var 
vigtigt.

12. Theresa: [suk] Du husker tydeligvis ikke, da du selv var 3. g'er.

ENGLISH

1. Carsten: Oh my, I'm exhausted...!

CONT'D OVER
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2. Theresa: Oh... Was it a hard day at work?

3. Carsten: Only half of the class showed up for the class today.

4. Theresa: Really? Only half? Well then...

5. Carsten: Yes...

6. Theresa: Oh yeah...? That wasn't a lot.

7. Carsten: No, but we went through what I had prepared anyway.

8. Theresa: Oh okay, good. So perhaps it wasn't all that bad?

9. Carsten: It was because three of the students had to go before the 
class was over.

10. Theresa: What do you know? What was the reason they had to leave?

11. Carsten: Apparently, they were going to a meeting. It was something 
about planning the prom. I assume it was important.

12. Theresa: [sigh] You clearly don't remember when you were a senior.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

nå well, oh interjection

3. g'er
student in the third class 

in senior high school noun

ser man det is that a fact phrase

jaså is that so? indeed? interjection
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okay okay, OK adjective

virkelig real, actual adjective

møde op to show up phrasal verb

holde
to hold, to stop, to keep, 

to last verb

nåh well, oh, so interjection

hvor where, how adverb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Nå, jeg prøvede i det mindste.
 

"Well, at least I tried."

De glæder sig til at blive 3. 
g'ere næste år.

 
"They are looking forward to 
becoming students in the third 
class of senior high school next 
year."

Ser man det. Alle er her 
alligevel.

 
"Is that a fact. Everyone is here, 
after all."

Jaså. I hvad?
 

"Is that so? In what?"

Jeg er professor.
 

"I am a professor."

Det er ikke okay at pjække hver 
gang.

 
"It  is not okay to play hooky 
every t ime."

Filmen er baseret på en virkelig 
historie.

 
"The movie is based on a real 
story."

Du skal møde op til timerne, 
hvis du vil bestå.

 
"You must show up for the 
classes, if you want to pass."
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Kvinden holder globussen.
 

"The woman is holding the 
globe."

Nåh, gik undervisningen som 
planlagt?

 
"So, did the class go as 
planned?"

Hvor er stationen?
 

"Where is the station?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

holde op ("to stop," "to cut  out")

The phrase holde op is made of the irregular verb holde and the adverb op. Holde 
means "to hold" or "to stop," and op means "up."

You can use this phrase when you want to express that you will stop doing 
something, or when you want someone else to stop doing something. For 
example, Jeg holder op med at arbejde. This means "I will stop working" or "I am 
going to stop working." Jeg is the pronoun "I," holder op is the phrasal verb holde 
op in present tense, meaning "will stop" or "going to stop," med is the preposition 
"with," which is not included in the English translation, at is the infinitive marker "to," 
and arbejde is the verb "work" in infinitive form. When using the phrase on its own 
in imperative, you can use it to express frustration or amazement, or directly tell 
someone to stop or to cut it out. When talking about vehicles stopping, you should 
just use the regular verb "stoppe" which literally means "to stop."

For example:

1.  Kan du ikke snart holde op med at brokke dig? 
 "Can't you stop complaining soon?"

okay så ("well then," "alright  then")

The phrase consists of the adjective okay, which means the same in Danish as in 
English, and the adverb så which means "then."

Like its English equivalent "well then," okay så can be used to show someone that 
you are listening to what they are saying. You can also use it when you want to try 
moving on to a different subject. Finally, you can also use the phrase like the 
English "alright then," when you are giving in to something or someone after being 
reluctant to begin with.
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Intonation is key when using this phrase. Be careful not to sound to bored, 
wondering, or annoyed, unless you intentionally want those feelings to come 
across, of course. Like in English, pronouncing okay in certain ways says more than 
actually stating your opinion on something.

For example:

1.  Okay så... I kan gå tidligere. 
 "Alright then... You can leave earlier."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Active Listening During Conversation 
Nå okay, det var godt. Så var det måske ikke så skidt endda? 
"Oh okay, good. So perhaps it  wasn't  all that  bad?"

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use the interjections nå and nåh

2. Use the interjection jaså

3. Use the phrase ser man det 

1. How to use the interjections nå and nåh
 

The interjections nå and nåh often stand alone, or appear at the very beginning of 
a sentence. They both have the same meaning, but the preferred spelling varies 
from person to person, and they are only used in direct speech. Nå and nåh are 
the most common ways of spelling this interjection, but there are other variations. 
Some people take advantage of this when attempting to express intonation in 
written direct speech. As covered in previous lessons, the interjections usually 
mean "well" or "oh, I see," and they can also be used when responding to 
something that has been said. Depending on your intonation, your response can 
either be perceived as being disinterested or the exact opposite. Like in the 
dialogue, Theresa also uses nåh as an introduction to a question, in which case the 
interjection is equivalent of "so," in English. Later, she also uses nå as a 
declaratory response to show that she has understood what was just said.

Sample structures:
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Nå./Nåh.

Nå/Nåh + clause

For example:

1. Nå, det skal nok blive bedre i morgen.  
 "Well, it will probably get better tomorrow."

2. Nå, og hvad så?  
 "Okay, and so what?"

3. Nåh, så du er alligevel tilfreds?  
 "Oh, so you are satisfied after all."

2. How to use the interjection jaså

Like nå and nåh, the interjection Jaså can also stand alone or appear at the 
beginning of a sentence. It can be translated to "is that so?" or "indeed?" in English, 
but it is also equivalent of "oh, yeah?" You can also use jaså as a response or 
statement to something you just heard, expressing surprise, scepticism, or 
wonder. Also like nå and nåh, jaså is only used in direct speech.

Sentence structures:

Jaså. 

Jaså + clause

For example:

1. Jaså! Det skal I ikke slippe godt fra!  
 "Oh, yeah? You will not get away with that!"

2. Jaså, men forventede du noget andet? 
  "Is that so? But did you expect something else?"
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3. Jaså, nu forstår jeg det bedre.  
 "Aha, now I understand it better."

3. How to use the phrase ser man det 
 

The phrase ser man det is used as a sentence on its own. It consists of the 
irregular verb se, which means "to see," in present tense meaning "see," the 
pronoun man which means "one" or "you," and finally, the pronoun det which 
means "it" or "that." Ser man det is equivalent of "is that a fact," in English. The 
phrase is used when expressing surprise. However, this can be accompanied by 
disapproval of or scepticism towards what you hear or experience. You can 
emphasize how surprised you are by putting stress on the last word det.

For example:

1. Ser man det. Det kunne også være din egen skyld.  
 "Is that so? It could also be your own fault."

2. Ser man det. Skulle I ikke være til time nu?  
 "Is that so? Shouldn't you be in class now?"

3. Ser man det! Er alle syge i dag?  
 "Is that so? Is everyone sick today?"

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1.  Nåh... Var det en hård dag på arbejdet? 
 "Oh... Was it a hard day at work?"

2.  Jaså... Det var ikke mange. 
 "Oh yeah...? That wasn't a lot."

3.  Ser man det. Hvad var grunden til, at de var nødt til at gå? 
 "What do you know? What was the reason why they had to leave?"

Sample Sentences
 

1. Nå, så de valgte at fortsætte alligevel? 
 "Oh, so they chose to continue anyway?"
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2. Det kan du ikke gøre! Jaså. Hvem skal stoppe mig? 
 "You cannot do that!"Is that so? Who is going to stop me?"

3. Så I kommer for at undskylde. Ser man det. 
 "So you come to apologize. Is that a fact."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Danish Senior High School Life 
 

It usually takes three years to complete upper secondary school or senior high. 
The first year, called "1. g," is considered hard by many because you need to get 
used to a lot of new things, but the second year, called "2. g," will most likely turn 
out to be even harder, even though you will be smarter by then. The third and final 
year, called "3. g," tends to have a better reputation, because it will not be harder 
than the second year. I thought, however, that the final year was the hardest 
because motivation is low and you just want to graduate, but it is the final chance 
to get your grades up and improve your average.

Useful expression:

1. 1. g, 2. g, 3. G 
 "first class, second class, third class in senior high school"
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DANISH

1. Mia: Godmorgen alle sammen. Tak fordi I ville komme.

2. Mia: Som elevrådsrepræsentant er det mit ansvar at sørge for at 
holde jer opdaterede omkring Blå Bog.

3. Mia: Jeg bad jer om at tænke over et eventuelt tema i forhold til 
billeder, og hvor mange oplysninger I gerne vil have med.

4. Mia: Jeg har modtaget tre temaforslag, så vi skal holde en 
afstemning. Temaet med flest stemmer vinder.

5. Mia: Hvis det står uafgjort mellem to af forslagene, stemmer vi 
igen. Det er mest retfærdigt.

6. Mia: Bagefter skal vi beslutte, hvilke oplysninger der skal med 
ud over fødselsdag, kontaktoplysninger og så videre.

7. Mia: Hvis vi vil have mere end 10 punkter, kommer hver biografi 
til at fylde mere end én side.

8. Mia: Det ville selvfølgelig ikke skade med mere plads til billeder 
og citater, men der er en lille hage.

9. Mia: Hvis hver biografi fylder to sider, bliver det dyrere at få 
bogen produceret.

10. Mia: Så... Det kunne være sjovere, hvis vi havde to sider, men 
desværre også dyrere.

11. Mia: Hvis I ikke har nogle spørgsmål, går vi i gang med den 
første afstemning. Er I klar?

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Mia: Good morning everybody. Thank you for coming.

2. Mia: As student council representative, it is my responsibility to 
make sure to keep you updated on Blue Book.

3. Mia: I asked you to think about a possible theme in relation to 
pictures and how much information you would like to include.

4. Mia: I have received three theme proposals, so we have to hold 
a vote. The theme with most votes wins.

5. Mia: If there is a tie between two of the proposals, we will vote 
again. That is fairest.

6. Mia: Afterwards, we have to decide what information to include 
besides birthday, contact information and so on.

7. Mia: If we want more than 10 points, each biography will take up 
more than one page.

8. Mia: Of course, it would not hurt with more room for pictures and 
quotes, but there is a small catch.

9. Mia: If each biography takes up two pages, it will be more 
expensive to have the book produced.

10. Mia: So... It could be more fun if we had two pages, but also 
more expensive unfortunately.

11. Mia: If you do not have any questions, we will start with the first 
vote. Are you ready?

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class
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elevrådsrepræsentant
student council 
representative noun

ansvar responsibility noun

sørge for

to take care of, to look 
after, to see to, to make 

sure
phrasal verb

i forhold til

compared to, relative to, 
with respect to, in 

relation to
phrase

uafgjort
draw, tie, unsettled, 

undecided adjective

retfærdig fair adjective

end than conjunction

fylde to fill, to turn, to be verb

hage chin, catch noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Elevrepræsentanten vil gerne 
sige et par ord.

 
"The student council 
representative would like to say 
a few words."

Vi har alle et ansvar for 
hinanden.

 
"We all have a responsibility to 
one another."

Sørg for at ringe til hr. Møller 
og give ham detaljerne.

 
"Make sure to call Mr. Miller and 
give him the details."

Engagementet er stort i 
forhold til tidligere.

 
"The commitment is great 
compared to earlier."

Sidste år endte valget 
uafgjort.

 
"Last year, the election ended 
in a t ie."

Eleverne skal lave en retfærdig 
fordeling af  opgaverne.

 
"The students must make a fair 
distribution of the tasks."
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Drengen tror, han er klogere 
end andre.

 
"The boy thinks he is smarter 
than others."

I er bedre end det.
 

"You’re better than that."

Læreren fylder klassen med 
idéer.

 
"The teacher fills the class with 
ideas."

Nogle mennesker har arvet en 
kløf t i hagen.

 
"Some people have inherited a 
cleft in the chin."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

mere end ("more than")

The phrase consists of the comparative adjective mere, which means "more," and 
the conjunction end, which means "than."

As the English translation suggests, the phrase is used when talking about 
comparison. Or rather when something is more than something else, to be 
specific. For example, Bogen koster mere end filmen. This means "The book costs 
more than the movie." The first word bogen is the common gender noun bog in 
definite form, meaning "the book."

The second word koster is the regular verb koste in present tense, meaning 
"costs." Then there is the phrase mere end which means "more than," and finally 
we have the common gender noun film in definite form, meaning "the movie." If 
something is less than something else, you simply replace the comparative 
adjective mere with the comparative adjective mindre, which usually means 
"smaller." In this case, however, when mindre is followed by the conjunction end, it 
means "less."

The phrase does not have to be followed by a noun or a pronoun. It can also be 
followed by an adjective. For example, Vi har hørt mere end rigeligt. This means 
"We have heard more than enough." Vi is the pronoun "we," har is the irregular 
verb have in present tense, meaning "have," hørt is the regular verb høre in 
present perfect tense, meaning "heard," mere end means "more than," of course, 
and finally, rigeligt is the adjective "plentiful."

For example:

1.  Det betyder mere, end du tror. 
 "It means more than you think."
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fylde to sider ("to take up two pages")

The phrase consists of the regular verb fylde, which most often means "to fill," the 
numeral to, which means "two," and the common gender noun side in plural form, 
which means "pages."

You often use the phrase when talking about how much space something or 
someone takes up. For example, Opgaven skal fylde 10 sider. This means "The 
assignment must be 10 pages." Opgaven is the common gender noun opgave in 
definite form, meaning "the assignment," skal is the modal verb skulle in present 
tense, meaning "must," the verb fylde is translated as "be," 10 is the numeral "ten," 
and sider means "pages." When using the construction to talk about age, you 
replace to sider with the number of years you will turn. For example, Han fylder 19 
i morgen means "He turns 19 tomorrow." Han is the pronoun "he," fylder means 
"turns" or "will be," 19 is the numeral "nineteen," and i morgen is the expression 
"tomorrow."

If you do not follow the verb fylde by anything, you can indicate that something or 
someone takes up a lot of space. For example, Deltagerne fylder literally means 
"The participants are filling," but the phrase is equivalent of "The participants take 
up a lot of space." Another example is, Maden fylder which literally means "The 
food is filling," but it is equivalent of something like "The food takes up a lot of 
space in my stomach."

For example:

1.  Talen må højst fylde to sider. 
 "The speech may take up two pages at the most."

lille hage ("small catch")

This phrase consists of the adjective lille which means "small" or "little," and the 
common gender noun hage which means "chin."

The phrase is used when figuratively talking about a lille hage, which makes more 
sense when translated as "small catch." So in other words, you can use this phrase 
when referring to a surprising obstacle or unpleasant circumstance in something. 
For example, Der er en lille hage ved beslutningen. This means "There is a small 
catch in the decision." Der is the formal subject "there," er is the irregular verb være 
in present tense meaning "is," en is the indefinite article "a," lille hage means "small 
catch," the preposition ved is translated as "in," and beslutningen is the common 
gender noun beslutning in definite form meaning "the decision." If the adjective lille 
is not suitable for describing a given catch, you simply replace if with a better 
adjective.

Sometimes hage is not preceded by an adjective. Instead, the noun is preceded 
by the pronoun den which means "that," or the indefinite article en which means "a."
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For example:

1.  Har leverandøren fortalt dig om den lille hage? 
 "Has the supplier told you about the small catch?"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Making Arguments—Pros and Cons 
 Hvis I ikke har nogle spørgsmål, går vi i gang med den første 
afstemning. Er I klar? 
 "If  you do not  have any questions, we will start  with the first  vote. 
Are you ready?" 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use the conjunction hvis 

2. Construct  conditional sentences 
 

1. How to use the conjunction hvis 
 

 

The conjunction hvis means "if," in English, and it is placed at the very beginning of 
subordinate clauses. Like its English equivalent, hvis is used when expressing a 
condition. You can also use this conjunction to introduce subordinate clauses 
stating that you are imagining or visualizing something. In this case, a modal verb 
often appears in the same sentence.

Sentence structures:

main clause + hvis + subordinate clause

Hvis + subordinate clause + main clause

For example:

1. Hun bestemmer, hvis de ikke kan blive enige. 
"She decides, if they cannot come to an agreement."
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2. Hvis penge er et problem, skal vi finde en anden løsning. 
"If money is a problem, we must find another solution."

3. Det ville være ideelt, hvis alle havde råd til det.  
 "It would be ideal, if everyone could afford it."

2. How to construct  conditional sentences

When hvis introduces a subordinate clause, the subject follows directly after the 
conjunction. Then comes the verb. If the subordinate clause precedes the main 
clause, remember to invert the word order in the latter sentence. In other words, 
the verb comes first and then the subject. This is also the case when the 
subordinate clause containing hvis makes up a question with the main clause. In 
spoken Danish, the adverb ikke, covered in previous lesson, can be placed right 
after hvis when negating a sentence. But only in spoken Danish.

Sentence structures:

Affirmative: subject + verb, hvis + subject + verb

Negative: subject + verb, hvis + subject + ikke + verb

Interrogative: verb + subject, hvis + subject + verb?

Affirmative: Hvis + subject + verb, verb + subject

Negative: Hvis + subject + ikke + verb, verb + subject

Interrogative/Negative: verb + subject, hvis + subject + ikke + 
verb?

For example:

1. Forældrene vil bidrage, hvis det bliver nødvendigt.  
 "The parents will contribute, if it becomes necessary."

2. Hvis alt går galt, starter vi forfra.  
 "If everything goes wrong, we will start over."
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3. Er det bedre, hvis vi ikke udvider? 
  "Is it better, if we do not extend?"

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Hvis vi vil have mere end 10 punkter, kommer hver biografi til at fylder 
mere end én side. 
 "If we want more than 10 points, each biography will take up more than 
one page."

2. Så... Det kunne være sjovere, hvis vi havde to sider, men desværre også 
dyrere. 
 "So... It could be more fun if we had two pages, but also more expensive 
unfortunately."

Sample Sentences 
 

1.  Hvis vi aflyser mødet, bliver hun sur. 
"If we cancel the meeting, she will get angry."

2. Hvis eleverne har været opmærksomme, så ved de det. 
 "If the student have been attentive, then they know."

3. De skal selv betale, hvis det bliver for dyrt. 
 "They must pay themselves, if it gets too expensive."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Danish School Memorabilia

Besides your student cap, school photos and yearbooks are probably the most 
cherished, (OR hated!) school memorabilia. Individual and class photos are usually 
taken at the beginning the school year. In senior high school, it is common to dress 
up or do other fun stuff for the class photo. Before graduation, students make a Blå 
Bog containing sometimes cruel individual classmate descriptions and pictures, all 
in good fun, of course. Unlike year books in the US, for instance, you will not see 
pages with neatly lined up individual photos in a Blå Bog. It is more like a slam book.

Useful expression:
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1. Blå Bog 
 "Blue Book"
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DANISH

1. Emilie: Undskyld, jeg går lige herover et øjeblik... Hej Jon!

2. Jon: Åh, hej. Er du også her?

3. Emilie: Ja, jeg er her sørme også. Undskyld, jeg var nødt til at 
smutte forleden, men jeg...

4. Jon: Lad mig afbryde dig med det samme! Du behøver ikke at 
undskylde. Det var mig, der var...

5. Emilie: Undskyld, må jeg lige have lov til at tale færdig?!

6. Jon: Ja, men først vil jeg lige sige, at det er mig, der siger 
undskyld... For alt.

7. Emilie: Åh... Hør her, jeg har tænkt lidt. Måske var vi lige gode om 
det... Det var bare ikke det rette tidspunkt.

8. Jon: Ville du have lyst til at drikke noget kaffe en dag? Måske på...

9. Emilie: Efter festen?

10. Jon: Ja, det ville også fungere. Det er en aftale.

11. Emilie: Nå, men for at vende tilbage til det, jeg prøvede at sige.

12. Jon: Ja?

13. Emilie: Jeg var nødt til at smutte, fordi min bil holdt ulovligt parkeret.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Emily: Excuse me, I'm just going to go over here for a minute... Hi 
Jon!

2. Jon: Oh, hi. Are you here, too?

3. Emily: Yes, I am here, too, indeed. Sorry I had to split the other 
day, but I...

4. Jon: Let me interrupt you right away! You don't have to 
apologize. It was me who was...

5. Emily: Sorry, may I just be allowed to finish talking?!

6. Jon: Yes, but first I want to say that it is me who is saying sorry... 
For everything.

7. Emily: Oh... Listen, I've been thinking. Maybe we were equally 
responsible... It just wasn't the right time.

8. Jon: Would you feel like drinking some coffee one day? Perhaps 
on...

9. Emily: After the party?

10. Jon: Yes, that would work too. It's a deal.

11. Emily: Anyway, to return to what I was trying to say.

12. Jon: Yes?

13. Emily: I had to split because my car was parked illegally.

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

undskyld
excuse me, sorry, 

pardon interjection

sørme jolly well, indeed adverb

smutte to nip, to split, to slip verb

afbryde to interrupt verb

lov law, permission noun

god good, kind, good-natured adjective

ret straight, right adjective

lyst desire, urge noun 

fungere to work, to function verb

ulovlig illegal adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Undskyld, hvad er klokken nu?
 

"Excuse me, what t ime is it  
now?"

Det er jeg sørme ked af.
 

"I am indeed sorry about that."

Drengene smutter om 5 
minutter.

 
"The boys are off in five 
minutes."

Nogle gange er det uhøfligt at 
afbryde.

 
"Sometimes it  is rude to 
interrupt."

Du får ikke lov til at få det 
sidste ord.

 
"You will not be allowed to get 
the last word."

Det siger loven.
 

"The law says so."
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Maden var god.
 

"The food was good."

Hold ryggen ret, mens du 
snakker med ham.

 
"Keep the back straight while 
you are talking to him."

Parret har ikke lyst til at 
skændes igen.

 
"The couple does not feel like 
arguing again."

Styr dine lyster!
 

"Control your urges!"

Det fungerer ikke med alle 
disse forstyrrelser.

 
"It  does not work with all these 
interruptions."

Er det ulovligt at sige sin 
mening?

 
"Is it  illegal to say your opinion?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

have lov 
 ("to be allowed," "to have permission," "to be entitled")

The first word in the phrase have is the irregular verb "to have," and the second 
word lov is the common gender noun "law" or "permission."

The phrase is used when someone has permission or is allowed to do something. 
You simply add the preposition til, which means "to," and then whatever you have 
permission to do. For example, De havde lov til at gå. This means "They had 
permission to leave." De is the pronoun "they," havde is the irregular verb have in 
past tense, meaning "had," lov means "permission," til means "to," at is the 
infinitive marker "to," and gå is the verb "go" or "leave" in infinitive form.

In this phrase, the verb have is interchangeable with the irregular verb få, which 
means "to get." Like in English, få lov is used when focusing more on the getting 
part than the state of being in possession of a permission to do something.

For example:

1. Du har ikke lov til at komme ind. 
 "You are not allowed to come in."
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være lige gode om 
("to be equally good," "to be equally responsible")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb være, which means "to be," the adjective 
lige, which means "equal" or "even," the adjective god, which means "good," and 
finally the preposition om, which means "about."

You can use this phrase when two or more subjects have equal shares in 
something, or when they are equally responsible for something. For example, 
Parret er lige gode om problemerne. This means "The couple is equally 
responsible for the problems." Parrene is the neuter gender noun par in plural 
definite form, meaning "the couples," er is the verb være in present tense, 
meaning "are," lige gode is translated as "equally responsible," om is translated 
as "for," and finally problemerne is the neuter gender noun problem in plural 
definite form, meaning "the problems." When you want to express the same, but 
emphasize the negativity of a given matter, you can use the phrase være lige 
slemme til.This literally means "to be equally bad at," but it is used to imply that 
two or more subjects tend to do something that is considered bad to the same 
extent. For example, Vi er lige slemme til at lyve. This literally means "We are 
equally bad at to lie," but it is equivalent of "We all/both lie to the same extent."

Make sure to use the correct preposition when using være lige gode om, 
because if you replace om with the preposition til, the phrase means that you are 
literally equally good at a given skill.

For example:

1. Værterne er lige gode om at være stædige. 
 "The hosts are being stubborn to equal extent."

have lyst 
("to feel like")

The phrase is made of the irregular verb have, meaning "to have," and the 
common gender noun lyst, which means "desire" or "urge."

You can use this phrase when you want to express that you want something or feel 
like doing something. For example, Kvinden har lyst til kaffe which literally 
means "The woman has desire for coffee," but it is equivalent of "The woman feels 
like coffee," or simply "The woman wants coffee." Another example is, Manden 
havde lyst til at sove, which means "The man felt like sleeping." If you want to 
tone down your desire or urge to do something, you can use the phrase kunne 
tænke sig instead. This means "would like" and consists of the modal verb kunne, 
most commonly meaning "can," the verb tænke, which means "think," and the 
reflexive pronoun sig, meaning "oneself," which conjugates according to the 
subject of a sentence.
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For example:

1. Har nogen lyst til flere drinks? 
 "Does anyone feel like more drinks?"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Taking Control of  a Difficult  Conversation 
Undskyld, må jeg lige have lov til at tale færdig?! 
"Sorry, may I just  be allowed to finish talking?!"  

 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use the interjection undskyld

2. Use imperatives

3. Use the adverb sørme

1. How to use the interjection undskyld 
 

 

The interjection undskyld means "sorry," and it usually appears on its own or at 
the very beginning of a sentence. It is used when expressing regret or asking for 
forgiveness for something you have done. You can also use the interjection as a 
polite introduction to a question, or when approaching someone and you want to 
make sure that the person knows that you are sorry for troubling or disturbing 
them.

Sentence structures:

Undskyld + subject + verb

Undskyld + verb + subject?
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For example:

1. Undskyld. Det kommer ikke mig ved. 
"Sorry. It is none of my business."

2. Undskyld, jeg forstyrrer dig.  
 "Sorry to disturb you."

3. Undskyld, var det ikke hans tur til at tale?  
 "Sorry, wasn't it his turn to speak?"

2. How to use imperatives 
 

When a verb appears in imperative form, the action is an order or a request giving 
directly to one or more people. The imperative form of a verb is the shortest form 
a verb can have, and in Danish that form is not always pretty to look at. Especially 
when a verb ends with consonants that are not usually pronounced right next to 
each other without a vowel to ease up the pronunciation. Verbs in imperative form 
can stand alone, but they normally appear at the very beginning of a sentence. You 
often follow the verb with an object, an adjective, a verbal phrase, or a 
prepositional phrase. There is no subject in a sentence with a verb in imperative 
form, because it is implicit. You are only able to see whether the subject is one or 
more people when using a reflexive verb. Like with other Danish verbs, the 
imperative form does not change. You simply remove the -e from the infinitive form 
of a verb, and then you have the imperative form:

 infinitive form ÷ -e = imperative form

English Infinitive Imperative Sample 
Sentence

"to improve" forbedre forbedr

Forbedr 
undskyldningen! 
("Improve the 
apology!")
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"to speak" tale tal Tal pænt! 
("Speak nicely!")

"to hurry up" skynde sig skynd dig

Skynd dig at gå! 
("Hurry up and 
go!")

"to sit down" sætte sig sæt jer

Sæt jer på 
stolene! ("Sit 
down on the 
chairs!")

3. How to use the adverb sørme 
 

 

The adverb sørme can be translated as "jolly well" or "indeed." It most commonly 
appears after the verb in a sentence. In negative sentences, sørme still follows 
the verb, but precedes the adverb ikke, which means "not." Sørme is mainly used 
in spoken Danish, when you want to emphasize a personal opinion, or the like.

Sentence structures:

subject + verb + sørme + subordinate clause/object/adjective/
prepositional phrase

subject + verb + sørme + ikke + subordinate clause/object/
adjective/prepositional phrase

For example: 

1. De elsker sørme stadig hinanden. 
"They jolly well still love each other."

2. Gæsterne så sørme overraskede ud. 
  "The guests looked surprised indeed."

3. Det er sørme ikke, fordi I har fortrudt det.  
 "It is jolly well not because you have regretted it."
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Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Ja, jeg er her sørme også. Undskyld, jeg var nødt til at smutte forleden, 
men jeg... 
"Yes, I am here, too, indeed. Sorry I had to pop the other day, but I..."

2. Lad mig afbryde dig med det samme! Du behøver ikke at undskylde. Det 
var mig, der var... 
 "Let me interrupt you right away! You don't have to apologize. It was me 
who was..."

3. Åh... Hør her, jeg har tænkt lidt. Måske var vi lige gode om det... Det var 
bare ikke det rette tidspunkt. 
 "Oh... Listen, I've been thinking. Maybe we were equally responsible... It 
just wasn't the right time."

Sample Sentences
 

1. Undskyld, men ville dette ikke være bedre? 
"Excuse me, but wouldn't this be better?"

2. Drik ikke for meget med koffein. 
 "Do not drink too much with caffeine."

3. Der er sørme gang i festen. 
 "The party has started, indeed."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Parking in Denmark 
 

In addition to the universal options of marked spaces, parking garages, and paying 
attention to signs with timetables and prices on ticket booths, here are some rules 
on parking in Denmark. You must park at least ten meters away from a transversal 
street or bicycle track. If there is an exit to a bicycle track, you must park at least 
five meters away from it. In general, it is illegal to park on the sidewalk within city 
zones, unless otherwise stated. You can be fined at least 510 kroner for parking 
illegally, so don't forget to check your p-skive.

Useful expression:
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1. P-skive 
"parking disc"
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DANISH

1. Helle: Hej. Hvor meget skal du have for de hvide og blå kopper?

2. Kim: 25 kroner per styk.

3. Helle: Hmm. Må jeg lige se nærmere på dem?

4. Kim: Selvfølgelig. Tag dig bare god tid. Jeg er her et par timer 
endnu.

5. Helle: Tak. Tja, kopperne er fine, men lidt dyre. Kan vi prutte lidt 
om prisen?

6. Kim: Tjo... Hvor meget ville du have skudt på at de kostede?

7. Helle: Hvis jeg skal være ærlig, ville jeg have gættet på 10 kroner 
per styk. Mere vil jeg ikke give.

8. Kim: 10 kroner?! Du må have spist søm!

9. Helle: Hvad nu hvis jeg køber alle 8 kopper? Jeg kan se, at nogle 
af dem er pænere end andre.

10. Kim: Hmm... Kan du ikke bare tage dem, der er mest velholdte?

11. Helle: Nej, det er bedst med et helt sæt.

12. Kim: Okay, så. Men kun fordi du er den pæneste kunde, jeg har 
haft i dag.

13. Helle: Jeg siger tak for en god handel.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Helle: Hello. How much do you want for the white and blue cups?

2. Kim: 25 kroner apiece.

3. Helle: Hmm. Can I just have a closer look at them?

4. Kim: Of course. Just take your time. I'm here for another couple 
of hours.

5. Helle: Thank you. Well, the cups are fine, but a little expensive. Can 
we haggle a bit about the price?

6. Kim: Well... How much would you have guessed they cost?

7. Helle: To be honest, I would have guessed ten kroner apiece. I 
won't give more.

8. Kim: Ten kroner?! You must be out of your mind!

9. Helle: What if I buy all eight cups? I can see that some of them are 
prettier than others.

10. Kim: Hmm... Can't you just take those that are best-maintained?

11. Helle: No, it is best with a whole set.

12. Kim: Alright, then. But only because you are the prettiest 
customer I've had today.

13. Helle: Thank you for a good deal.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class
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handel
deal, bargain, trade, 
commerce, trading noun

søm nail noun

gætte to guess verb

ærlig honest, frank, sincere adjective

skyde to shoot verb

pris price, prize noun

prutte to fart, to break wind verb

nær near, close adjective

per styk apiece phrase

hvor meget how much phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jeg gjorde en god handel lige 
derovre.

 
"I made a good deal right over 
there."

Vi har mange forskellige søm i 
kassen.

 
"We have many different nails in 
the box."

Han kunne ikke gætte, hvor 
meget den var værd.

 
"He could not guess how much 
it  was worth."

Sælgeren gav dem et ærligt 
svar til sidst.

 
"The salesman gave them an 
honest answer in the end."

Skyd ikke bolden for tæt på 
glasskålene!

 
"Don't shoot the ball too close 
to the glass bowls!"

Sidst på dagen bliver priserne 
sat ned.

 
"At the end of the day, the 
prices get reduced."

Barnet pruttede hele vejen til 
markedet.

 
"The child farted all the way to 
the market."

Fortæl det kun videre til nære 
venner.

 
"Only pass it  on to close 
friends."
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Bukserne koster 249 kroner 
per styk.

 
"The pants cost 249 kroner 
apiece."

Hvor meget kage vil du have?
 

"How much cake do you want?"

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

prutte om prisen 
("to haggle")

The phrase consists of the regular verb prutte, which means "to fart," the 
preposition om, which means "about," and the common gender noun pris in 
definite form, which means "the price."

Basically, the phrase is used the as equivalent of the English verbs "to haggle" and 
"to bargain." If you want to use a more formal term, you replace the verb prutte 
with the regular verb forhandle which means "to negotiate."

In its negotiating sense, the verb prutte is related to both Norwegian dialect and 
Low German, in which it means "to quarrel" or "to chat." That's right. Nobody is 
"farting about the price" here.

For example:

1. Det nyttede ikke at prutte om prisen. 
"It was no use haggling."

skyde på 
("to guess")

The first word is the irregular verb skyde, which means "to shoot," and the second 
word is the preposition på, which means "on" or "at."

The phrase is used when saying "to guess" in an informal way. So in this case, you 
are not literally shooting at something. You are just stating your idea or suggestion. 
If you want to sound less informal, you can simply use the regular verb gætte, 
which means "to guess."

When answering with skyde på, you always place your answer after på. The 
phrase can be followed by nouns, pronouns, and also subordinate clauses.

For example:
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1. Jeg vil skyde på, at den var dyr. 
"I am guessing that it was expensive."

have spist søm 
 ("to be out  of  one's mind")

The phrase is made of the irregular verb have, which means "to have," the regular 
verb spise in present perfect tense, which means "eaten," and the neuter gender 
noun søm, which means "nails." Søm is the same in indefinite singular and plural 
form.

You can use this idiom when you want to say that someone is out of their mind or 
confused, which is probably what would happen if they had actually eaten nails. 
Yes, the ones you hammer on the head, not the ones growing on your fingers. This 
phrase is very informal so make sure not to use it at random, and only when you 
really want to express that someone is out of their mind for saying, thinking, or 
doing something.

In older slang, the phrase actually means "to have a bad taste in one's mouth, 
especially after drinking too much." In other words, "to be hungover." So the bad 
taste in your mouth is compared to the taste of having a mouth full of nails.

For example:

1. Du vil låne 500 kroner til?! Har du spist søm?! 
"You want to borrow another 500 kroner?! Are you out of your mind?!"

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Describing Objects with Adjectives 
(Review) 
Jeg siger tak for en god handel. 
"Thank you for a good deal."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Conjugate adjectives in singular

2.  Conjugate adjectives in plural

3. Use nouns in definite form
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1. How to conjugate adjectives in singular  
 

When describing nouns in singular indefinite form, the adjective conjugates 
according to the gender of the noun it precedes. As you know, the gender of 
Danish nouns is either common or neuter. When describing a common gender 
noun, the adjective stays in its dictionary form. When describing a neuter gender 
noun, a -t is added to the end of the adjective. However, you do not add a -t to 
adjectives that end in -sk or a vowel, even though they modify a neuter gender 
noun. The only exceptions are the adjectives fri and ny, which mean "free" and 
"new," and all adjectives ending in the vowel å. Adjectives are often preceded by 
an indefinite article making it easier to know the gender of a noun, but sometimes 
it is not.

Sentence structure:

English Dictionary 
form

Common 
gender

Neuter 
gender

Sample 
sentences

"low" lav
en lav pris
"a low price"

et lavt loft
"a low ceiling"

Køb møbler 
til en lav pris.
"Buy furniture 
at a low 
price."
 
Et lavt loft 
kan føles 
klaustrofobis
k.
"A low ceiling 
can feel 
claustrophobi
c."
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"special"
særlig

en særlig 
samling
"a special 
collection"

et særligt 
tilbud
"a special 
offer"

Vi fandt en 
særlig 
samling.
"We found a 
special 
collection."
 
Sælgeren 
giver et 
særligt tilbud.
"The 
salesman is 
giving a 
special offer."

"light/fair" lys
en lys nat
"a light night"

et lyst hår
"a fair hair"

Det er en lys 
nat.
"It is a light 
night."
 
Hun har lyst 
hår.
"She has fair 
hair."

2. How to conjugate adjectives in plural

Unlike adjectives describing nouns in singular indefinite form, adjectives used to 
describe nouns in plural form do not conjugate according to the gender of the 
noun. Instead, it conjugates according to number, and luckily there is only one way 
of conjugating adjectives describing nouns in plural form; by adding an -e is added 
to the end of the adjective. You do not add an ending to adjectives that already end 
in a vowel, except fri and ny meaning "free" and "new."

Sentence structures:

adjective-e + common/neuter gender noun in plural form
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English Dictionary 
form

Common 
gender

Neuter 
gender

Sample 
sentences

"low" lav
lave priser
"low prices"

lave lofter
"low ceilings"

Parret elsker 
lave priser.
"The couple 
loves low 
prices."
 
Lave lofter 
har charme.
"Low ceilings 
are 
charming."

"special" særlig

særlige 
samlinger
"special 
collections"

særlige tilbud
"special 
offers"

Der er 
særlige 
samlinger på 
markedet.
"There are 
special 
collections at 
the market."
 
Du lokker 
med særlige 
tilbud.
"You are 
tempting with 
special 
offers."

"light/fair" lys
lyse nætter
"light nights"

lyse hår
"fair hairs"

Har I oplevet 
lyse nætter?
"Have you 
experienced 
light nights?"
 
Barnet har 
lyse hår på 
armene.
"The child 
has fair hairs 
on the arms."
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3. How to use nouns in definite form 
 

When changing a noun from indefinite to definite singular form, you have two 
options. You can either add a definite article in from of the noun, or you can add -en 
or -et to the end of the noun. Since nouns are conjugated according to their 
gender, you either use the definite article den or det. Note, a definite article is 
always followed by an adjective describing the preceding noun, and an -e is added 
to the end of the adjective. Both den and det mean "the," in English, but the 
former is used for common gender nouns and the latter for neuter gender nouns. 
Likewise, when adding -en or -et to the end of a noun, the former is used with 
common gender nouns and the latter with neuter gender nouns. If a noun ends with 
an -e in its dictionary form, you only add an -n or a -t. Note, when a noun has been 
added an ending, the adjective is moved to the other side of that noun, and will 
follow the verb. In this case, the adjective stays in its dictionary form. When 
changing a noun from indefinite to definite plural form, you must pay attention to a 
few more details, but normally you either add -ne or -ene to the dictionary form. If 
a noun has been added -er, -r, or -e in indefinite plural form, you add -ne to 
create the definite plural form. If a noun ends with -ere in indefinite plural form, 
you add also add -ne but this time to the dictionary form. Finally, if a noun does not 
have an additional ending in indefinite plural form, you add -ene to the end of the 
noun.

English Noun Definite 
article

Definite ending Sample 
sentence

"bowl" skål

den runde 
skål
"the round 
bowl"

skålen
"the bowl"

Den runde 
skål gik 
itu.
"The 
round 
bowl 
broke."

"cage" bur

det nye 
bur
"the new 
cage"

buret
"the cage"

Buret er 
nyt.
"The cage 
is new."

"vase" vase

den høje 
vase
"the tall 
vase"

vasen
"the vase"

Han solgte 
vasen.
"He sold 
the vase."
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"carpet"
tæppe

det bløde 
tæppe
"the soft 
carpet"

tæppet
"the carpet"

Vi køber 
det bløde 
tæppe.
"We will 
buy the 
soft 
carpet."

English Noun Indefinit
e plural

Definite plural Sample 
sentence

"car" bil
biler
"cars"

bilerne
"The cars"

Bilerne er 
fra USA.
"The cars 
are from 
the US."

"board" plade
plader
"boards"

pladerne
"the boards"

Hvor 
lagde du 
pladerne?
"Where 
did you 
put the 
boards?"

"table" bord
borde
"tables"

bordene
"the tables"

Gæsterne 
sad ved 
bordene.
"The 
guests sat 
at the 
tables."

"opener" oplukker
oplukkere
"openers"

oplukkerne
"the openers"

Alle 
oplukkerne 
er væk.
"All the 
openers 
are gone."

"thing" ting
ting
"things"

tingene
"the things"

Vi skal 
sortere 
tingene.
"We have 
to sort out 
the things."
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Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Nej, det er bedst med et helt sæt. 
 "No, it is best with a whole set."

2. Hej. Hvor meget skal du have for de hvide og blå kopper? 
 "Hello. How much do you want for the white and blue cups?"

3. Tak. Tja, kopperne er fine, men lidt dyre. Kan vi prutte lidt om prisen? 
 "Thank you. Well, the cups are fine, but a little expensive. Can we haggle a 
bit about the price?"

Sample Sentences
 

1. Find en ny sofa, som passer til den røde lænestol. 
 "Find a new couch that goes with the red armchair."

2. Familien ejer både nye og gamle møbler. 
 "The family owns both new and old furniture."

3. Ølkasserne koster mere, end hvad de er værd. 
 "The beer crates cost more than they are worth."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Flea Markets
 

Anyone can book a stand for loppemarkede in Denmark. These flea markets are 
excellent if you want to get rid of things from the attic or the basement. Almost 
anything goes, except food, beverages, candy, or the like. Unless you have made 
special arrangements with the organizers. Depending on the city, outdoor flea 
markets are usually held during weekends a couple of times a month between 
April and October.

Useful expression:

1. Loppemarkede 
"flea market"
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DANISH

1. Sofia: Goddag, hvad kan jeg gøre for dig?

2. Villads: Hej, jeg fik de her handsker af min kæreste i sidste uge, 
men der er allerede gået hul på dem.

3. Sofia: Det var ikke så godt. Har du haft dem på, mens du har lavet 
en form for praktisk arbejde...?

4. Villads: Hvad mener du helt bestemt med praktisk arbejde?

5. Sofia: Jeg mener, om du måske har båret eller flyttet rundt på 
tunge genstande? Så de er blevet slidte hurtigere?

6. Villads: Burde handskerne ikke kunne holde til den slags arbejde? 
De er trods alt lavet af 100% ægte læder.

7. Sofia: Jo, det burde de. Men jeg er desværre alligevel nødt til at 
spørge. Har du kvitteringen på handskerne?

8. Villads: Ja, jeg har den lige her. Værsgo. Jeg har seriøst kun kørt bil 
med dem på.

9. Sofia: Mange tak skal du have. Vi bytter dem selvfølgelig gerne til 
et nyt par.

10. Villads: Øh, er det ikke muligt at få pengene refunderet i stedet for? 
Ærligt talt har min kæreste ret dårlig smag.

11. Sofia: Det har hun tydeligvis også i fyre.

12. Villads: Undskyld, hvad sagde du?

13. Sofia: Værsgo, her har du pengene i stedet for! Hav en god dag!

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. Sophia: Hello, what can I do for you?

2. Villads: Hi, I got these gloves from my girlfriend last week, but 
there has already been a hole ripped in them.

3. Sophia: That's not good. Have you been wearing them while you 
have done some sort of practical work...?

4. Villads: What do you mean exactly by practical work?

5. Sophia: I mean if you might have carried or moved heavy objects 
around? So they have become worn faster?

6. Villads: Shouldn't the gloves be able to withstand that kind of work? 
After all, they are made of 100% genuine leather.

7. Sophia: Yes, they should. But unfortunately, I have to ask anyway. Do 
you have the receipt for the gloves?

8. Villads: Yes, I have it right here. Here you go. Seriously, I have only 
driven a car with them on.

9. Sophia: Thank you very much. We will swap them for a new pair, of 
course.

10. Villads: Uhm, isn't it possible to get a refund instead? Frankly, my 
girlfriend has pretty bad taste.

11. Sophia: She obviously has that in guys too.

12. Villads: Sorry, what did you say?

13. Sophia: There you are, here you have the money instead! Have a 
nice day!

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

smag taste noun

fyr guy, fellow, boyfriend noun

hul hole noun

have på to wear phrasal verb

form form, shape noun

bestemt
definitely, certainly, for 

certain, indeed adverb

burde to ought to, should verb

holde
to hold, to stop, to keep, 

to last verb

kvittering receipt noun

bytte
to change, to exchange, 

to swap, to trade verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Her finder du tøj for enhver 
smag.

 
"Here you will find clothes for 
every taste."

Det var svært at se den søde 
fyr i øjnene.

 
"It  was difficult to look the cute 
guy in the eye."

Den unge pige fandt et hul i sin 
taske.

 
"The young girl found a hole in 
her bag."

Kunden har en lang f rakke og 
støvler på.

 
"The customer is wearing a long 
coat and boots."

Vi sælger kjoler og jeans til alle 
former.

 
"We sell dresses and jeans for 
all shapes."

Jeg er bestemt ikke besværlig 
at betjene.

 
"I am certainly not troublesome 
to serve."
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Du burde smile of tere, når du 
arbejder.

 
"You should smile more often 
when you are working."

Kvinden holder globussen.
 

"The woman is holding the 
globe."

Hans mor har gemt alle 
kvitteringerne.

 
"His mother has saved all the 
receipts."

Min søster bytter altid de 
fleste gaver.

 
"My sister always changes most 
of the presents."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

gå hul på 
 "to be punctured," "to be penetrated," "to be ripped," "to burst"

The phrase consists of the irregular verb gå, which has several meanings, such as 
"to go," the neuter gender noun hul, which means "hole," and the preposition på, 
which also has several meanings, such as "on" and "in."

You can use this phrase when parts of your body, clothes, or other items, have 
been punctured, penetrated, ripped, or bursted. For example, Der er gået hul 
på mit knæ. This literally means "There is gone hole on my knee," which does not 
make much sense, but it is equivalent of something like "My knee is busted." Der 
is the formal subject "there," er is the irregular verb være in present tense, 
meaning "is," gået is the verb gå in present perfect tense, meaning "gone," hul is 
"hole," på is "on," mit is the pronoun "my" used with neuter gender nouns, and 
knæ is the neuter gender noun "knee."

In this phrase, på is interchangeable with the preposition i, which means "in." Both 
gå hul på and gå hul i can be followed by most of the same nouns, but 
especially parts of your body often follow the former.

For example:

1. Der gik hul på hans bukser, da han rejste sig. 
"A hole was ripped in his pants when he got up."

kunne holde til  
"to withstand," "to be able to endure," "to be able to handle," "to be 
able to sustain"
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The first word is the modal verb kunne, which means "to be able to." The second 
word is the verb holde, which means "to hold." And finally, the third word is the 
preposition til, which means "to."

The phrase is used when something or someone can withstand or endure 
something. For example, Hylden kan holde til 8 kilo. This means "The shelf can 
withstand 8 kilos." The first word hylden is the common gender noun hylde in 
definite form, meaning "the shelf," kan is the verb kunne in present tense, 
meaning "can," holde til means "withstand," 8 is the numeral "eight," and kilo is 
the neuter gender noun "kilo." The preposition til disappears in the English 
translation. A different version of the phrase, is kunne klare which means "to be 
able to take." The regular verb klare has several meanings, and one of them is "to 
take." Also, note that there is no preposition here.

For example:

1. Kan I holde til at arbejde en time længere? 
 "Can you handle working one hour longer?"

dårlig smag i  
("bad taste in")

The phrase is made of the adjective dårlig, meaning "bad," the common gender 
noun smag, meaning "taste," and the preposition i, meaning "in."

Like in English, the phrase is used when expressing that you or someone else has 
a bad taste in something. For example, De har altid haft dårlig smag i musik. 
This means "They have always had bad taste in music." De is the pronoun "they," 
har is the irregular verb have in present tense, meaning "have," altid is the 
adverb "always," haft is the verb have in present perfect tense, meaning "had," 
dårlig smag i means "bad taste in," of course, and finally musik is the common 
gender noun "music." If dårlig is not the right word for describing someone's 
taste, you simply replace it with a different more suitable adjective.

Of course, when someone has a bad taste in general, you can omit til, and just 
say, Hun har dårlig smag. This literally means "She has bad taste." Whatever it is 
that someone has a bad taste in, is often implied in the context.

For example:

1. Min ven har dårlig smag i smykker. 
 "My friend has bad taste in jewellery."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Discussing Detailed Past  Actions
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Jeg mener, om du måske har båret eller flyttet rundt på tunge 
genstande? Så de er blevet slidte hurtigere? 
"I mean if  you might  have carried or moved heavy objects around? So 
they have become worn faster?"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use present  perfect  tense with auxiliary verbs være and have

2. Use the subordinating conjunction mens

3. Express opinion subtlely with adverbs

 

1. How to use present  perfect  tense with auxiliary verbs være and 
have

As mentioned in previous lesson, the irregular verb være, which means "to be," 
can be used as auxiliary verb with other verbs to make different tenses, here 
among present perfect tense. This is also the case with the irregular verb have, 
which means "to have." When using one of these verbs in present or past tense, 
you follow it with the past participle of another verb. Være is often used with verbs 
for movement, as in transition between one condition or place to another. 
However, if a clause contains a verb normally used with være, but followed by an 
object, you use have with the verb instead. Like in the dialogue, both speakers 
use both auxiliary verbs when talking about how a pair of gloves went from new to 
worn out within a short time.

Sentence structures:

Affirmative: subject + er + past participle

subject + har + past participle

Negative : subject + er + ikke ("not") + past participle

subject + har + ikke ("not") + past participle

Interrogative: Er + subject + past participle?

 Har + subject + past participle?
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(negative): Er + subject + ikke ("not") + past participle?

 Har + subject + ikke ("not") + past participle?

For example:

1. Min nabo er flyttet. 
"My neighbor has moved."

2. Nogen har flyttet tilgodebeviset. 
 "Someone has moved the credit voucher."

3. Er de ikke gået?  
"Haven't they left?"

2. How to use the subordinating conjunction mens
 

As the name of the word group suggest, the subordinating conjunction mens 
introduces a subordinate clause. In other words, it is placed at the very beginning 
of a sentence. The word means "while,"and it is most commonly used when 
something takes places at the same time as something else. It can also be used as 
a sort of equivalent of "by the way" when stating that you suddenly remember 
something important or relevant during a conversation. Finally, mens can also 
mean "whereas," and then it can be used when expressing contrast, like in English.

Sentence structures:

main clause + mens + subordinate clause

Mens + subordinate clause + main clause

For example: 

1. Hun dagdrømmer, mens hun arbejder. 
"She daydreams while she works."

2. Mens vi snakker om det, så husk din kvittering. 
 "While we are talking about it, then remember your receipt."

3. Pigen er venlig, mens fyren er arrogant. 
  "The girl is friendly whereas the guy is arrogant."

3. How to express opinion subtly with adverbs
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You can use the following sentences when you want to express your true opinion, 
often negative, in a more subtle manner.

Scenario Sentence English

When something 
happens sooner than 
you were hoping

Tasken er allerede i 
stykker.

"The bag is already 
broken."

When something 
seeming to imply 
something needs to be 
elaborated

Hvad mener du helt 
bestemt med?

"What do you mean by 
that exactly."

When something is 
something to a high 
degree

Det er helt bestemt 
jeres fejl.

"It is definitely your fault."

When making 
assumptions

I vil måske ikke hjælpe 
mig?

"Perhaps you don't want 
to helt me?"

When something has to 
be done or cannot be 
helped

Alligevel skal du skrive 
under her.

"Still, you have to sign 
here."

When trying to 
understate something

Jeg har kun shoppet to 
gange denne uge.

"I've only shopped twice 
this week."

When something is 
considered 
commonplace

Selvfølgelig må I betale 
med kort.

"Of course, you may 
pay by card."

When something is 
extremely obvious

Han har tydeligvis ingen 
situationsfornemmelse.

"He obviously has no 
sense of occasion."

The adverb is placed after the verb or at the beginning of a SVO sentence. In 
questions, it is placed after the subject.

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Hej, jeg fik de her handsker af min kæreste i sidste uge, men der er 
allerede gået hul på dem. 
"Hi, I got these gloves from my girlfriend last week, but there has already 
been ripped a hole in them."
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2. Det var ikke så godt. Har du haft dem på, mens du har lavet en form for 
praktisk arbejde...? 
 "That's not good. Have been wearing them while you have done some sort 
of practical work...?"

3. Det har hun tydeligvis også i fyre. 
 "She obviously has that in guys too."

Sample Sentences
 

1. Han er selvfølgelig allerede kommet hjem. 
 "He has already come home, of course."

2. Har du overhovedet ikke holdt en pause i dag? 
 "Haven't you taken a break at all today?"

3. Normalt er han høflig og rar mod alle mennesker. 
 "Normally, he is polite and kind to all people."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Exchange and Refund Policies 
 

If you have bought something in a physical store, you actually have no right to 
exchange it or get a refund, if you do not want it anyway. Unless it had flaws when 
you bought it, and did not know about till later. In that case, you have two years to 
make a complaint. Most stores, however, will let you exchange or get a refund for 
a purchase, and you will usually be informed by the staff or a sign by the register 
about the conditions. Pay attention to whether you have returret or bytteret.

Useful expression:

1. returret, bytteret 
"right to return," "right to exchange"
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DANISH

1. Jon: Hej, er I klar til at bestille?

2. Helle: Næsten, men vi har lige et par spørgsmål.

3. Jon: Ja, fyr bare løs. Jeg vil gøre mit bedste for at svare.

4. Helle: Okay, ved du, om jeres brød indeholder nogen form for 
nødder? Jeg har ekstrem nøddeallergi.

5. Jon: Tænker du på brødet, der bruges til vores sandwich?

6. Helle: Ja, både dét og burgerbollerne. Altså, bare spor af nødder 
anses for at være farlige for mig.

7. Jon: Hmm, jeg prøver lige at høre ad i køkkenet. Det er min 
anden dag på jobbet. Et øjeblik.

8. Mia: Hov, jeg vil også spørge om noget. Laves der retter uden 
mejeriprodukter? For jeg er altså veganer.

9. Jon: Okay... Så det betyder vel også uden kød og æg?

10. Mia: Nemlig. Nu har vi ikke flere spørgsmål. Men vi vil gerne 
bede om to glas hvidvin.

11. Jon: Så gerne! Det finder jeg til jer og er straks tilbage.

12. Jon: Her har I to glas hvidvin og lidt snacks til at starte med.

13. Helle: Du godeste!!! Skålen er jo fyldt med peanuts!

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Jon: Hello, are you ready to order?

2. Helle: Almost, but we just have a couple of questions.

3. Jon: Sure, go ahead and fire away. I will do my best to answer.

4. Helle: Alright, do you know if your bread contains any sort of nuts? 
I have a serious nut allergy.

5. Jon: Are you thinking about the bread we use for our 
sandwiches?

6. Helle: Yes, both that and the burger buns. In other words, mere 
traces of nuts are considered to be dangerous for me.

7. Jon: Hmm, I'll just try asking in the kitchen. It is my second day 
on the job. One moment.

8. Mia: Oh, I also want to ask about something. Are dishes made 
without dairy products? Cause I am vegan.

9. Jon: Okay... So that probably also means without meat and eggs?

10. Mia: Exactly. Now we don't have any more questions. But we 
would like to ask for two glasses of white wine.

11. Jon: Certainly! I'll find that for you and will be right back.

12. Jon: Here you have two glasses of white wine and some snacks 
to start with.

13. Helle: My goodness!!! The bowl is filled with peanuts!

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

fyre
to fire, to sack, to have 

the heating on verb

indeholde to contain, to hold verb

nøddeallergi nut allergy noun

altså
accordingly, in other 

words, really adverb

anse to consider verb

spor track, trace, clue, lead noun

farlig dangerous adjective

høre
to hear, to listen, to listen 

to, to learn verb

lade være med to not do, to refrain verb

du godeste my goodness phrase

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Tjeneren blev fyret i sidste 
uge.

 
"The waiter was fired last week."

Hvad indeholder saucen ud 
over champignoner?

 
"What does the sauce contain 
besides mushrooms?"

Hun kender mange, som lider af  
nøddeallergi.

 
"She knows many who suffer 
from nut allergy."

Jeg har altså ikke plads til 
dessert.

 
"I really do not have room for 
dessert."

Så du hentede dem altså ikke?
 

"So, in other words, you didn’t 
bring them?"

Vi anser jer for at være 
professionelle.

 
"We regard you as being 
professionals."
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Knækbrødet kan indeholde 
spor af  æg og mælk.

 
"The crispbread may contain 
traces of egg and milk."

Det kan være farligt at spise 
muslinger.

 
"It  can be dangerous to eat 
mussels."

Fyrværkeri kan være farligt for 
både børn og voksne, hvis man 
ikke passer på.

 
"Fireworks can be dangerous for 
both children and adults, if you 
are not careful."

Drengen hører lyden af  havet.
 

"The boy hears the sound of 
the ocean."

De kunne ikke lade være med at 
bestille to af  hver.

 
"They could not refrain from 
ordering two of each."

I du godeste, jeg har bestilt 
forkert.

 
"Oh my goodness, I have 
ordered wrong."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

fyre løs 
("to fire away")

The phrase is made of the regular verb fyre, which means "to fire," and the 
adjective løs, which means "loose" or "away."

Like in English, you can use this phrase when literally firing away something, for 
example, rockets. You can also use it when giving permission to start speaking, 
suggesting, or asking questions. For example, Fyr løs med spørgsmål! This 
literally means "Fire away with questions," but it is equivalent of "Fire away your 
questions." The phrase is somewhat informal, but it is a quick and encouraging way 
of getting others to start speaking or asking questions. If might even use it in 
formal situations to loosen up the mood a little after a presentation, for instance.

For example:

1. Du fyrer bare løs med dine bedste råd. 
 "You just fire away with your best pieces of advice."

høre ad 
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("to ask")

The phrase consists of the regular verb høre, which means "to hear," and the 
adverb ad, which has different meanings depending on the context. As an adverb, 
it cannot be translated, but as a preposition it usually means "by" or "at."

Like the English translation suggests, you use this phrase when talking about trying 
to ask someone about something. If you prefer sounding more direct, you simply 
use the verb spørge which means "to ask."

For example:

1. Vi vil høre ad, hvornår I lukker. 
"We want to ask when you will close."

lade være med  
("to not  do," "to refrain")

The first word is the irregular verb lade, which means "to let." The second word is 
the irregular verb være, which means "to be." And finally, the third word med is 
the preposition "with," "by," or "in."

The phrase is used when not doing something or refraining from doing something. 
For example, Lad være med at spørge så meget. This means "Do not ask so 
much." The word lad is the verb lade in imperative, literally meaning "let," være 
means "be," med means "with," at is the infinitive marker "to," spørge means 
"ask," så is the adverb "so," and meget is the adverb "much."

If you say Lad være! in imperative without the med, you are saying "Don't!" or 
"Stop!"

For example:

1. Min date kunne ikke lade være med at smaske. 
 "My date could not refrain from eating noisily."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Making Special Requests 
Tænker du på brødet, der bruges til vores sandwich? 
"Are you thinking about  the bread we use for our sandwiches?"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 
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1. Use the passive voice

2. Use the adverb altså to explain with

 

 1. How to use the passive voice
 

Passive voice is used when the normal, or logical, subject in an SVO sentence is 
not active, and instead the object becomes the subject, but not active. So when 
omitting the one doing an action, you use passive voice. Like in the dialogue, when 
Helle elaborates on her nut allergy, she does not say who considers mere traces 
of nuts to be dangerous. Also, when Mia asks about dairy free dishes, she uses 
the formal subject der, which means "there," not specifying who actively does the 
action of making the food.

Sentence structures:

There are two ways of forming the passive. Pattern 1 is used when an action is 
something that happens frequently or something general, and it only exists in 
present and past tense. You add an -s to the infinitive form of the verb. If the action 
happened in the past, the -s is added to the past tense form of the verb. Pattern 2 
is used when an action only happens once, and it is also the most common way of 
forming the passive. Especially when talking about something that happened in the 
past, even more than once, and also when asking questions. Unlike the former 
pattern, Pattern 2 exists in all tenses. Instead of adding an ending, you use the 
irregular verb blive, which as auxiliary verb means "to be." Then, you follow blive, 
conjugated in present or past tense, with a past participle. In addition, you can 
exchange blive with the irregular verb være, which means "to be," if you are 
more focused on the condition of the subject due to an action rather than the 
action itself.

Passive:  

Pattern 1 

Affirmative: Der/subject + infinitive + -s

Der/subject + past tense + -s

Negative: Der/subject + infinitive + -s + ikke ("not")

Der/subject + past tense + -s + ikke ("not")
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Interrogative: Infinitive + -s + subject?

(negative) Past tense + -s + subject + ikke ("not")?

Pattern 2

Affirmative: Der/subject + blive in present/past tense + past participle

Der/subject + være in present/past tense + past participle

Negative: Der/subject + blive in present/past tense + ikke ("not") + past participle

Der/subject + være in present/past tense + ikke ("not") + past participle

Interrogative: Blive in present/past tense + der/subject + past participle?

 Være in present/past tense + der/subject + past participle?

(negative) Blive in present/past tense + der/subject + ikke ("not") + past participle?

 Være in present/past tense + der/subject + ikke ("not") + past participle?

When a subject in a sentence is active, you conjugate the verb in present or past 
tense like you normally would.

Active:  

infinitive + -er or -r

imperative form + -ede or -te

For example: 

1. Maden bestilles ved disken. 
"The food is ordered at the counter."

2. Der bliver ikke serveret alkohol. 
"There is no alcohol served."

3. Var drikkevarerne også bestilt? 
  "Were the drinks also ordered?"

2. How to explain with the adverb altså
 

The adverb altså is often used to introduce a sentence or parenthetical phrase, 
which means that it appears at the very beginning. However, it can also appear 
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after the verb. Altså has several meanings depending on its usage, but when used 
as introduction to a sentence which elaborates or explains something previous, it 
is equivalent of "in other words," "therefore," "that means," or "so."

Sentence structures:

Altså + verb + subject

subject + verb + altså

For example:

1. Altså, spiser min datter hverken kød eller mejeriprodukter. 
"In other words, my daughter eats neither meat nor dairy products."

2. Du kan bruge tofu, altså sojabønneost, som alternativ.  
 "You can use tofu, i.e. soybean cheese, as alternative."

3. I har altså ikke engang en vegetarret?  
"So you do not even have a vegetarian dish?

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Ja, både dét og burgerbollerne. Altså, bare spor af nødder anses for at være 
farlige for mig. 
 "Yes, both that and the burger buns. In other words, mere traces of nuts 
are considered to be dangerous for me."

2. Hov, jeg vil også spørge om noget. Laves der retter uden mejeriprodukter? 
For jeg er altså veganer. 
 "Oh, I also want to ask about something. Are dishes made without dairy 
products? Cause I am vegan."

Sample Sentences 
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1. Pebermynteolien kan sagtens udelades. 
"The peppermint oil can easily be omitted."

2. Dejen blev lavet med kærlighed og uden gluten. 
 "The dough was made with love and without gluten."

3. Nummer 6, tak. Altså, en rejesalat med mango. 
 "Number 6, please. In other words, a shrimp salad with mango."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Food Tendencies 
 

Like many other people around the world, Danes care a lot about 
bæredygtighed, and lately, trying to minimize food waste and CO2 production, 
portion sizes are being reduced and people buy more organic and local produce. 
More people try to eat clean and non-processed food in order to live healthier and 
improve their lives. Respecting nature, the environment, and being considerate to 
others and animals, have also made some people start looking for alternative 
protein sources to meat.

Useful expression:

1. Bæredygtighed 
"sustainability"
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DANISH

1. Jon: Åh, undskyld. Jeg glemte det med nødderne. Nu skal jeg 
fjerne dem med det samme.

2. Helle: Er du ude på at slå mig ihjel?! Sagde jeg ikke tydeligt, at jeg 
ikke kan tåle nødder?!

3. Jon: Det må I virkelig undskylde. Den tager jeg på min kappe.

4. Mia: Rolig nu, mor. Du har da aldrig taget skade af en enkelt nød.

5. Helle: Sidste gang kunne jeg næsten ikke trække vejret! Heldigvis 
var din bror der til at hjælpe.

6. Mia: Hold nu op! Jeg ville jo gerne være kommet til din 
fødselsdag, men jeg kunne ikke.

7. Helle: Selv dine kusiner var der!

8. Jon: Jeg beklager fejlen. Her er nogle flæskesvær i stedet for. 
De er selvfølgelig på husets regning.

9. Helle: Hvad er det, som du ikke forstår?! Min datter er veganer!

10. Mia: Mor, lad nu være. Hør, har I ikke nogle chips, som vi kan få i 
stedet for?

11. Jon: Det har vi i hvert fald. Jeg er virkelig ked af alt det her rod. 
Et øjeblik.

12. Helle: Jeg burde tale med din chef!

13. Mia: Han har jo sagt undskyld. Ligesom jeg har op til flere gange!

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Jon: Oh, sorry. I forgot the thing about the nuts. I'll remove them 
straight away.

2. Helle: Are you trying to kill me?! Didn't I say clearly that I can't 
tolerate nuts?!

3. Jon: I am truly sorry. I'm to blame for that.

4. Mia: Calm down, mom. You have never been harmed by a single 
nut.

5. Helle: Last time I almost couldn't breathe! Luckily, your brother 
was there to help.

6. Mia: Cut it out! I really wanted to come to your birthday, but I 
couldn't.

7. Helle: Even your cousins were there!

8. Jon: I'm sorry about the mistake. Here are some pork rinds 
instead. They are on the house, of course.

9. Helle: What is it that you don't understand! My daughter is vegan!

10. Mia: Mom, don't! Listen, don't you have any chips that we can 
have instead?

11. Jon: We certainly do. I'm really sorry about all this mess. One 
moment.

12. Helle: I ought to speak to your boss!

13. Mia: He has said sorry. Like I have several times!

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

det
it, that, the, so, things, 

the thing pronoun

fjerne to remove verb

slå ihjel to kill verb

tåle
to take, to bear, to stand, 
to put up with, to tolerate verb

vejr breath, weather noun

kusine female cousin noun

fejl
mistake, error, defect, 
flaw, shortcoming, fault noun

i hvert fald
in any case, at any rate, 

definitely phrase

rod disorder, mess, root noun

chef boss noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Det er mig!
 

"It 's me!"

Som barn f jernede hun altid 
tomaterne.

 
"As a child, she always removed 
the tomatoes."

Manden kunne slå ihjel for en 
saftig bøf.

 
"The man could kill for a juicy 
steak."

Fyren tåler ikke synet af  
krummer.

 
"The guy does not tolerate the 
sight of crumbs."

Træk lige vejret inden næste 
mundfuld.

 
"Just breathe before the next 
mouthful."

Hendes kusine arbejder på 
denne restaurant.

 
"Her cousin works at this 
restaurant."
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Jeg begår ikke den samme fejl 
to gange.

 
"I do not make the same 
mistake twice."

Du får i hvert fald ingen 
drikkepenge.

 
"You will definitely get no t ips."

Den nye tjener ef terlod et 
stort rod ved kassen.

 
"The new waiter left  a big mess 
at the register."

Vores chef  tvinger os til at 
arbejde over for ingen penge.

 
"Our boss makes us work 
overtime for no money."

Efter at have mødt min femte chef, kan jeg se et mønster i deres 
adfærd.

 
"After meeting my fifth boss, I now see a pattern in their conduct."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

det med 
("the thing with")

The phrase consists of the pronoun det, in this case meaning "the thing," and the 
preposition med, which means "with," "by," or "in."

You can use this phrase when turning actions into a thing, implied with the pronoun 
det. Med connects det to the action. So instead of saying, Glem ikke at smile, 
you can say, Glem ikke det med at smile. Basically, both mean "Do not forget to 
smile," but the latter really means "Do not forget the thing with smiling." So in other 
words, you are talking about the thing of smiling.

The phrase can also be followed by a noun. For example, Han kan bare det med 
charme. This literally means "He can just the thing with charm," but it is equivalent 
of "He just knows charm."

For example:

1. Jeg er ikke så god til det med vinskænkning. 
 "I am not so good at the thing with wine pouring."

tåle nødder 
 ("to tolerate nuts")
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The first word tåle is a regular verb with several meanings, such as "to take" or "to 
tolerate." The second word is the common gender noun nød in plural indefinite 
form, meaning "nuts."

You use this phrase when talking about nut tolerance. You can always replace 
nødder with other words or phrases, if there is something else you can or cannot 
tolerate. It does not have to be allergy-related.

The phrase often follows the modal verb kunne which means "to be able to."

For example:

1. Heldigvis kunne alle tåle nødder. 
 "Luckily, everyone could tolerate nuts."

trække vejret 
 ("to breathe")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb trække, which means "to drag" or "to 
pull," and the neuter gender noun vejr in definite form, which usually means "the 
weather," but when following trække it means "the breath."

You use this phrase to say "to breathe," even though it can be translated literally to 
"to pull the weather." When someone cannot breathe, trække becomes 
interchangeable with the irregular verb få, which means "to get." For example, Vi 
kan ikke få vejret herinde. This means "We cannot breathe in here."

For example:

1. Han trækker vejret udenfor. 
 "He is breathing outside."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Reviewing Ways to Apologize 
Åh, undskyld. Jeg glemte det med nødderne. Nu skal jeg fjerne dem med 
det samme. 
"Oh, sorry. I forgot  the thing about  the nuts. I'll remove them 
straight  away." 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Use the interjection undskyld and verb undskylde
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2. Use the phrasal verb være ked af det

3. Use the verb beklage

1. How to use the interjection undskyld and verb undskylde 
 

 

As covered in previous lessons, the interjection undskyld means "sorry" and it is 
most commonly used as introduction to an apology, or on its own, like in English. 
The verb undskylde means "to apologize," "to excuse," or "to forgive." It is often 
used with the modal verb ville, which means "to want to," or the modal verb 
måtte, which means "to have to."

Sentence structures:

ville in present/past tense + gerne ("gladly") + undskylde

måtte in present/past tense + undskylde

For example:

1. Undskyld, det var ikke med vilje.  
 "Sorry, it was not on purpose."

2. Tjeneren ville gerne undskylde. 
 "The waiter wanted to apologize."

3. I må undskylde fejltagelsen.  
 "You must excuse/forgive the mistake."

2. How to use the phrasal verb være ked af det 
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Være ked af det consists of the irregular verb være, which means "to be," the 
adjective ked, which means "sad," the preposition af, which means "of" or "by," 
and finally, the pronoun det, which means "it." So, when literally translated, the 
phrase does not make much sense, but it is equivalent of "to be sad." Also, the 
phrase can be used when apologizing, in which case it means "to be sorry." Like in 
the dialogue, Jon uses the phrase when apologizing to the guests for messing up 
big time.

Sentence structures:

Affirmative: subject + være in present/past tense + ked af det

Negative: subject + være in present/past tense + ikke ("not") + ked af det

Interrogative: Være in present/past tense + subject + ked af det?

(negative) Være in present/past tense + subject + ikke ("not") + ked af det?

For example:

1. Han er ked af det. 
"He is sad./He is sorry."

2. Var gæsterne kede af det? 
 "Were the guests sad?/"Were the guests sorry?"

3. Er synderen ikke ked af det? 
 "Is the sinner not sad?"/"Is the sinner not sorry?"

3. How to use the verb beklage 
 

 

Beklage is a regular verb that means "to regret" or "to be sorry." Relevant 
information about the phrase or word(s), when can it be used.

Sentence structures:

subject + beklage in present/past tense

subject + beklage in present/past tense + clause

Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense Past  participle
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beklage beklager beklagede beklaget

For example: 

1. Den unge mand beklager. 
"The young man is sorry."

2. Vi beklager, at vi glemte det.  
 "We are sorry that we forgot about it."

3. Det beklager jeg. 
 "I am sorry about that."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Det må I virkelig undskylde. Den tager jeg på min kappe. 
"I am truly sorry. I'm to blame for that."

2. Det har vi i hvert fald. Jeg er virkelig ked af alt det her rod. Et øjeblik. 
 "We certainly do. I'm really sorry about all this mess. One moment."

3. Jeg beklager fejlen. Her er nogle flæskesvær i stedet for. De er selvfølgelig 
på husets regning. 
 "I'm sorry about the mistake. Here are some pork rinds instead. They are 
on the house, of course."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Chefen undskylder den dårlige betjening. 
 "The boss apologizes for the poor service."

2. Alle de ansatte var kede af det. 
 "All the employees were sorry."

3. Vi beklager og tager selvfølgelig ikke ekstra betaling. 
 "We are sorry and will not take extra payments, of course."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Danish Waiting Staff  
 

When going to a café or a restaurant, it is common to be served by staff who are 
not actually tjeneruddannede. Like in many other places, students often need to 
make money while studying in order to pay rent and other expenses. Of course, 
not all restaurants hire people who are not trained, especially fancier and more 
high-end restaurants. Some non-trained waiters end up staying in the business 
because they enjoy doing what they do and are good at it. Personally, I cannot 
always tell whether or not someone trained, or maybe I just haven't been to 
enough upscale restaurants.

Useful expression:

1. Tjeneruddannede 
"people who are trained waiters"
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DANISH

1. Jon: Nå, smager det?

2. Helle: Tja, jeg må indrømme, at jeg er lidt skuffet. Bøffen er svær 
at tygge.

3. Jon: Åh, det er jeg ked af. Skal jeg få den byttet til en ny?

4. Helle: Nej, det er lige meget. Vi har ventet længe nok bare på at få 
det her.

5. Jon: Er du sikker?

6. Helle: Ja! Jeg spiser bare så meget af den som muligt og så 
tilbehøret.

7. Mia: Kunne vi måske få lov til at få nogle flere kartofler? Min salat 
smager godt forresten.

8. Jon: Selvfølgelig. Er der ellers noget, I mangler?

9. Helle: Nej, ellers tak! Ikke til de priser!

10. Mia: Pas nu på, mor! Du er ved at vælte glassene.

11. Jon: I skal vist ikke have mere vin?

12. Helle: Prøver du at være morsom? Pas på du ikke snart står til en 
fyreseddel.

13. Mia: Ved du hvad? Lad os bare få regningen sammen med 
kartoflerne.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Jon: So, does it taste good?

2. Helle: Well, I must admit that I am a little disappointed. The steak is 
difficult to chew.

3. Jon: Oh, I'm sorry about that. Should I get it exchanged for a new 
one?

4. Helle: No, it doesn't matter. We have waited long enough just to 
get this.

5. Jon: Are you sure?

6. Helle: Yes! I'll just eat as much of it as possible and then the 
accompaniments.

7. Mia: Perhaps we could have some more potatoes? My salad 
tastes good by the way.

8. Jon: Of course. Is there anything else you need?

9. Helle: Thanks, but no thanks! Not at those prices!

10. Mia: Look out, mom! You are about to knock over the glasses.

11. Jon: You definitely don't want more wine?

12. Helle: Are you trying to be funny? Be careful that you won't be 
facing a dismissal notice soon.

13. Mia: You know what? Let's just get the check along with the 
potatoes.

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

stå to stand verb

vælte

to fall over, to fall down, 
to tip over, to tumble, to 

knock over, to push 
over, to overturn

verb

mangle

to lack, to be short of, to 
be without, to be lacking, 

to be missing
verb

mulig possible adjective

være sikker
to be sure, to be certain, 

to be positive phrasal verb

være lige meget to not matter phrasal verb

svær difficult, hard adjective

smage to taste verb

indrømme to admit verb

bøf steak, beefsteak noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Advokaten står ved 
busstoppestedet.

 
"The lawyer is standing at the 
bus stop."

Han væltede over tasken på 
gulvet.

 
"He fell over the bag on the 
floor."

Jeg mangler mine nøgler.
 

"I am missing my keys."

Er det muligt at ændre datoen?
 

"Is it  possible to change the 
date?"

Det er ikke muligt at klage 
direkte til chefen.

 
"It  is not possible to complain 
to the boss directly."

Du kan aldrig være sikker på at 
få drikkepenge.

 
"You can never be certain of 
gett ing t ips."
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Det var lige meget, hvad han 
gjorde.

 
"It  did not matter what he did."

I er svære at gøre tilf redse.
 

"You are difficult to satisfy."

Turisten smager på insektet.
 

"The tourist is tasting the 
insect."

Hun indrømmede, at hun tog 
fejl.

 
"She admitted that she was 
wrong."

Bøffen skal være gennemstegt.
 

"The steak must be well-done."

Vi skal have bøf  til af tensmad.
 

"We’re having steak for dinner."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

smage 
 ("to taste")

The regular verb smage means "to taste."

Like in English, you use this verb to describe when something has a characteristic 
taste, or when experiencing the taste of something. In addition, the verb is often 
used when asking if something tastes good or is pleasant to eat or drink. If you are 
not a waiter or some kind of host, you normally follow the verb with an adjective 
describing what you think of what you are eating or drinking.

You can sound more personal if the verb is followed by a reflexive pronoun. For 
example, Vi håber, det smager jer. This literally means "We hope it tastes you," 
but it is equivalent of "We hope it pleases you," as in the taste of the food.

For example:

1. Denne ret smager fantastisk. 
 "This dish tastes fantastic."

være svær at  
 ("to be difficult  to")

The first word is the irregular verb være, which means "to be." The second word 
is the adjective svær, which means "difficult" or "hard." And the last word is the 
infinitive marker at, which means "to."
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The phrase is used when it is difficult to do something. You simply add a verb in 
infinitive form at the end of the phrase. For example, Det kan være svært at 
klage. This means "It can be difficult to complain." Det is the pronoun "it," kan is 
the modal verb kunne in present tense, meaning "can," være means "be," svært 
means "difficult" and has a -t at the end because of det, at means "to," and klage 
is the regular verb "complain." If it is not difficult or hard to do something, you 
simply replace svær with a more fitting adjective.

For example:

1. Det var svært at få øjenkontakt. 
 "It was difficult to make eye-contact."

så...som muligt 
 ("as...as possible")

The phrase consists of the adverb så, which means "as" in this case, the 
conjunction som, which means "as," and the adjective mulig, which means 
"possible."

You use the phrase when saying that something is as something as possible, or 
someone does something as something as possible. For example, Jeg kommer 
så hurtigt som muligt. This means "I will come as quickly as possible." Jeg is the 
pronoun "I," kommer is the irregular verb komme in present tense, meaning 
"come," så means "as," hurtigt is the adjective "quick," som means "as," and 
muligt means "possible."

You can place any adjective between så and som.

For example:

1. Jeg siger det så pænt som muligt. 
 "I will say it as nicely as possible."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Using the Definite Form to Specify 
Objects 
Ved du hvad? Lad os bare få regningen sammen med kartoflerne. 
"You know what? Let's just  get  the check along with the potatoes." 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. Tell the difference between indefinite and definite nouns
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2. Recognize double consonants

3. Recognize consonant  change

1. How to tell the difference between indefinite and definite nouns
 

The easiest way to tell the difference between nouns in indefinite and definite form 
is by looking at what is in front of a noun and the noun ending. If the indefinite 
articles en or et precedes a noun, it is in indefinite form, or simply dictionary form. 
If a noun ends with -en or -et, it is in definite form. As for nouns in plural form, you 
can always look at the noun ending. If it ends with an -r, it is in indefinite form. And 
if it ends with -ne, it is in definite form. Note, however, that some nouns in 
dictionary form end with an -r, but don't worry. Just check if there is an indefinite 
article in front of the noun. Then you will know the number. Also, some nouns are 
the same in both indefinite singular and indefinite plural form, but once again, 
check if there is an indefinite article in front of the given noun, and you will know 
the number.

Indefinite singular  
form

Definite singular  
form

Sample sentences

en klage
"a complaint"

klagen
"the complaint"

Vi har fået en klage.
"We have gotten a 
complaint."

et uheld
"an accident"

uheldet
"the accident"

De beklager uheldet.
"They are sorry about 
the accident."

Indefinite plural 
form

Definite plural form Sample sentences

klager
"complaints"

klagerne
"the complaints"

Han håndterer klagerne.
"He is handling the 
complaints."

uheld
"accidents"

uheldene
"the accidents"

Der sker ofte uheld.
"Accidents happen 
often."
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2. How to recognize double consonants
 

When conjugating nouns, some get a double consonant. Nouns ending with a short 
vowel sound plus a consonant get double consonant when forming the definite 
singular form and both plural forms. There are exceptions, though. Nouns ending 
with a short vowel sound plus a consonant do not change when conjugated in 
indefinite plural form. They do, however, still get a double consonant when 
conjugated in definite singular and definite plural form.

Indefinite 
singular  
form

Definite 
singular  
form

Indefinite 
plural form

Definite 
plural form

Sample 
sentence

kok
"chef"

kokken
"the chef"

kokke
"chefs"

kokkene
"the chefs"

Kokken er 
gået til 
pause.
"The chef 
has gone to 
break."

plet
"spot"

pletten
"the spot"

pletter
"spots"

pletterne
"the spots"

Han får 
aldrig 
pletterne af.
"He will 
never get 
the spots off."

kys
"kiss"

kysset
"the kiss"

kys
"kisses"

kyssene
"the kisses"

Du kan 
glemme alt 
om kyssene.
"You can 
forget all 
about the 
kisses."

skub
"push"

skubbet
"the push"

skub
"pushes"

skubbene
"the pushes"

Skubbet var 
nødvendigt.
"The push 
was 
necessary."

3. How to recognize consonant  change
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If a noun already has a double consonant in dictionary form and ends with -el, you 
lose the e when conjugated in definite singular form and both plural forms. Since 
you cannot have a double consonant in front of a consonant, the double consonant 
changes to a single consonant, now that the e is gone. Finally, some nouns 
containing a double consonant in dictionary form and ends with -er lose the 'e' 
when conjugated in both plural forms. Once again, the double consonant changes 
to a single consonant because it cannot precede the r left at the end.

Indefinite 
singular  
form

Definite 
singular  
form

Indefinite 
plural form

Definite 
plural form

Sample 
sentence

seddel
"note"

sedlen
"the note"

sedler
"notes"

sedlerne
"the notes"

Hvad står 
der på 
sedlen?
"What does it 
say on the 
note?"

middel
"means, 
remedy, 
money"

midlet
"the means, 
remedy, 
money"

midler
"means, 
remedies, 
money"

midlerne
"the means, 
remedies, 
money"

Alle midlerne 
er brugt.
"All funds are 
spent."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Tja, jeg må indrømme, at jeg er lidt skuffet. Bøffen er svær at tygge. 
"Well, I must admit that I am a little disappointed. The steak is difficult to 
chew."

2. Ja! Jeg spiser bare så meget af den som muligt og så tilbehøret. 
 "Yes! I'll just eat as much of it as possible and then the accompaniments."

3. Pas nu på, mor! Du er ved at vælte glassene. 
 "Look out, mom! You are about to knock over the glasses."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Har restauranten nogensinde modtaget en klage? 
 "Has the restaurant ever received a complaint?"

2. Bord 11 synes ikke om vinen. 
 "Table 11 does not like the wine."
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3. Gaflen er beskidt, og servietterne er plettede. 
 "The fork is dirty and the napkins are stained."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Getting Fired And Quitting 
 

When getting fired, you will receive a notice within 1-6 months before your last day 
at work. This depends on how long you have been hired. An oral firing is just as 
valid as a written one, which is mainly there for proof purposes, in case any doubt 
about the time of the firing should arise. If you are the one quitting, you must do it 
with one month's notice to your last day before the end of a month. You will often 
see an extended notice in employment contracts of three months, which is pretty 
standard. Again, it is a good idea to make a written resignation stating, Jeg 
opsiger hermed min stilling d.d. til fratræden den...followed by a date.

Useful expression:

1. Jeg opsiger hermed min stilling d.d. til fratræden den... 
"I hereby give notice this day for resignation the..."
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DANISH

1. Johan: Sig mig, har du nogensinde tænkt over, hvad du vil være, 
når du bliver stor?

2. Sofia: Når jeg bliver stor? Ha ha, jeg er 22! Hvorfor spørger du 
pludselig om det?

3. Johan: Jeg tænkte bare... Hvad for et job kunne du godt tænke dig, 
da du var barn?

4. Sofia: Hmm, jeg plejede at se en masse komedieserier efter 
skole, så jeg ville gerne være skuespiller.

5. Johan: Det tror jeg, der var mange fra min klasse, der også drømte 
om. Hvilke serier så du?

6. Sofia: Det kan være ligegyldigt nu.

7. Johan: Hvem har ikke fulgt med i mindst én serie? SÅ dårlige var 
de nok ikke?

8. Sofia: Nej, de virker måske bare lidt latterlige i dag.

9. Johan: Jeg ville gerne være brandmand, politibetjent eller ingeniør.

10. Sofia: Hvis idé var det så at blive journalist?

11. Johan: Måske så jeg også en spændende serie en dag. Jeg fulgte 
bare min intuition.

12. Sofia: Virkelig? Tror du, jeg ville kunne blive en god skuespiller?

13. Johan: Du spiller jo allerede skuespil hele dagen, når du hjælper 
kunderne på arbejdet.

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. Johan: Tell me, have you ever thought about what you want to be 
when you grow up?

2. Sophia: When I grow up? Ha ha, I'm 22! Why are you suddenly 
asking about that?

3. Johan: I was just thinking... What kind of job did you want when you 
were a kid?

4. Sophia: Hmm, I used to watch a lot of sitcoms after school, so I 
wanted to become an actor.

5. Johan: I think there were many in my class who also dreamed 
about that. Which series did you watch?

6. Sophia: That doesn't matter now.

7. Johan: Who hasn’t followed at least one series? They probably 
weren't THAT bad?

8. Sophia: No, they just might seem a little ridiculous today.

9. Johan: I dreamed about becoming a fireman, police officer, or an 
engineer.

10. Sophia: Then whose idea was it to become a journalist?

11. Johan: Perhaps I also watched an interesting series one day. I just 
followed my intuition.

12. Sophia: Really? Do you think I could become a good actor?

13. Johan: You’re already acting all day when you’re helping the 
customers at work.

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

nogensinde ever adverb

stor big, large, great adjective

barn child, kid noun

pleje to use to verb

komedieserie comedy series noun

skuespiller actor noun

drømme to dream verb

ligegyldig unimportant, indifferent adjective

følge

to follow, to accompany, 
to go with, to see, to 

attend
verb

kunde customer noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Bliver vores datter mon 
nogensinde voksen?

 
"Will our daughter ever grow up, 
I wonder?"

Har du nogensinde gjort noget 
du fortryder?

 
"Have you ever done something 
that you regret?"

Det der skrivebord er for stort 
til dette lille kontor.

 
"That desk is too big for this 
small office."

Den stol er for stor til en lille 
pige.

 
"That chair is too big for a litt le 
girl."

Vi har en stor have.
 

"We have a big garden."

De fik deres første barn tidligt.
 

"They had their first child early."

Han plejer ikke at give op.
 

"He usually never gives up."

Hvilken komedieserie kan du 
lide at se?

 
"What comedy series do you 
like to watch?"
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Jeg trykkede hænder med en 
berømt skuespiller ved en 
premiere.

 
"I shook hands with a famous 
actor at a premiere."

Jeg trykkede hænder med en 
berømt skuespiller ved en 
premiere.

 
"I shook hands with a famous 
actor at a premiere."

Du kan ikke få alle dine drømme 
opfyldt.

 
"You cannot have all your 
dreams fulfilled."

Det er ligegyldigt, hvad hun 
vælger.

 
"It  does not matter what she 
chooses."

Ællingerne følger 
andemoderen.

 
"The ducklings are following the 
mother duck."

Kunden betaler ved kassen.
 

"The customer is paying at the 
register."

Kunden betaler ved kassen.
 

The customer is paying at the register.

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

blive stor 
("to grow up")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb blive, which has several meanings such 
as "become" or "get," but in this case it means "grow." The phrase also consists of 
the adjective stor, which means "big," "large," or "great."

You use this phrase when talking about growing up. It literally means "to become 
big," but it is the equivalent of "to grow up," of course. Since the phrase is mainly 
used with or by children, the adjective stor is often replaced with the common 
gender noun voksen, which means "adult" or "grown-up." The meaning of the 
phrase does not change, though. It still means "to grow up."

Some might always use the phrase blive stor over blive voksen for humorous 
reasons, or to get away from the serious tone of the word voksen.

For example:
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1. Når jeg bliver stor, vil jeg være designer. 
"When I grow up, I want to be a designer."

være ligegyldig  
("to not  matter")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb være, which means "to be," and the 
adjective ligegyldig, which means "unimportant," or "indifferent."

You use the phrase when something or even someone does not matter.

Besides the verb, of course, remember to conjugate the adjective according what 
does not matter. When the subject is a common gender noun or a singular 
pronoun, the adjective stays the same, but when the subject is a neuter gender 
noun or the pronoun det, which means "it," ligegyldig becomes ligegyldigt. If 
the subject is in plural, the adjective becomes ligegyldige.

For example:

1. Hans drømme er ligegyldige nu. 
"His dreams do not matter now."

følge sin intuition 
 ("to follow one's intuition")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb følge, which means "to follow" or "to go 
with," the possessive pronoun sin, which means "his," "her," "its," or "one's," and 
finally the common gender noun intuition, which means "intuition," of course.

You use the phrase like its English equivalent, which is "to follow one's intuition."

The possessive pronoun sin is only used in third-person singular when referring 
back to the subject in the sentence.

For example:

1. Pigen skulle have fulgt sin intuition. 
"The girl should have followed her intuition."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Discussing Hopes and Dreams 
Hvem har ikke fulgt med i mindst én serie? SÅ dårlige var de nok ikke? 
"Who hasn't  followed at  least  one series? They probably weren't  THAT
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bad?"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use the interrogative pronouns hvad and hvem

2. use hvis + noun for possession

3. use the phrase hvad for...

1. How to use the interrogative pronouns hvad and hvem 
 

 

The interrogative pronouns hvad and hvem are used at the very beginning of a 
clause. The former means "what" and the latter means "who," and as these 
translations suggest, both are most commonly used when asking questions. Hvad 
is used when asking about things and hvem is used when asking about people. 
When the pronoun is attached to a verb with a preposition, the pronoun stays at 
the beginning of the sentence and the preposition goes at the end. Also, when 
hvad is the subject, the word der is added after the verb. It means "there," but it 
is not translated.

Sentence Structures:

Hvad + verb + der?

Hvem + verb + subject + preposition?

For example:

1. Hvad skete der med din drøm?  
 "What happened with your dream?"

2. Hvem ser du op til?  
"Who do you look up to?"
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3. Hvad spurgte han om?  
 "What did he ask about?"

2. How to use hvis + a noun for possession 
 

Hvis as an interrogative pronoun that means "whose," and it is often followed by a 
noun. So, when you want to ask who owns something, you can use this 
construction.

Sentence Structures:

Hvis + noun + er det? ("is/are this/that/these/those?")

Hvis + noun + verb + subject?

For example:

1. Hvis skyld er det?  
 "Whose fault is it?"

2. Hvis noter er det?  
"Whose notes are these?"

3. Hvis forslag valgte du?  
 "Whose suggestion did you choose?"

3. How to use the phrase hvad for... 
 

 

The words forming the phrase hvad for... are the interrogative pronoun "what" 
and the preposition "for." The English equivalent of the phrase is "which" or "what 
kind," and it is only used in spoken Danish when asking for information pointing out 
one or more elements from a definite set. Like in the dialogue, Johan asks his 
girlfriend what job she wanted when she was a kid.

Sentence Structures:
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Hvad for + indefinite article + noun

Hvad for + nogen ("some") + noun in plural form

For example:

1. Hvad for en uddannelse har du?  
"What education have you had?"

2. Hvad for et arbejde har hun fundet?  
 "What job has she found?"

3. Hvad for nogle håb havde han for fremtiden? 
 "What hopes did he have for the future?"

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Sig mig, har du nogensinde tænkt over, hvad du vil være, når du bliver 
stor? 
"Tell me, have you ever thought about what you want to be when you grow 
up?"

2. Hvis idé var det så at blive journalist? 
"Then whose idea was it to become a journalist?"

3. Jeg tænkte bare... Hvad for et job kunne du godt tænke dig, da du var 
barn? 
"I was just thinking... What kind of job did you want when you were a kid?"

Sample Sentences     
 

1. Hvem tog i virkeligheden den endelige beslutning? 
"Who actually made the final decision?"

2. Hun ved ikke, hvis historie er den sjoveste. 
"She does not know whose story is the funniest."
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3. Han har fundet ud ad, hvad for en af dem det skal være. 
"He has found out which one of them it is going to be."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Danish Sitcoms/Comedy Series
 

In recent Danish sitcom history, only one actual sitcom with the characteristic laugh 
track, crazy characters, and jokes in every other line, has ever existed: "Langt fra 
Las Vegas." It aired in 2001 and lasted 5 seasons. It can be quite a challenge to 
create a successful Danish comedy series, but shows such as "Klovn," "Kristian," 
"Rita," and "Sjit happens," which mix the classic sitcom with "real" believable 
characters and drama, have gotten us closer to finding the right formula. Also, 
laugh tracks are no longer included. Two of the best Danish comedians are Casper 
Christensen and Frank Hvam. They are also behind "Langt fra Las Vegas" and the 
cringing "Klovn," in which they are also the main characters.

Useful expression:

1. Langt fra Las Vegas 
"Far from Las Vegas"
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DANISH

1. Emilie: Jeg sad og drak kaffe med min eks i lørdags, og vi blev 
enige om at prøve igen.

2. Sofia: Gjorde I? Jeg stod lige og tænkte på, hvad der var blevet af 
ham.

3. Emilie: Der er sket meget. Han ligger ikke længere og feder den 
på sofaen.

4. Sofia: Er det rigtigt?! Det skal jeg høre mere om!

5. Emilie: Han havde åbenbart siddet og lavet en liste over ting, han 
ville ændre i sit liv.

6. Sofia: Det lyder da fornuftigt. Hvilke forandringer har han så lavet?

7. Emilie: For det første går han på uni, og for nyligt blev han tjener 
på en café.

8. Sofia: Jeg troede virkelig, han bare gik og lavede ingenting. Han 
er blevet et nyt menneske.

9. Emilie: Det kan man roligt sige. Jeg blev også meget overrasket.

10. Sofia: Men hvad med dig? Hvordan har du det med at være tilbage 
igen?

11. Emilie: Fint! Det var sjovt at rejse, men jeg er glad for ikke at bo i 
en rygsæk længere.

12. Sofia: Jeg har tit siddet og kigget på de billeder, du har delt. Blev 
det aldrig hårdt at være væk?

13. Emilie: Jo, det blev hårdt, da monsunsæsonen startede!

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. Emily: I sat drinking coffee with my ex last Saturday, and we 
agreed on trying again.

2. Sophia: You did? I was just thinking about what had become of him.

3. Emily: A lot has happened. He no longer lies on the couch lazing 
around.

4. Sophia: Really?! I must hear more about that!

5. Emily: Apparently, he sat and made a list of things he wanted to 
change in his life.

6. Sophia: That sounds sensible. What changes has he made then?

7. Emily: First of all, he goes to uni, and recently he became a waiter 
at a café.

8. Sophia: I really thought he was just walking around doing nothing. He 
has become a new person.

9. Emily: That is safe to say. I was also very surprised.

10. Sophia: But what about you? How do you feel about being back 
again?

11. Emily: Fine! It was fun to travel, but I'm glad not to live in a 
backpack anymore.

12. Sophia: I have often sat and looked at the pictures you've shared. 
Did it ever get hard to be away?

13. Emily: Yes, it got hard when the monsoon season started!

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

rygsæk backpack noun

første first numeral, adjective

forandring change noun

ændre to change, to alter verb

fede den to laze phrasal verb

ikke længere no longer, not anymore phrase

blive af to become of phrasal verb

være enig to agree phrasal verb

eks ex noun

Lørdag Saturday noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kvinden vil hellere rejse med 
rygsæk end kuffert.

 
"The woman would rather travel 
with a backpack than a 
suitcase."

Hun smilte for første gang i 
lang tid.

 
"She smiled for the first t ime in 
a long t ime."

Man siger, at forandring f ryder.
 

"They say that change is good."

Det er for sent at ændre det 
nu.

 
"It  is too late to change it  now."

Lad os bare fede den med film i 
dag.

 
"Let's just laze around with 
movies today."

Manden vil ikke længere være 
alene.

 
"The man does not want to be 
alone anymore."
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Hvad blev der af  dig ef ter 
festen?

 
"What became of you after the 
party?"

Jeg er ikke altid enig med 
hende.

 
"I do not always agree with her."

Han fandt sammen med sin eks 
igen.

 
"He got back together with his 
ex again."

De skal i biografen på lørdag.
 

"They are going to the movies 
on Saturday."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

i lørdags  
("last  Saturday") 

I lørdags is a fixed phrase which means "last Saturday." The preposition i usually 
means "in," but in this case it means "last." Lørdag means "Saturday," but when 
used in this expression, an -s is added at the end.

You use the phrase when referring to the Saturday prior to the time you are using it 
in a sentence. When referring to a different day of the week, you simply replace 
lørdags with the right day. Do not forget to add an -s at the end of the word.

For example:

1. Hvad skete der til festen i lørdags? 
"What happened at the party last Saturday?"

for det første 
 ("first  of  all") 

The phrase consists of the preposition for, which means "for," the definite article 
det, which means "the," and finally the adjective første, which means "first."

You use the phrase like in English when saying "first of all," "to begin with," or "for 
one thing."

Like in English, the phrase is used at the beginning of a sentence before listing the 
first argument for something, or the like.

For example:
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1. For det første var det ham, som spurgte. For det andet... 
"First of all, it was him who asked. Second of all..."

bo i en rygsæk  
("to live in a backpack")

This idiom consists of the regular verb bo, which means "to live," "to reside," or 
"to stay," the preposition i, which means "in," the indefinite article en, which means 
"a," and finally the common gender noun rygsæk, which means "backpack."

It's used when someone travels from place to place and doesn't have a permanent 
home.

The word rygsæk emphasizes the quantity of belongings someone carries with 
them as well as the frequency of moving; it is often the most practical thing. Of 
course, backpacks vary in size, and it might not actually be a backpack someone 
is carrying, but it is just an expression.

For example:

1. Han kan bo i en rygsæk i flere år. 
"He can live in a backpack for several years."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Constructing Continuous And 
Progressive Aspects with the Five Verbs sidde, stå, ligge, gå, and løbe.

Jeg troede virkelig, han bare gik og lavede ingenting. Han er blevet et 
nyt menneske. 
 "I really thought  he was just  walking around doing nothing. He has 
become a new person."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to:

1. construct  continuous and progressive aspects in present  
tense

2. construct  continuous and progressive aspects in past  tense 

3. construct  continuous and progressive aspects in present  
perfect  and past  perfect  tense
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1. How to construct  continuous and progressive aspects in present  
tense
 

You apply the continuous and progressive aspects in present tense when what you 
are doing in the present continues for some time. You construct this by putting one 
of five verbs in front of another verb. The five verbs are sidde, stå, ligge, gå, and 
løbe, which mean "to sit," "to stand," "to lie," "to walk," and "to run." These are 
conjugated in present tense by adding an -r to the end of the verb in infinitive form. 
You do the same with the second verb. The two verbs are combined with the 
conjunction og, which means "and."

Infinitive - Verb 1 + 2 Present  tense English

sidde drikke sidder og drikker "sit(s) drinking"

stå tænke står og tænker "stand(s) thinking"

ligge fede den ligger og feder 
den

"lie(s) lazing"

gå lave går og laver "walk(s) around 
doing"

løbe spille løber og spille "run(s) playing"

sidde lave sidder og laver "sit(s) doing"

sidde kigge sidder og kigger "sit(s) looking"

For example:

1. Kvinderne står og sladrer på gaden. 
 "The women stand gossiping in the street."

2. De ligger og læser i solen på billedet.  
 "They lie reading in the sun in the picture."

3. Han løber og samler ind til velgørenhed. 
 "He runs collecting for charity."

2. How to construct  continuous and progressive aspects in past  
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tense 
 

You apply the continuous and progressive aspects in past tense when what you 
were doing in the past continued for some time. Once again, you put one of the 
five verbs sidde, stå, ligge, gå, and løbe, meaning "to sit," "to stand," "to lie," "to 
walk," and "to run," in front of another verb. This time, you must conjugate the 
verbs in past tense. Both sidde, stå, ligge, gå, and løbe are irregular verbs, which 
mean that they are not conjugated in past tense by adding a specific ending. Of 
course, if the second verb is a regular verb, you normally add either -ede or -te to 
the imperative form of the verb. The verbs are still combined with the conjunction 
og meaning "and."

Infinitive - Verb 1 + 2 Past  tense English

sidde drikke sad og drak "sat drinking"

stå tænke stod og tænkte "stood thinking"

ligge fede den lå og fedede den "lay lazing"

gå lave gik og lavede "walked around 
doing"

løbe spille løb og spillede "ran playing"

sidde lave sad og lavede "sat doing"

sidde kigge sad og kiggede "sat looking"

For example:

1. Parret gik og holdt hinanden i hånden.  
 "The couple walked holding each other's hands."

2. Telefonen lå og ringede, mens hun havde besøg.  
 "The phone lay ringing while she had visitors."

3. Vi løb rundt og ledte efter hukommelseskortet i hele huset. 
 "We ran around looking for the memory card throughout the house."

3. How to construct  continuous and progressive aspects in present  
perfect  and past  perfect  tense
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You apply the continuous and progressive aspects in present perfect tense when 
what you were doing in the past continued for some time, but has now finished, or 
extended to the present. You apply the continuous and progressive aspects in past 
perfect tense when what you were doing in the past continued for some time, but 
finished before something else happened. In order to form both tenses, you must 
conjugate the auxiliary verb have, which means "to have," in present or past tense 
before the adding the past participle of the five verbs sidde, stå, ligge, gå, and 
løbe, still meaning "to sit," "to stand," "to lie," "to walk," and "to run." Then, you add 
the past participle of another verb. Like before, the verbs are combined with the 
conjunction og, which means "and." Also, note that you do not repeat the auxiliary 
verb have.

Infinitive - Verb 1 + 2 Present  
perfect

English

sidde drikke har siddet og 
drukket

"have/has sat 
drinking"

stå tænke har stået og 
tænkt

"have/has stood 
thinking"

ligge fede den har ligget og 
fedet den

"have/has lay 
lazing"

gå lave har gået og lavet "have/has walked 
around doing"

løbe spille har løbet og 
spillet

"have/has ran 
playing"

sidde lave har siddet og 
lavet

"have/has sat 
doing"

sidde kigge har siddet og 
kigget

"have/has sat 
looking"

Infinitive - Verb 1 + 2 Past  perfect English

sidde drikke havde siddet og 
drukket

"had sat drinking"

stå tænke havde stået og 
tænkt

"had stood 
thinking"

ligge fede den havde ligget og 
fedet den

"had lay lazing"
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gå lave havde gået og 
lavet

"had walked 
around doing"

løbe spille har løbet og 
spillet

"had ran playing"

sidde lave har siddet og 
lavet

"had sat doing"

sidde kigge har siddet og 
kigget

"had sat looking"

For example:

1. Hendes venner har stået og holdt øje med hende. 
 "Her friends have stood watching her."

2. Drengen havde gået og spekuleret over tingene. 
 "The boy had walked around wondering about things."

3. Nogen havde ligget og læst deres beskeder.  
 "Someone had lain reading their messages."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Jeg sad og drak kaffe med min eks i lørdags, og vi blev enige om at prøve 
igen. 
 "I sat drinking coffee with my ex last Saturday, and we agreed on trying 
again."

2. Gjorde I? Jeg stod lige og tænkte på, hvad der var blevet af ham. 
 "You did? I just stood thinking about what had become of him."

3. Der er sket meget. Han ligger ikke længere og feder den på sofaen. 
 "A lot has happened. He no longer lies on the couch lazing around."

Sample Sentences
 

1. Hun går rundt og kigger på sin mobil hele dagen. 
 "She is walking around looking at her phone the whole day."
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2. Løb du og hørte musik på turen? 
"You ran while listening to music on the way?

3. De har siddet og snakket med hinanden i flere timer. 
 "They have been sitting talking to each other for several hours."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Danish Relationships 
 

If you end up in a relationship with a Dane, it is still acceptable to hang out with 
friends, cultivate your hobbies, and the like. Of course, every relationships is 
different and things are not always easy, but as long as there is mutual respect, 
good communication and teamwork, and clear agreements, you are well on your 
way towards a steady relationship. Acknowledging problems and dealing with them 
has also become more acceptable, even if it ends the relationship. What is still 
highly unacceptable is utroskab and other kinds of major betrayal. Unfortunately, it 
might happen anyway.

Useful expression:

1. utroskab 
"infidelity," "cheating"
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DANISH

1. Mia: Skynd dig! Toget holder der allerede.

2. Johan: Vi havde ikke behøvet at løbe, hvis vi var blevet kørt herhen.

3. Mia: Havde vi fået nogen til at køre os, havde vi ikke behøvet at 
tage bussen.

4. Johan: Ja, bare NOGEN havde husket at spørge mor i god tid.

5. Mia: Ja ja, jeg ved det godt. Hmm, der er mange, som kun har 
skuldertasker og rygsække med.

6. Johan: Jeg ville ønske, at jeg havde taget imod Sofias tilbud om at 
tage dit telt med også.

7. Mia: Jeg vidste ikke, at Sofia allerede var taget derhen.

8. Johan: Jeg er dog glad for, vi ikke tog med hende og de andre, 
fordi det havde regnet den første nat.

9. Mia: Gid jeg havde vidst det! Så havde jeg byttet min vagt. Og 
taget en paraply med.

10. Johan: Du havde så også været tvunget til at slæbe rundt på dit 
eget telt. Det vejer godt til!

11. Mia: Jeg skal nok belønne dig med en burger på festivalen. Hvis 
du ikke havde båret det, var vi aldrig nået herhen.

12. Johan: Øh, der kører toget...!

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Mia: Hurry up! The train is already there.

2. Johan: We wouldn't have had to run, if we'd been driven here.

3. Mia: Had we gotten someone to drive us, we wouldn't have had 
to take the bus.

4. Johan: Yes, if only SOMEONE had remembered to ask mom in time.

5. Mia: Yeah yeah, I know. Hmm, there are many people who are 
only bringing shoulder bags and backpacks.

6. Johan: I wish that I had taken Sophia's offer of taking your tent 
along too.

7. Mia: I didn't know that Sophia had already gone there.

8. Johan: I'm glad, though, that we didn't go with her and the others, 
because it rained the first night.

9. Mia: I wish I had known! Then I would have traded my shift. And 
brought an umbrella.

10. Johan: You would have also been forced to carry around your own 
tent then. It's quite heavy!

11. Mia: I'll reward you with a burger at the festival. If you hadn't 
carried it, we would never have managed to get here.

12. Johan: Uhm, there goes the train...!

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class
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nå
to reach, to be in time 
for, to have time to, to 

manage to
verb

belønne to reward verb

veje to weigh verb

slæbe to haul, to drag verb

tvinge to force, to compel verb

skynde sig
to hurry, to hurry up, to 

hasten, to be quick phrasal verb

nogen
some, any, somebody, 

anybody pronoun

i god tid in good time phrase

imod against adverb

glad happy, glad, pleased adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kan du nå at købe en ny billet?
 

"Do you have t ime to buy a new 
ticket?"

Parret belønner både børnene 
og hunden.

 
"The couple rewards both the 
children and the dog."

Han vejede mindre inden 
ferien.

 
"He weighed less before the 
vacation."

Er kufferten tungt at slæbe på?
 

"Is the suitcase heavy to drag?"

Hun tvang ham til at tage med.
 

"She forced him to come 
along."

Vi skal skynde os til stationen!
 

"We must hurry to the station!"
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Måske kan de følges med 
nogen.

 
"Perhaps they can go with 
someone."

De har begge pakket i god tid.
 

"They have both packed in 
good t ime."

Jeg har virkelig intet imod dig.
 

"I really have nothing against 
you."

Det er svært at gøre alle glade.
 

"It  is difficult to make everyone 
happy."

Han ser glad ud i dag.
 

"He looks happy today."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

tage imod 
("to receive, to accept")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb tage, which means "to take," and the 
preposition imod, which means "toward" or "towards."

The literal meaning of the phrase does not make much sense, but it is somewhat 
used like the English verbs "to receive" or "to accept." In other words, when 
accepting something, for example, an offer or a suggestion. When receiving gifts, 
packages, letters, and the like for yourself, you use the verb modtage, which 
simply means "to receive."

For example:

1. De tog imod pengene alligevel. 
"They accepted the money anyway."

være glad for 
("to be glad that") 

The phrase consists of the irregular verb være, which means "to be," the adjective 
glad, which means "happy" or "glad," and finally the preposition for, which most 
commonly means "for." In this case, for is used to indicate that a feeling or state of 
happiness is directed at something.
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You use the phrase like in English when you are glad or happy that something has 
happened, or will happen. The phrase is equivalent of "to be glad that" or "to be 
happy that." When the phrase is followed by an object, its meaning changes to "to 
like." The object can also be an action. For example, Han er glad for at hjælpe. 
This means "He likes to help" or "He likes helping."

You normally use the phrase in the main clause and follow with a subordinate 
clause stating what the feeling or state of happiness is directed at. This 
subordinate clause is often introduced by the conjunction at, which means "that" 
and should not be confused with the infinitive marker "to."

For example:

1. Hun er glad for, de kan følges. 
"She is glad they can go together."

veje til 
("to be heavy")

The phrase consists of the regular verb veje, which means "to weigh," and the 
preposition til, which means "to." When the phrase is not followed by a number 
indicating the weight of something, it is equivalent of "to be heavy" or "to weigh a 
lot."

You use the phrase when describing the weight of something or someone. Like in 
other languages, it can be offensive to use it when referring to a person's weight, 
so be careful or refrain from using it to describe someone's weight all together.

For example:

1. Din kuffert vejer godt til. 
"Your suitcase is quite heavy."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Discussing Past  Events and Having 
Regrets 
Gid jeg havde vidst det! Så havde jeg byttet min vagt. Og taget en 
paraply med. 
"I wish I had known! Then I would have had to trade my shif t. And 
brought  an umbrella." 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 
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1. use the past  perfect  with auxiliary verbs have and være

2. use the phrase ville ønske 

3. use the adverbs bare and gid

1. How to use the past  perfect  with auxiliary verbs have and være
 

In previous lessons, forming the past perfect tense with the auxiliary verbs have 
and være has already been touched upon. The irregular verb have, which means 
"to have," is the most commonly used auxiliary verb of the two to form the past 
perfect tense. You use it when the action itself is in focus. Also, verbs conjugated 
with have often have an object. The irregular verb være, which means "to be," is 
used with verbs meaning a change or physical movement of some kind, as in from 
one place to another. In both cases, the verb is conjugated in past tense and 
followed by the past participle of another verb. You form the past participle by 
adding -et or just -t to the base or imperative form of a verb. The past present 
tense is applied in the subordinate clause, if an action takes place before the main 
clause, which is in simple past tense. It can also be the other way around. The past 
perfect tense is also applied when imagining that something in the past had been 
different, and it is often used with the conditional hvis, which means "if." Like in the 
dialogue, for example, Johan hints that he and his sister wouldn't have had to run if 
she had remembered to ask their mother for a ride to the station.

Sentence Structures:

havde + [past participle: imperative + -et or -t]

var + [past participle: imperative + -et or -t]

For example:

1. De vidste ikke, at hun allerede var taget afsted. 
"They did not know that she had already left."
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2. Toget var kørt, da de ankom til stationen. 
"The train had gone when they arrived at the station."

3. Vi havde nået det, hvis vi var løbet.  
"We would have made it, if we had run."

2. How to use the phrase ville ønske
 

The phrase consists of the modal verb ville, which means "to will," and the regular 
verb ønske, which means "to wish." You often use the phrase when talking about 
something you wish had been done differently in the past. So as you've probably 
guessed, ville ønske is used in a main clause preceding a subordinate clause in 
past perfect tense. Like in the dialogue, Johan wishes he had taken his girlfriend's 
offer to bring along his sister's tent to the festival.

Sentence Structures:

subject + ville ønske + [subordinate clause in past perfect 
tense]

For example:

1. Pigen ville ønske, at han var taget med.  
"The girl wishes that he had come along."

2. De ville ønske, at de havde været mere opmærksomme. 
 "They wish that they had been more attentive."

3. Jeg ville ønske, at du havde fortalt mig det tidligere.  
"I wish that you had told me this earlier."

3. How to use the adverbs bare and gid
 

The adverb bare usually means "just" or "only," but when it is used to talk about 
something you wish had been done differently in the past, it is the equivalent of "if 
only" or "I wish." In Danish, it is still an adverb, despite these translations. The 
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adverb gid has the exact same meanings and it is also used when talking about 
something you wish had been done differently in the past. The adverbs are placed 
at the very beginning of a sentence in the past perfect tense, which means that the 
word order is like in a subordinate clause. In other words, if the sentence is 
negative, the adverb ikke, which means "not," is placed between the subject and 
the verb.

Sentence Structures:

Bare + subject + havde/var + past participle

Gid + subject + havde/var + past participle

For example:

1. Bare jeg havde pakket mine gummistøvler.  
"I wish I had packed my rubber boots."

2. Bare vi ikke havde stået og diskuteret.  
"I wish we hadn't stood arguing."

3. Gid toget havde været forsinket for en gangs skyld.  
"I wish the train had been late for once."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Vi havde ikke behøvet at løbe, hvis vi var blevet kørt herhen. 
"We wouldn't have had to run, if we had been driven here."

2. Havde vi fået nogen til at køre os, havde vi ikke behøvet at tage bussen. 
"Had we gotten someone to drive us, we would not have had to take the 
bus."

3. Jeg vidste ikke, at Sofia allerede var taget derhen. 
"I didn't know that Sophia had already gone there."

Sample Sentences 
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1. Han havde allerede spurgt, om det var gået godt. 
"He had already asked if it had gone well."

2. Broderen ville ønske, de var taget afsted tideligere. 
"The brother wishes they had left earlier."

3. Bare vi havde haft mere, og gid vi havde fået et lift. 
"If only we had had more time, and if only we had gotten a ride."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Festivals
 

In the summertime, there are plenty of opportunities to enjoy the sunny weather 
and have fun. In small towns, you can experience town festivals and celebrations 
with live music, lots of food, and probably some dancing. Many cities or areas also 
have music festivals featuring both local and international artists, depending on the 
size of the festival. You can also participate in themed events, such as Middle Ages 
festivals or ringridning (a sport on horseback in which you pierce a ring 
suspended from a cross-piece with a lance that is sometimes known as ring 
jousting).

Useful expression:

1. ringridning 
"Tilting-at-the-ring"
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DANISH

1. Helle: Goddag. Hvad kan jeg gøre for dig?

2. Theresa: Hej. Jeg åbnede en konto her i banken sidste år, men nu vil 
jeg gerne lukke den.

3. Helle: Okay. Må jeg spørge af hvilken grund?

4. Theresa: Jeg har ikke brug for min konto mere, da min mand og jeg 
ønsker en fælles konto.

5. Helle: Er din mand også kunde her i banken?

6. Theresa: Nej, det er han ikke.

7. Helle: Hvis I har lyst, kan jeg henvise jer til en rådgiver. Vi kan 
måske tilbyde jer en bedre rente.

8. Theresa: Min mand er bortrejst i øjeblikket, men jeg tror ikke, det 
bliver nødvendigt.

9. Helle: Han er vel ikke rejst bort for evigt? Du har ingen gæld, så I 
vil kunne indgå en god aftale.

10. Theresa: Nej, det er han forhåbentlig ikke. Men vi har taget 
beslutningen.

11. Helle: Okay. Vil du have udbetalt din saldo, eller har du et 
kontonummer, jeg skal overføre til?

12. Theresa: Der blev indbetalt nogle penge i mandags. Dem vil jeg 
gerne have udbetalt. Overfør resten.

13. Helle: Det er forstået. Det er altid godt at have lidt ekstra til sig 
selv.

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. Helle: Hello. What can I do for you?

2. Theresa: Hello. I opened an account at this bank last year, but now I 
would like to close it.

3. Helle: Alright. May I ask for what reason?

4. Theresa: I don't need my account anymore, since my husband and I 
want a joint account.

5. Helle: Is your husband also a customer of this bank?

6. Theresa: No, he's not.

7. Helle: If you'd like, I can refer you to a consultant. We might be 
able to offer you a better interest rate.

8. Theresa: My husband is out of town at the moment, but I don't think it 
will be necessary.

9. Helle: He won't be away forever, will he? You don't have any debt 
so you'll be able to get a good deal.

10. Theresa: No, hopefully he isn't. But we've made the decision.

11. Helle: Alright. Do you want your balance paid out, or do you have 
an account number that I should transfer it to?

12. Theresa: Some money was paid into it last Monday. I would like to 
have that paid out. Transfer the rest.

13. Helle: Got it. It's always good to have a little extra for yourself.

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

rente interest rate noun

indbetale to pay in verb

saldo balance noun

udbetale to pay out verb

indgå to enter into verb

gæld debt noun

evig eternal adjective

bortrejst out of town, gone away adjective

fælles
common, mutual, 

collective adjective

henvise to refer verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Han kan få en bedre rente her.
 

"He can get a better interest 
rate here."

Hvornår har du sidst indbetalt 
penge?

 
"When did you last pay in 
money?"

Min saldo er pludselig gået i 
minus.

 
"My balance has suddenly gone 
negative."

I går fik vi udbetalt 
overskydende skat.

 
"Yesterday, we overpaid tax 
refunded."

Har du allerede indgået en nu 
aftale?

 
"Have you already entered into 
a new agreement?"

Parret har en utrolig stor gæld.
 

"The couple has an unbelievably 
large debt."
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Nogle gange føles det som en 
evig kamp.

 
"Sometimes it  feels like an 
eternal batt le."

Hvor længe har hun været 
bortrejst?

 
"How long has she been gone?"

Det var en fælles beslutning.
 

"It  was a collective decision."

Jeg blev henvist af  banken.
 

"I was referred by the bank."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

fælles konto 
("joint  account") 

The first word, fælles, means "joint," or "common," or "mutual," and it is an 
adjective. The second word, konto, means "account," and it is a common gender 
noun.

You use this phrase when referring to a bank account that is shared.

Sometimes the phrase is used as a common gender noun instead. This means that 
the two words have been put together, forming the noun fælleskonto. The 
meaning does not change.

For example:

1. Der er både fordele og ulemper ved en fælles konto. 
"There are both pros and cons to a joint account."

for evigt 
("forever, for good")

This fixed phrase means "forever" or "for good," and it consists of the preposition 
for, which means "for," and the adjective evigt, which means "eternal."

You use the phrase like its English equivalent when stating that something is for all 
eternity.

The expression is most commonly used at the end of a sentence.

For example:
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1. Vi kan ikke vente her for evigt. 
"We cannot wait here forever."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Using the Right  Compound at  the Right  
Time

Okay. Vil du have udbetalt din saldo, eller har du et kontonummer, jeg 
skal overføre til? 
"Alright. Do you want  your balance paid out, or do you have an 
account  number that  I should transfer it  to?"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use loose and solid compounds

2. use the adverbs ind- and ud- as prefixes

3. use the adverbs hen- and bort- as prefixes

1. How to use loose and solid compound verbs
 

As the terms suggest, loose and solid compound verbs are words that can either 
be divided or words that can never be divided. In Danish, these compound verbs 
are also called fake and real. Compound verbs formed from the same words have 
completely different meanings, depending on whether they are fake or real. In 
formal and official situations, it is most common to use solid compound verbs, 
while loose compound verbs are more commonly used in informal situations. Also, 
loose compound verbs tend to have a concrete meaning, while solid compound 
verbs have a more figurative meaning. Danish compound verbs are often made of 
a single or two syllable prefix and a verb. Some prefixes do not make sense on 
their own, while others are prepositions or adverbs of place. Note, that you only 
change a verb's meaning when adding a prefix, not how its conjugated. Danish 
compound verbs can also be formed by a noun, adjective, or verb combined with 
a verb. These verbs typically do not make sense if divided and turned into phrasal 
verbs.
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Infinitive - 
loose

English Infinitive - 
solid

English

vise hen "to show/to point 
(to)"

henvise "to refer"

byde til "to invite to" tilbyde "to offer"

gå ind "to enter/to go in" indgå "to enter into"

betale ud "to pay off" udbetale "to pay (out)"

føre over

"to lead/to take 
across," "to 
transfer"

overføre "to transfer"

gå over

"to go across/to 
walk over"

overgå

"to outdo," "to 
surpass," "to 
pass to"

skrive under "to sign" underskrive "to sign"

nå op "to reach" opnå "to achieve," "to 
obtain," "to get"

For example:

1. Kvinden oversætter dokumentet.  
"The woman translates the document."

2. Min kollega har lige sat kedlen over.  
"My colleague has just put the kettle on."

3. Hvilken ordning har du valgt fra? Jeg har fravalgt denne ordning. 
"Which scheme have you opted out of? -"I have opted out of this scheme."

2. How to use the adverbs ind- and ud- as prefixes
 

As already mentioned, you can use adverbs of place as prefixes and combine 
them with a verb to create a new verb. The adverbs ind and ud mean "in" and 
"out," and with that said, it will be easier to get an idea of the meaning of a 
compound verb with one of these adverbs as a prefix. Remember, even though a 
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compound verb means one thing when either ind- or ud- is added as a prefix, this 
meaning might not necessarily be the same when it is followed by the adverbs. 
Some compound verbs do not even make sense when they are divided into a 
phrasal verb. Finally, when adding a prefix, you only change the meaning of a verb, 
not how its conjugated.

Infinitive - 
loose

English Infinitive - 
solid

English

kalde ind "to call in" indkalde "to call in," "to 
draft"

skrive ind "to write in" indskrive "to register"

rette ind "to align" indrette

"to arrange," "to 
adapt," "to 
decorate"

læse ind N/A indlæse "to record," "to 
input"

berette ind N/A indberette "to report"

holde ud "to endure," "to 
stand"

udholde "to bear," "to 
endure"

bringe ud "to bring out" udbringe "to deliver"

tale ud "to finish (talking)" udtale "to state," "to 
pronounce"

arbejde ud N/A udarbejde

"to draw up," "to 
work out," "to 
draft"

danne ud N/A uddanne "to train," "to 
educate"

For example:

1. Hun indsatte kortet i hæveautomaten.  
"She inserted the credit card into the ATM machine."

2. Parret vil gerne sætte penge ind deres opsparingskonto.  
"The couple would like to deposit money into their savings account."
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3. Manden udbrød: "De bryder ud gennem kontoret!" 
"The man exclaimed, "They are breaking out through the office!"

3. How to use the adverbs hen- and bort- as prefixes
 

Using the adverbs of place hen and bort as prefixes works the same way as the 
two previous adverbs of place. As adverbs, hen is most commonly used to 
indicate direction or movement towards a specific destination, result, or a changed 
condition, and bort simply means "away." Once again, a compound verb might 
mean one thing when either hen- or bort- is added as a prefix, but it is not 
necessarily the same when the compound word is divided and the verb precedes 
the adverb. Also, remember that some compound verbs do not even make sense 
when they are divided into a phrasal verb; not in Danish, not in English. And finally, 
do not forget that when adding a prefix, you change the meaning of a verb, but the 
new verb is still conjugated as other verbs.

Infinitive - 
loose

English Infinitive - 
solid

English

føre hen "to lead/take to" henføre "To attribute," "to 
refer"

ligge hen

"to be without 
activity," "to 
seem to be 
deserted"

henligge
"to remain," "to 
lie"

rykke hen "to move to" henrykke "to charm," "to 
delight"

vende hen N/A henvende

"to turn (to)," "to 
approach," "to 
talk (to)"

rette hen N/A henrette "to execute"

give bort "to give away" bortgive "to give away"

vise bort "to turn away" bortvise "to expel," "to 
suspend"

føre bort "to lead/take 
away"

bortføre "to abduct," "to 
kidnap"
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komme bort N/A bortkomme "to be/get lost"

forklare bort N/A bortforklare "to explain away"

For example:

1. Hvad hentyder du nu til?  
"What are you alluding to now?

2. Vi har henlagt denne sag indtil videre. 
"We have put aside this case until further notice."

3. Jeg ringer, fordi min ægtefælle gik bort i går. 
"I am calling because my spouse passed away yesterday."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Han er vel ikke rejst bort for evigt? Du har ingen gæld, så I vil kunne indgå 
en god aftale. 
"He won't be away forever, will he? You don't have any debt so you'll be 
able to get a good deal."

2. Der blev indbetalt nogle penge i mandags. Dem vil jeg gerne have 
udbetalt. Overfør resten. 
"Some money was paid in last Monday. I would like to have that paid out. 
Transfer the rest."

3. Min mand er bortrejst i øjeblikket, men jeg tror ikke, det bliver ikke 
nødvendigt. 
"My husband is out of town at the moment, but I don't think it will be 
necessary."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Fristen for at melde tilbage er blevet overskredet. 
"The deadline for responding has been exceeded."

2. Parret indgår en ny aftale med banken. 
"The couple is entering a new agreement with the bank."

3. Jeg forstår ikke, hvorfor kunden blev bortvist. 
"I do not understand why the client was suspended."
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CULTURAL INSIGHT

Sharing Economy in Denmark 
 

Beyond just couples, deleøkonomi has slowly expanded to a wider segment of the 
population in Denmark, especially in the larger cities. Like in many other countries, 
it is gradually becoming more and more popular, as private person, to rent out 
one's home, car, clothes, tools, and other assets or services to others when 
they're not being used. Thanks to digital communication it is easy to utilize this 
concept, but which rules actually apply regarding taxes, insurance, and so on, are 
not completely clear to many providers, users, and even in some cases the 
authorities.

Useful expression:

1. deleøkonomi 
"sharing economy"
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DANISH

1. Sofia: Banen er frygtelig med alt det mudder! Det skal nok blive et 
sjovt løb i år.

2. Mia: Du skulle ikke have deltaget i løbet ligesom min bror?

3. Sofia: Nej, jeg synes, det må være forfærdeligt at løbe så tæt på 
andre på så lidt plads.

4. Mia: Så du nøjes med at kigge på? Jeg tror, der er mange på 
festivalen, der har det på samme måde.

5. Sofia: Jeg vil hellere deltage i et af de mange kvindeløb senere i 
år.

6. Mia: Hvordan foregår det? Jeg overvejer at deltage i ét.

7. Sofia: Du kan tilmelde dig på nettet. Du får både et nummer og en 
goodie bag. Nogle gader bliver også afspærret.

8. Mia: Så der er plads nok at løbe på? Jeg har hørt, at det næsten 
er umuligt at overhale andre.

9. Sofia: Nogle tager det meget seriøst og råber ad andre, så de 
flytter sig for dem.

10. Mia: Det lyder en smule uretfærdigt. Det burde være lige fair for 
alle.

11. Sofia: Ja, men andre deltagere bliver åbenbart irrelevante for den 
type løbere.

12. Mia: Det virker også lidt asocialt. Jeg kunne forestille mig, at 
mange også gør det for hyggens skyld.

CONT'D OVER
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13. Sofia: Især efter løbet når alle får kage. Desværre får din bror kun 
ildelugtende mudder i dag.

ENGLISH

1. Sophia: The track is horrible with all that mud! Surely, it'll be a fun 
race this year.

2. Mia: Shouldn't you be participating in the race like my brother?

3. Sophia: No, I think it must be awful to run so close to others in such 
little space.

4. Mia: So you'll settle for watching? I think there are many at the 
festival who feel the same way.

5. Sophia: I'd rather participate in one of the many women's races later 
this year.

6. Mia: How does it work? I'm considering participating in one.

7. Sophia: You can sign up online. You get both a number and a goodie 
bag. Some streets will also be blocked.

8. Mia: So there's space enough to run? I've heard that it's almost 
impossible to overtake others.

9. Sophia: Some take it more seriously and yell at others so they'll 
move for them.

10. Mia: That sounds a bit unfair. It should be equally fair for 
everyone.

11. Sophia: Yes, but apparently other participants become irrelevant to 
that type of runner.

CONT'D OVER
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12. Mia: It also seems a little antisocial. I could imagine that many 
also do it just for fun.

13. Sophia: Especially after the race, when everyone gets cake. 
Unfortunately, your brother will only get smelly mud today.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

bane

track, lane, path, railroad, 
course, ground, field, 

pitch, court
noun

løber runner noun

deltage to participate verb

måde way, manner, fashion noun

kigge på
to look at, to glance at, 

to peep at phrasal verb

nøjes med
to settle for, to be 

content with phrasal verb

plads
room, space, seat, 

square noun

løb run, race noun

mudder mud noun

skyld guilt, blame, fault, sake noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Kvinden løber på banen.
 

"The woman is running on the 
track."

Ingen løbere kom til skade.
 

"No runners got hurt."
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Vi deltog i et spændende 
velgørenhedsarrangement.

 
"We participated in an 
interesting charity event."

Det er også en måde at gøre 
det på.

 
"That is also a way of doing it ."

Han har ikke kigget på 
programmet.

 
"He has not looked at the 
program."

Jeg vil nøjes med at heppe f ra 
sidelinjen.

 
"I will sett le for cheering from 
the sidelines."

Hvad har du tænkt dig at sætte 
på denne plads?

 
"What are you going to put in 
this space?"

Atleterne starter løbet.
 

"The athletes are start ing the 
race."

De løb og gled i mudderet.
 

"They ran and slipped in the 
mud."

Hun vandt for hans skyld.
 

"She won for his sake."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

alt det mudder 
("all that  mud") 

The phrase consists of the adjective alt, which means "all," the pronoun det, which 
means "that," and finally the neuter gender noun mudder, which means "mud."

You use this phrase when expressing that you think there is a lot of mud, perhaps a 
little too much for your liking.

Of course, mudder can be replaced by any other noun. What is important here is 
the pattern alt det followed by a noun to express that you think there is whole lot 
of something. As already indicated, it can be both positive and negative.

For example:

1. Du kommer ikke ind med alt det mudder på tøjet. 
"You won't get in with all that mud on your clothes."
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have det på samme måde 
("to feel the same way")

The first word is have, which is the irregular verb "to have," the second word is 
the pronoun det, which means "it," the third word is the preposition på, which 
means "in," the fourth word is the adjective samme, which means "the same," and 
finally the common gender noun måde, which means "way."

The phrase is used when expressing that you feel the same way about something. 
For example, when someone has expressed their opinion of a given matter, you 
can say Jeg har det på samme måde, which means "I feel the same way." If that 
is how you feel, of course.

For example:

1. Hans søster har det ikke helt på samme måde. 
"His sister does not quite feel the same way."

for hyggens skyld 
("for the sake of  the fun") 

The phrase consists of the preposition for, which means "for," the common gender 
noun hygge in definite form in genitive case, meaning "the coziness'" or "the nice 
times," and finally the common gender noun skyld, which means "fault" or "sake."

You can use the phrase when giving a reason for doing something. It is equivalent 
of "for the sake of fun" or "for the sake of having a nice time."

The Danish word hygge is not easy to translate directly, but it is a nice, fun, and 
pleasant time or atmosphere in one word. Hygge is highly valued and therefore it 
is very commonly used.

For example:

1. Lad os være med for hyggens skyld! 
"Let's join in for the sake of fun."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Describing Things Negatively

Nej, jeg synes, det må være forfærdeligt at løbe så tæt på andre på så 
lidt plads. 
"No, I think it  must  be awful to run so close to others in such little 
space." 
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In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use common negative adjectives

2. use the prefixes a-, i-, and u- 

1. How to use common negative adjectives
 

Any adjective can be negative in the right context, but needless to say, some 
adjectives simply have negative meanings. You can use negative adjectives to 
describe anything and anyone, like with all adjectives, only negatively. Remember 
to conjugate according to the gender and number.

English
Dictionary 
form

Modifying 
common 
gender 
nouns

Modifying 
neuter 
gender 
nouns (-t)

Modifying 
nouns in 
plural form 
(-e)

"addicted" afhængig afhængig afhængigt afhængige

"deadly" dødelig dødelig dødeligt dødelige

"bad" dårlig dårlig dårligt dårlige

"lousy" elendig elendig elendigt elendige

"dangerous" farlig farlig farligt farlige

"untruthful" løgnagtig løgnagtig løgnagtigt løgnagtige

"evil" ond ond ondt onde

"difficult" svær svær svært svære

"sick" syg syg sygt syge

"nasty" væmmelig væmmelig væmmeligt væmmelige

For example:
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1. Jeg synes, at han er besværlig.  
"I think that he is troublesome."

2. Det kan være vanskeligt at følge med de andre.  
"It can be difficult to keep up with the others."

3. Hun fik en voldsom hovedpine af at løbe i varmen.  
"She got an intense headache from running in the heat."

2. How to use the prefixes a-, i-, and u- 
 

The prefixes a-, i-, and u- are so-called negative prefixes that you can attach to 
adjectives to create adjectives with negative or opposite meanings of their 
positive counterpart. They are the equivalent of the English negative prefixes a-, 
in-, and un-. The prefix a- changes to an- when attached to an adjective that starts 
with a vowel. The prefix i- changes to il- when attached to an adjective that starts 
with l, it changes to im- when attached to an adjective that starts with m or p, and it 
changes to ir- when attached to an adjective that starts with r. The prefix u- always 
stays the same. As already mentioned, you conjugate negative adjectives 
according to gender and number, like other adjectives, and adding a prefix does 
not change this. However, remember that you do not add a -t to an adjective that 
ends in -sk or -t, even though, it modifies a neuter gender noun.

English
Dictionary 
form

Modifying 
common 
gender 
nouns

Modifying 
neuter 
gender 
nouns (-t)

Modifying 
nouns in 
plural form 
(-e)

"atypical" atypisk atypisk atypisk atypiske

"asymmetric
(al)"

asymmetrisk asymmetrisk asymmetrisk asymmetriske

"illiterate" analfabetisk analfabetisk analfabetisk analfabetiske

"incompetent" inkompetent inkompetent inkompetent inkompetente

"illegal" illegal illegal illegalt illegale

"immobile" immobil immobil immobilt immobile

"irrational" irrationel irrationel irrationelt irrationelle
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"irresponsible
"

uansvarlig uansvarlig uansvarligt uansvarlige

"unpleasant" ubehagelig ubehagelig ubehageligt ubehagelige

"unsympatheti
c"

usympatisk usympatisk usympatisk usympatiske

For example:

1. Nogle gange virker reglerne så amoralske.  
"Sometimes the rules seem so amoral."

2. Jeg havde engang en meget intolerant kammerat.  
"I once had a very intolerant pal."

3. Din uintelligente kæreste er på vej herhen.  
"Your unintelligent boyfriend is on his way here."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Banen er frygtelig med alt det mudder! Det skal nok blive et sjovt løb i år. 
"The track is horrible with all that mud! Surely, it'll be a fun race this year."

2. Det lyder en smule uretfærdigt. Det burde være lige fair for alle. 
"That sounds a bit unfair. It should be equally fair for everyone."

3. Det virker også lidt asocialt. Jeg kunne forestille mig, at mange også gør det 
for hyggens skyld. 
"It also seems a little antisocial. I could imagine that many also do it just for 
fun."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Tøjet var skrækkeligt at få rent igen. 
"The clothes were awful to get clean again."

2. Det er atypisk at være så illoyal over for venner. 
"It is atypical to be so disloyal to friends."

3. Der er ingen grund til være uhøflig, bare fordi man har travlt. 
"There is no reason to be impolite just because you are in a hurry."
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CULTURAL INSIGHT

Popular Races 
 

During summer and late summer, tons of women's runs are organized nationwide 
by some of the biggest women's magazines. In May, the Copenhagen Marathon 
takes place. A more controversial race is the Nøgenløbet at Roskilde Festival. As is 
tradition, the participants must run the route in the camping area twice—stark 
naked, of course. Both a male and a female winner of the race will be crowned.

Useful expression:

1. Nøgenløbet 
"The Naked Run"
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DANISH

1. Kim: Goddag. Du taler med Kim Juul. Jeg vil gerne bestille en tid 
snarest muligt.

2. Kim: Mit personnummer er 130683-3095.

3. Kim: Der er sket det, at jeg er begyndt at skære tænder i søvne. 
Ja, det er ikke så godt.

4. Kim: Først på fredag siger du? Kan du ikke finde en ledig tid før? 
Jeg er ikke i stand til at komme fredag.

5. Kim: Det er ligegyldigt, hvornår på dagen det er. Bare jeg kan 
komme til lidt før.

6. Kim: Nej, det gør ikke ondt, men min kæreste synes, det er lidt 
forstyrrende. Hun kan tydeligt høre det.

7. Kim: Var du i stand til at finde en ledig tid torsdag over middag? 
Fantastisk! Den tager jeg.

8. Kim: Klokken 12.15? Det skriver jeg lige ind i min kalender.

9. Kim: Ja, det skal nok gå. Hun må bare sove med ørepropper.

10. Kim: Ja, vi ses på torsdag. Tak for hjælpen.

11. Kim: Tak i lige måde. Farvel.

ENGLISH

1. Kim: Hello. You're speaking to Kim Juul. I would like to make an 
appointment as soon as possible.

CONT'D OVER
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2. Kim: My civil registration number is 130683-3095

3. Kim: What has happened is that I've started grinding my teeth in 
my sleep. Yes, that's not very good.

4. Kim: Not until Friday, you say? Can't you find an available time 
sooner? I can't come Friday.

5. Kim: It doesn't matter what time of the day it is. As long as I can 
come in a little sooner.

6. Kim: No, it doesn't hurt, but my girlfriend thinks it's a little 
disturbing. She can clearly hear it.

7. Kim: Were you able to find an available time Thursday afternoon? 
Great! I'll take it.

8. Kim: At 12:15? I'll just write that into my calendar.

9. Kim: Yes, it'll be alright. She'll just have to sleep with earplugs.

10. Kim: Yes, see you on Thursday. Thank you for your help.

11. Kim: Thanks, you too. Goodbye.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

goddag
hello, good day, how do 

you do interjection

tid time, appointment, tense noun

mulig possible adjective

personnummer civil registration number noun
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skære to cut, to grind verb

søvn sleep noun

ledig
available, free, vacant, 

unemployed, idle adjective

komme to come verb

forstyrrende disturbing, distracting adjective

øreprop earplug noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hun kommer altid samme tid på 
dagen.

 
"She always comes at the same 
time."

Ved du om man har brug for en 
tid til f risør salonen?

 
"Do you know if an 
appointment is needed for the 
hair salon?"

Hvad tid er dit skuespil?
 

"What t ime is your play?"

Der er ikke mere tid tilbage.
 

"There is no more t ime left."

Er det muligt at ændre datoen?
 

"Is it  possible to change the 
date?"

Det er ikke muligt at klage 
direkte til chefen.

 
"It  is not possible to complain 
to the boss directly."

Hvad er dit personummer?
 

"What is your civil registration 
number?"

Kvinden skærer grapefrugten.
 

"The woman is cutt ing the 
grapefruit ."

Han har ikke fået nok søvn.
 

"He has not gotten enough 
sleep."

Det er tydeligt, at hunden ikke 
fik meget søvn i går.

 
"It  is clear that the dog did not 
get much sleep yesterday."
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Vi har en ledig tid på mandag.
 

"We have an available t ime on 
Monday."

Pigen kommer hen imod 
videokameraet.

 
"The girl is coming towards the 
video camera."

Jeg venter på at posten 
kommer.

 
"I am wait ing for the post to 
come."

Jeg ville gerne komme imorgen 
igen hvis det er muligt.

 
"I would like to come again 
tomorrow, if possible."

Din jamren er meget 
forstyrrende.

 
"Your whimpering is very 
disturbing."

Jeg har desværre glemt mine 
ørepropper.

 
"Unfortunately, I have 
forgotten my earplugs."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

snarest muligt 
("as soon as possible")

The phrase consists of the adverb snart in superlative form, meaning "soon," and 
the adjective muligt means "possible."

You use this phrase like its English equivalent "as soon as possible." Sometimes 
snarest is exchanged for the adjective hurtig, which means "quick" or "fast." In 
superlative form, hurtig becomes hurtigst so together with muligt, the phrase 
means "as quickly as possible."

The phrase normally appears at the end of a sentence.

For example:

1. Giv os besked snarest muligt. 
"Notify us as soon as possible."

skære tænder 
("to grind one's teeth")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb skære, which means "cut" or "carve," and
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the common gender noun tand in plural form meaning "teeth."

As a fixed phrase, skære tænder means "to grind one's teeth," and it is used just 
like in English.

Like in English, the noun is always in plural form, as you never grind just one tooth.

For example:

1. Hendes mor skar ofte tænder. 
"Her mother often ground her teeth."

i søvne 
("in one's sleep")

I søvne is a fixed phrase that means "in one's sleep." It consists of the preposition 
i, which means "in," and the common gender noun søvn, which means "sleep." In 
this construction, an -e has been added to the noun, but its meaning does not 
change.

Like in English, you use this phrase when talking about actions performed while 
sleeping. For example, gå i søvne means "to walk in one's sleep" or "to 
sleepwalk." Gå is the irregular verb "to go" or "to walk."

For example:

1. Du snakkede meget i søvne i nat. 
"You talked a lot in your sleep last night."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Discussing Ability and Skill

Var du i stand til at  finde en ledig tid torsdag over middag? 
Fantastisk! Den tager jeg. 
"Were you able to find an available time Thursday afternoon? Great! 
I'll take it."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use the verb kunne

2. use the phrase være i stand til
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1. How to use the verb kunne
 

The irregular verb kunne is a modal verb that can be used with other verbs to 
express ability or skill. It means "to be able to" and it works the same way in 
Danish as it does in English. You simply conjugate kunne according to the tense 
and add a verb in infinitive form describing the ability or skill you are talking about. 
As mentioned in previous lessons, you form the present perfect tense by using the 
irregular verb have conjugated in present tense, which means "to have." This is 
followed by the past participle of kunne and then the verb describing a given 
ability or skill in infinitive form.

Sentence Structures:

subject + kan + infinitive

subject + kunne + infinitive

subject + har + kunnet + infinitive

Present  tense Past  tense Present  perfect

kan kunne har kunnet

For example:

1. Han kan huske tandlægens nummer.  
"He can remember the dentist's number."

2. Manden kunne komme om torsdagen.  
"The man was able to come on Thursday."

3. Tandlægen har altid kunnet ordne problemerne.  
"The dentist has always been able to fix the problems."

2. How to use the phrase være i stand til
 

The first word is the irregular verb være which means "to be." The second word is 
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the preposition i which has several meanings, such as "in." The third word is the 
common gender noun stand which means "condition." And finally, the word til is a 
preposition, also with several meanings, such as "to" or "of." The phrase means "to 
be able to" or "to be capable of," and it is used when expressing possession of 
the essential skills or qualities to do something. Like in the dialogue, Kim says that 
he is unable to come to the dentist's on Friday, but he is glad that they were able 
to find an available time on Thursday. So, you simply follow the phrase with the 
infinitive marker at, which means "to," of course, and then a verb in infinitive form 
corresponding to a given skill or quality. Remember to conjugate være according to 
the tense. Also, once again, you use the irregular verb have in present tense plus 
the past participle of være to form the present perfect tense.

Sentence Structures:

subject + være in present tense + i stand til + infinitive marker + 
infinitive

subject + være in past tense + i stand til + infinitive marker + 
infinitive

subject + har + past participle of være + i stand til + infinitive 
marker + infinitive

For example:

1. En tandlæge er i stand til at identificere dårlige vaner. 
"A dentist is capable of identifying bad habits."

2. Ikke alle tandlæger var i stand til at varetage denne opgave.  
"Not all dentists were capable of performing that task."

3. Jeg har været i stand til at spise hård mad, men ikke længere.  
"I was able to eat hard food, but not anymore."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Det er ligegyldigt, hvornår på dagen det er. Bare jeg kan komme til lidt før. 
"It doesn't matter what time of the day it is. As long as I can come in a little 
sooner."
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2. Nej, det gør ikke ondt, men min kæreste synes, det er lidt forstyrrende. 
Hun kan tydeligt høre det. 
"No, it doesn't hurt, but my girlfriend thinks it's a little disturbing. She can 
clearly hear it."

3. Først på fredag siger du? Kan du ikke finde en ledig tid før? Jeg er ikke i 
stand til at komme fredag. 
"Not until Friday, you say? Can't you find an available time sooner? I am not 
able to come Friday."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Han kan selv køre til tandlægen. 
"He can drive to the dentist himself."

2. Hans kæreste kunne ikke sove på grund af lyden. 
"His girlfriend could not sleep because of the noise."

3. Er du i stand til at tage bussen hjem? 
"Are you capable of taking the bus home?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Dental Care 
 

If you are a citizen under 18, going to the dentist is free in Denmark. Once you 
have come of age, you must pay for examinations and treatments yourself. A visit 
to the dentist ranges from a couple of hundred to a couple of thousand kroner, 
depending on the treatment. You can get subsidies from the authorities for some 
treatments, though. The most common dental issues among adults are huller i 
tænderne and periodontitis. Many get crooked teeth fixed with braces during the 
years before their Confirmation (sort of a coming of age ceremony) and their teens.

Useful expression:

1. huller i tænderne 
"cavities in the teeth," "cavities"
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DANISH

1. Carsten: Undskyld, vi har brug for noget hjælp her! Gør plads!

2. Kim: Åh, hvad er der sket?! Skynd dig at sætte dig ned her.

3. Carsten: Ja, jeg er ked af at vi er nødt til at snyde foran i køen, men 
det er et nødstilfælde.

4. Kim: Måske er det bedst, hvis hun ligger ned?

5. Carsten: Jeg tror godt, hun kan sidde oprejst. Min overraskelse kom 
til at nedlægge min kone.

6. Kim: Jeg er ikke med. Skal jeg ikke finde en tandlæge? Den ene 
tager røntgen, den anden borer vist huller.

7. Carsten: Vi opgav at komme igennem på telefonen. Min kone har fået 
flækket sin tand af en hund.

8. Kim: En hund? Hvordan kunne det ske? Så det var hunden, der 
var overraskelsen?

9. Carsten: Vi ved ikke, hvordan det egentlig skete. Den ville nok gerne 
kysse hende. Læg dig, Buster!

10. Theresa: Jeg håber, at nerven kan reddes med en rodbehandling og 
en krone.

11. Kim: Det blev pludselig dyrere end forventet at få hund. Så! Nu 
stoppede boret derinde.

12. Carsten: Vi er kede af, vi stjæler din plads. Hvad skal du have ordnet?

13. Kim: Jeg skærer såmænd bare tænder i søvne.

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. Carsten: Excuse me, we need some help here! Make way!

2. Kim: Oh, what happened?! Hurry up and sit down here.

3. Carsten: Yes, I'm sorry we have to cut in front of the line, but it's an 
emergency.

4. Kim: Maybe it's best if she lies down?

5. Carsten: I think she can sit upright. My surprise accidentally brought 
down my wife.

6. Kim: I'm not following. Why don't I find a dentist? One is taking an 
X-ray, the other might be drilling cavities.

7. Carsten: We gave up on getting through by phone. My wife has had 
her tooth cracked by a dog.

8. Kim: A dog? How could that happen? So it was the dog that was 
the surprise?

9. Carsten: We don't know how it actually happened. It probably wanted 
to kiss her. Lay down, Buster!

10. Theresa: I hope that the nerve can be saved with a root canal 
treatment and a crown.

11. Kim: It suddenly got more expensive than expected to get a dog. 
Oh! Now the drill stopped in there.

12. Carsten: We're sorry we're stealing your place. What are you having 
fixed?

13. Kim: Actually, I just grind my teeth in my sleep.

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

såmænd actually, really adverb

rodbehandling root canal treatment noun

nerve nerve noun

hul hole, cavity noun

røntgen X-ray noun

brug use, need, want noun

være nødt til to have to phrasal verb

kø queue, line noun

nødstilfælde emergency noun

tandlæge dentist noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jeg gør såmænd bare min pligt.
 

"I am really just doing my duty."

Rodbehandlingen var bestemt 
ikke billig.

 
"The root canal treatment was 
definitely not cheap."

Min mand går mig på nerverne.
 

"My husband gets on my 
nerves."

Drengen har et hul i sin 
rokketand.

 
"The boy has a cavity in his 
loose tooth."

Fik du også taget røntgen?
 

"Did you also get an X-ray 
taken."

Han vil gerne gøre brug af  
muligheden.

 
"He would like to make use of 
the opportunity."

De var nødt til at hjælpe dem.
 

"They had to help them."

Vi har stået i kø i en time nu.
 

"We have been standing in line 
for an hour now."
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Det gælder kun i nødstilfælde.
 

"It  only applies in emergencies."

Pigen er bange for at gå til 
tandlæge.

 
"The girl is afraid of going to 
the dentist."

Jeg er nødt til at tage smertestillende hver gang jeg tager til 
tandlægen.

 
"I have to take a painkiller every t ime I go to the dentist. "

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

have brug for 
("to need") 

The phrase consists of the irregular verb have, which means "to have," the neuter 
gender noun brug, which means "use," and the preposition for, which means "for."

The literal translation of the phrase, does not make much sense in English, but it is 
the equivalent of the verb "to need" or "to want." Therefore, you simply use the 
phrase when expressing the need for something.

You follow the phrase with whatever is it you need. It can be an object or an action. 
If it is an action, do not forget the infinitive marker at, or "to" in English, before the 
verb.

For example:

1. Alle har brug for nogen at stole på. 
"Everybody needs someone to trust."

snyde foran i køen 
("to cut  in f ront  of  the line") 

The first word is the irregular verb snyde, which means "to cheat," the second 
word is the adverb foran, which means "in front," the third word is the preposition 
i, which means "in," and finally we have the common gender noun kø in definite 
form, which means "the line" or "the queue."

As a fixed phrase, it means "to cut in front of the line," and it is used like it is in 
English; when describing the action of someone moving closer to the front of the 
line without consent from the people waiting.
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If someone cuts to the very front of the line, you can replace foran with the 
adjective forrest, which means "front," but it is the equivalent of "the front."

For example:

1. Du kan ikke bare snyde foran i køen. 
"You cannot just cut in front of the line."

såmænd bare 
("really just")

The phrase consists of the adverb såmænd, which means "actually" or "really," 
and the adverb bare, which means "just" or "only."

You can use this phrase when describing an adjective or a verb.

Using the phrase is a way of saying that something is simply this or that, or that 
you are simply doing something.

For example:

1. Det er såmænd bare en lille tak for jeres hjælp. 
"It is really just a small thanks for your help."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Explaining What  Happened at  the 
Dentist's

Vi opgav at komme igennem på telefonen. Min kone har fået flækket sin 
tand af en hund. 
"We gave up on getting through by phone. My wife has had her tooth 
cracked by a dog."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use reflexive vs. intransitive verbs, such as sætte/sidde and 
lægge/ligge 

2. use the adverbs op- and ned- as prefixes in compounds
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1. How to use reflexive vs. intransitive verbs, such as sætte/sidde and 
lægge/ligge 
 

Reflexive verbs are verbs that go together with the reflexive pronoun sig, which 
means "oneself." You can use these verbs when expressing that you are doing 
something to yourself, or when you want to express the particular meaning of a 
verb when used together with sig. Many verbs that go together with the reflexive 
pronoun are transitive verbs, which mean that they require one or more direct 
objects. Intransitive verbs can also be used with sig to express that an action is 
done to your(-), him(-), (her-), itself or themselves. The verbs sætte and sidde are 
good examples. Sætte is an irregular transitive verb, which means "to put" or "to 
place." Sidde is a regular intransitive verb, which means "to sit." When sætte forms 
a reflexive verb with sig, it means "to sit down," as in "to sit yourself down." Sidde, 
on the other hand, is one of those intransitive verbs that cannot form a reflexive 
verb with the reflexive pronoun. Other examples are the verbs lægge and ligge. 
Lægge is an irregular transitive verb meaning "to lay" or "to put." Ligge is an 
irregular intransitive verb meaning "to lie" or "to be situated." When lægge forms a 
reflexive verb with sig, it means "to lay down," as in "to lay yourself down." Ligge is 
another one of those intransitive verbs that cannot form a reflexive verb with the 
reflexive pronoun. Lægge and ligge are often confused because their 
pronunciation is so similar. The verb forming the reflexive verb with sig is 
conjugated like you normally would, depending on the tense, but the reflexive 
pronoun is also conjugated. Sig conjugates according to person, but in the third 
person singular and the third person plural, it is the same. In present and past 
tense, the reflexive pronoun follows right after the verb, but in inversion, it follows 
right after the subject.

 

Englis
h

Infiniti
ve

Present  tense

English Infinitiv
e

1st  
(sing.)

2nd 
(sing.)

3rd 
(sing.)

1st  
(pl.)

2nd 
(pl.)

3rd 
(pl.)

"to 
shave"

barbere 
sig

barbere
r mig

barbere
r dig

barbere
r sig

barbere
r os

barbere
r jer

barbere
r sig

"to 
move"

bevæg
e sig

bevæg
er mig

bevæg
er dig

bevæg
er sig

bevæg
er os

bevæg
er jer

bevæg
er sig

"to 
change
"

forandr
e sig

forandr
er mig

forandr
er dig

forandr
er sig

forandr
er os

forandr
er jer

forandr
er sig
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"to 
approa
ch"

henven
de sig

henven
der mig

henven
der dig

henven
der sig

henven
der os

henven
de sig

henven
der sig

"to 
rest"

hvile 
sig

hviler 
mig

hviler 
dig

hviler 
sig

hviler 
os

hviler 
jer

hviler 
sig

"to be 
bored"

kede 
sig

keder 
mig

keder 
dig

keder 
sig

keder 
os

keder 
jer

keder 
sig

"to 
have a 
good 
time"

more 
sig

morer 
mig

morer 
dig

morer 
sig

morer 
os

morer 
jer

morer 
sig

"to 
behave
"

opføre 
sig

opfører 
mig

opfører 
dig

opfører 
sig

opfører 
os

opfører 
jer

opfører 
sig

"to 
hurt 
oneself
"

slå sig
slår 
mig

slår dig slår sig slår os slår jer slår sig

"to 
hurry"

skynde 
sig

skynde
r mig

skynde
r dig

skynde
r sig

skynde
r os

skynde
r jer

skynde
r sig

For example:

1. Jeg glæder mig til at få det overstået. 
"I am looking forward to getting it over with."

2. Hyggede du dig virkelig hos tandlægen? 
"Did you really have a nice time at the dentist?"

3. Situationen har udviklet sig til det bedre. 
"The situation has developed for the better."

2. How to use the adverbs op- and ned- as prefixes in compound verbs
 

As mentioned in a previous lesson, loose and solid, or fake and real, compound 
verbs are words that can either be divided or words that can never be divided. 
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Danish compound verbs are often made of a single or two syllable prefix and a 
verb, and they are conjugated according to the tense like other verbs. Some 
prefixes do not make sense on their own, while others are prepositions or 
adverbs of place. The adverbs of place op and ned mean "up" and "down," and 
with that said, it will be easier to get an idea of the meaning of a compound verb 
with one of these adverbs as prefix. Remember, even though a compound verb 
means one thing when either op- or ned- is added as prefix, this meaning might not 
necessarily be the same when it is followed by the adverbs.

Infinitive - 
loose

English Infinitive - 
solid

English

remse op "to list," "to reel 
off"

opremse "to list," "to rattle 
off"

byde op "to ask to dance" opbyde "to summon," "to 
exert"

dage op N/A opdage "to discover"

datere op N/A opdatere "to update"

nå op (til) "to reach (to)" opnå "to achieve"

gøre ned N/A nedgøre "to tear to pieces"

komme ned "to come down" nedkomme "to give birth"

skære ned "to cut down" nedskære "to cut down," "to 
reduce"

sætte ned N/A nedsætte "to reduce," "to 
appoint"

trappe ned "to scale down" nedtrappe "to scale down," 
"to phase out"

For example:

1. Vi kan oplyse, at operationen var en succes.  
"We can inform them that the operation was a success."

2. Det er pænt af dig at opmuntre hende.  
"It is nice of you to cheer her up."
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3. Patienten må ikke nedprioriteres med den skade. 
"The patient must not be given lower priority with that injury."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Åh, hvad er der sket?! Skynd dig at sætte dig ned her. 
"Oh, what happened?! Hurry up and sit down here."

2. Måske er det bedst, hvis hun ligger ned? 
"Maybe it's best if she lies down?"

3. Jeg tror godt, hun kan sidde oprejst. Min overraskelse kom til at nedlægge 
min kone. 
"I think she can sit upright. My surprise accidentally brought down my wife."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Han sad ved siden af sin kone, som havde lagt sig. 
"He sat next to his wife, who had laid down."

2. Nu har vi opsat fælden og nedtonet farven. 
"Now we have put up the trap and toned down the color."

3. Det er svært at holde ud, mens de venter på tandlægen. 
"It is difficult to hold on while they are waiting for the dentist."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Dogs in Denmark 
 

According to the Danish Act on Dogs, thirteen breeds are banned, among them 
certain breeds of terriers, mastiffs, shepherds, and sheepdogs. Even if a dog is 
only part one of these breeds, it is not allowed in the country. The most popular 
dog names include Molly, Bella, Buster, and Max, and you can take your four-
legged friend for a walk in one of the many areas, such as hundeskove, just for 
unleashed dog-walking.

Useful expression:
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1. hundeskove 
"dog woods" (which is a dog park)
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DANISH

1. Announcer: Dette er en meddelelse til alle passagerer, der rejser med 
SAS fly SK901 til New York.

2. Announcer: Grundet snestormen letter flyet ikke klokken 11.15 som 
planlagt.

3. Announcer: Afgangen er foreløbigt udsat i tre timer.

4. Announcer: Hold venligst løbende øje med skærmene i lufthavnen.

5. Announcer: Der kan forekomme pludselige ændringer.

6. Announcer: Vær også opmærksom på udkald over højtaleren.

7. Announcer: Ved spørgsmål kontakt venligst flyselskabet.

8. Announcer: SAS beklager ulejligheden og takker for din tålmodighed og 
forståelse.

ENGLISH

1. Announcer: This is an announcement for all passengers who are 
traveling with SAS flight SK901 to New York.

2. Announcer: Due to the blizzard, the flight will not take off at 11:15 as 
planned.

3. Announcer: The departure will be postponed for three hours for the 
time being.

4. Announcer: Please keep an eye on the screens in the airport regularly.

CONT'D OVER
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5. Announcer: Sudden changes may occur.

6. Announcer: Also, pay attention to announcements over the speaker.

7. Announcer: For questions, please contact the airline.

8. Announcer: SAS is sorry for the inconvenience, and thank you for your 
patience and understanding.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

tålmodighed patience noun

meddelelse

message, 
announcement, 

statement, notice
noun

lette
to relieve, to ease, to lift, 

to take off verb

afgang departure noun

foreløbig
temporary, for the time 

being adjective

holde
to hold, to stop, to keep, 

to last verb

løbende
running, continuously, 

regularly adjective

opmærksom attentive adjective

udkald call, announcement noun

ulejlighed inconvenience noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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Børnene har ikke meget 
tålmodighed.

 
"The children do not have much 
patience."

Denne meddelelse har høj 
prioritet.

 
"This message had high 
priority."

Flyet lettede heldigvis helt 
uden problemer.

 
"Luckily, the plane took off 
completely without problems."

Næsten alle afgange er 
forsinket.

 
"Almost all departures are 
delayed."

Hvis du ikke kan huske din 
afgangstid, tjek venligst din 
billet to gange.

 
"If you can't remember the 
departure t ime, please check 
your t icket twice. "

Den foreløbige status kan ses 
på skærmen.

 
"The temporary status can be 
seen on the screen."

Kvinden holder globussen.
 

"The woman is holding the 
globe."

I modtager løbende 
opdateringer på mobilen.

 
"You will regularly receive 
updates on the phone."

Du skal være mere opmærksom 
på skiltene.

 
"You must be more attentive to 
the signs."

Vi gentager. Dette er sidste 
udkald.

 
"We repeat. This is the final 
call."

Jeg vil ikke være til ulejlighed.
 

"I do not want to be any 
trouble."

Maratonløbet er en ulejlighed 
hvert år.

 
"The marathon is an 
inconvenience every year."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

holde øje med 
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("to keep an eye on")

The phrase consists of the irregular verb holde, which means "to hold," the neuter 
gender noun øje, which means "eye," and finally the preposition med, which means 
"with."

The literal translation, "to hold eye with," does not really make sense in English, but 
the phrase is equivalent of "to keep an eye on." You can use it just like in English 
when keeping something or someone under careful observation. You follow the 
phrase with whatever or whoever you are keeping an eye on.

For example:

1. Guiden glemte at holde øje med tiden. 
"The guide forgot to keep an eye on the time."

være opmærksom på  
("to be attentive to, to be aware of") 

The first word være is an irregular verb meaning "to be." The second word, 
opmærksom, is an adjective meaning "attentive." And finally, the third word, på, is 
a preposition with several meanings, such as "on," "at," or "in."

The phrase is used like its English equivalents "to be attentive to" and "to be aware 
of," when attention to something is called.

You follow the phrase with whatever it is attention is being called to.

For example:

1. Familien var ikke opmærksom på ændringerne. 
"The family was not aware of the changes."

beklage ulejligheden 
("to regret  the inconvenience, to be sorry for the inconvenience") 

This fixed phrase consists of the regular verb beklage, which means "to regret" or 
"to be sorry," and the common gender noun ulejlighed in definite form, which 
means "the trouble" or "the inconvenience."

Like in English, the phrase is used when apologizing to someone for disturbing or 
any other kind of inconvenience. A more casual way of saying "sorry for the 
inconvenience" is by replacing the verb with the interjection undskyld, which 
means "sorry."

For example:
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1. Selskabet beklager ulejligheden. 
"The company is sorry for the inconvenience."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Understanding Airport  Announcements

Grundet snestormen letter flyet ikke klokken 11.15 som planlagt. 
"Due to the blizzard, the flight  will not  take off  at  11:15 as planned." 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use both transitive and intransitive verbs

2. understand airport  announcements using examples f rom the 
dialogue

3. use the verb takke - slang usage 

1. How to use both transitive and intransitive verbs
 

As touched upon in a previous lesson, transitive and intransitive verbs are verbs 
that must have or cannot have a direct object. Some verbs, though, do not have to 
take an object, but they can. Both transitive and intransitive verbs are conjugated 
according to the tense and depending on whether they are regular or irregular.

English Transitive English Intransitive

"to remember" huske "to be" være

"to buy" købe "to cry" græde

"to lay," "to put" lægge "to lie" ligge

"to say" sige "to talk" snakke

"to take" tage "to sleep" sove

"to eat" spise "to eat" spise
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"to ask" spørge "to ask" spørge

"to put," "to 
place"

stille "to stand" stå

"to put," "to 
place"

sætte "to sit" sidde

"to wake up" vække "to wake" vågne

For example:

1. Familien låner penge til en ekstra overnatning. 
"The family borrows money for another night."

2. Det ville hjælpe, hvis du hjalp dine forældre. 
"It would help if you helped your parents."

3. Sid her, mens jeg sætter alt slikket på plads. 
"Sit here while I put all the candy in place."

2. How to understand airport  announcements using examples f rom 
the dialogue
 

The following words and phrases will come in handy when want to understand 
airport announcements over the speaker.

English Useful Words and Phrases

"a message to..." en meddelelse til...

"be asked to contact the..." bedes henvende sig til...

"be asked to go to the gate..." bedes gå til gaten

"be asked to immediately..." bedes omgående...

"pay attention to..." vær opmærksom på...

"at the moment there's..." der er i øjeblikket...

"you are delaying the plane" du forsinker flyet
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"keep an eye on..." hold øje med...

"for safety reasons..." af sikkerhedsmæssige årsager...

"never leave luggage unattended" efterlad aldrig bagage uden opsyn

3. How to use the verb takke—slang usage 
 

The verb takke is a regular verb that means "to thank." You can use it when 
expressing your gratitude and appreciation to someone for something or because 
of something. The verb is conjugated like other regular verbs, and it is usually 
followed by an indirect object or the preposition for, which means "for," before 
stating the reason for being grateful. When takke is conjugated in present tense, 
you can use is as a very casual way of saying "thank you." You could call it a slang 
version because even the subject is omitted, not to mention the object. So instead 
of saying jeg takker dig, which means "I thank you," you are actually just saying 
"thank." Of course, some people keep the subject, but still omit the object 
because it is implied. It is mainly used with people you know well, but some 
people use it with everyone so don't be surprised if someone you don't know says 
it to you.

English Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense

"to thank" takke takker takkede

For example:

1. De takkede dem for deres optimisme. 
"They thanked them for their optimism."

2. Her er jeres boardingkort. Vi takker.  
"Here are your boarding passes." -"Thanks."

3. Værsgo. Takker!  
"Here you are." -"Thanks!"

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Afgangen er foreløbigt udsat i tre timer. 
"The departure will be postponed for three hours for the time being."
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2. Ved spørgsmål kontakt venligst flyselskabet. 
"For questions, please contact the airline."

3. SAS beklager ulejligheden og takker for din tålmodighed og forståelse. 
"SAS is sorry for the inconvenience, and thanks you for your patience and 
understanding."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Væk mig, når vi skal til at boarde flyet. 
"Wake me up when we are about to board the plane."

2. Jeg sætter en alarm, så vi vågner i tide. 
"I will set an alarm so we will wake up in time."

3. Personalet undskyldte og takke passagererne. 
"The personnel apologized and thanked the passengers."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Danish Souvenirs 
 

Finding the right souvenir can be painful, but if you do not mind spending more than 
1.000 kroner, you can never go wrong with jewellery, a watch, or other products 
from Georg Jensen, or porcelain from Royal Copenhagen. If you would rather spend 
less on a souvenir, you can check out the ceramics from Kähler Design, and loads 
of modern Scandinavian design from Ferm Living or Muuto. Of course, if you are 
more into the classics, you can easily find a Den Lille Havfrue or a royal guard 
figurine in any souvenir shop.

Useful expression:

1. Den Lille Havfrue 
"The Little Mermaid"
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DANISH

1. Mia: I dag byder vi velkommen til singer-songwriter Villads, som 
vil spille sin nye single for os om lidt.

2. Villads: Mange tak for invitationen.

3. Mia: Nå, Villads, hvornår vidste du, at du ville være sanger?

4. Villads: Det har jeg vidst, siden jeg var barn. Jeg har altid haft stor 
interesse for musik.

5. Mia: Hvor længe har det taget dig at lære at spille guitar?

6. Villads: Jeg begyndte, da jeg var 10, men det var først 4 år senere, 
at jeg virkelig begyndte at øve mig.

7. Mia: Så det har kun taget dig 4 år at blive så god som du er i 
dag? Hvor øvede du dig?

8. Villads: Mest på mit værelse. Mine forældre købte dog 
høretelefoner til mig, da jeg skiftede til el-guitar.

9. Mia: Ha ha, det var måske for deres egen skyld? Hvordan finder 
du inspiration til dine tekster?

10. Villads: Det er forskelligt. Det kan være, når jeg går ned ad en 
gade, eller når jeg ser min smukke kæreste.

11. Mia: Hvorfor har alle de søde fyre altid en kæreste?

12. Villads: Ha ha, jeg er sikker på, der er mange søde fyre derude, 
som ikke har kærester.

13. Mia: Tak fordi du ville komme og være med i vores elevpodcast. 
Her er Villads med sin nye single!

ENGLISH
CONT'D OVER
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1. Mia: Today, we welcome singer-songwriter Villads, who will play 
his new single for us in a bit.

2. Villads: Thank you very much for the invitation.

3. Mia: So, Villads, when did you know that you wanted to be a 
singer?

4. Villads: I've known since I was a child. I've always had a great 
interest in music.

5. Mia: How long has it taken you to learn to play guitar?

6. Villads: I started when I was 10, but it wasn't until 4 years later that I 
really started practicing.

7. Mia: So it has only taken you 4 years to become as good as you 
are today? Where did you practice?

8. Villads: Mostly in my room. My parents, however, bought me 
headphones when I switched to electric guitar.

9. Mia: Ha ha, perhaps it was for their own sake? How do you find 
inspiration for your lyrics?

10. Villads: It differs. It can be when I'm walking down a street, or when 
I see my beautiful girlfriend.

11. Mia: Why do all the cute guys always have girlfriends?

12. Villads: Ha ha, I'm sure there are many nice guys out there who 
don't have girlfriends.

13. Mia: Thank you for coming and joining our student podcast. 
Here's Villads with his new single!

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

elevpodcast student podcast noun

gå to go, to walk verb

forskellig different adjective

tekst text, words, lyrics noun

høretelefon headphone noun

øve to practice verb

interesse interest noun

byde

to ask, to invite, to offer, 
to command, to bid, to 

subject to
verb

om lidt in a bit phrase

vide to know verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hvor finder jeg 
elevpodcastene?

 
"Where do I find the student 
podcasts?"

Jeg gik hjemmefra om 
morgenen, gik på arbejde og gik 
hele vejen hjem.

 
"I left  home in the morning, 
went to work, and walked all 
the way home."

Der er mange forskellige 
meninger om hende.

 
"There are many different 
opinions of her."

Kopier teksten og sæt den ind i 
emnelinjen.

 
"Copy the text and paste it  in 
the subject line."

De købte begge nye 
høretelefoner i går.

 
"They both bought new 
headphones yesterday."

Hvis I gerne vil vinde, må I øve 
jer.

 
"If you want to win, you must 
practice."
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Han har alt for mange 
interesser.

 
"He has way too many 
interests."

Jeg kan kun byde et glas vand.
 

"I can only offer a glass of 
water."

Vi er tilbage med mere musik 
om lidt.

 
"We will be back with more 
music in a bit ."

Hun vidste, han ville komme 
tilbage.

 
"She knew he would come 
back."

Vi vil sandsynligvis aldrig vide hvad oprindelsen til denne vane er.
 

"We will probably never know the origins of this habit."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

byde velkommen 
 ("to welcome, to greet") 

The phrase consists of the irregular verb byde, which has several meanings such 
as "to bid," and the adjective velkommen, which means "welcome."

You use this phrase when welcoming or greeting someone or something, most 
often a person or a group of people. For example, at a show, a conference, or 
other larger events. A simpler and perhaps more casual way of welcoming people 
is by saying Velkommen, as it means "Welcome."

The phrase is most often followed by the preposition til, which means "to," and 
then whichever event or place people are being welcomed to.

For example:

1. Jeg vil gerne byde alle velkommen. 
"I would like to welcome everyone."

have interesse for 
("to have an interest  in") 

The first word have is the irregular verb "to have," the second word interesse is 
the common gender noun "interest," and the third word for is the preposition "for."
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As the English translation suggests, the phrase is used when expressing your 
interest in something. You can either follow the phrase with an object or an action 
describing what you have an interest in. An alternative way of expressing your 
interest in something is by using the phrase være interesseret i, which literally 
means "to be interested in." The phrase is used the same way in Danish as it is in 
English.

For example:

1. Hun har stor interesse for at skrive artikler. 
"She has great interest in writing articles."

være forskellig 
("to differ") 

The phrase consists of the irregular verb være, which means "to be," and the 
adjective forskellig, which means "different."

You can use this phrase when describing something or someone that is different 
from something or someone else, just like in English. It can also be used when 
something differs or varies.

Be careful not to confuse forskellig with the other Danish adjective that means 
"different." Forskellig just means "different" as in not the same, while the adjective 
anderledes also means "different," but as in "not normal," sometimes even 
slightly weird.

For example:

1. Hvis ikke alle var forskellige, ville det være kedeligt. 
"If everyone weren't different, it would be boring."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Asking Meaningful Questions with 
Interrogative Adverbs

Hvorfor har alle de søde fyre altid en kæreste? 
"Why do all the cute guys always have girlf riends?"
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. correctly put  words in order in a sentence
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2. use the adverbs hvornår and hvor længe

3. use the adverbs hvordan and hvorfor

1. How to correctly put  words in order in a sentence
 

In main clauses, the subject precedes the verb. If there is an adverb in the 
sentence, it is placed at the end or at the beginning. When an adverb of time or 
place introduces a sentence, you change the word order so the verb precedes 
the subject. This is called inversion, and you also do it in questions. If there is a 
conjunction in a sentence, it is always placed at the very beginning, and it does not 
affect the word order.

Sentence Structures

Syntax: subject + verb

With adverb: subject + verb + adverb

                       adverb + verb + subject

With conjunction: conjunction + subject + verb + adverb

                              conjunction + adverb + verb + subject

With interrogative: interrogative + verb + subject

                                    Interrogative + verb + subject + adverb

For example:

1. Han bliver interviewet nu.  
"He is being interviewed now."

2. Nu stiller hun ham spørgsmål.  
"Now she is asking him questions."
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3. Og hvornår kommer du igen?  
"And when will you come again?"

2. How to use the adverbs hvornår and hvor længe
 

The adverbs hvornår and hvor længe are interrogative adverbs, and you can 
use them when asking questions. Hvornår means "when" and hvor længe means 
"how long." Like in English, they are used specifically to ask about time. 
Interrogative adverbs are always placed at the beginning of a question.

Sentence Structures

Hvornår + verb + subject

Hvor længe + verb + subject

For example:

1. Hvornår optrådte du for første gang?  
"When did you perform for the first time?"

2. Hvor længe varede interviewet?  
"How long did the interview last?"

3. Hvor længe regner han med at spille?  
"How long does he plan on playing?"

3. How to use the adverbs hvordan and hvorfor
 

The adverbs hvordan and hvorfor are also interrogative adverbs. Hvordan 
means "how" and hvorfor means "why." Both can be used when asking questions, 
and they are always placed at the beginning of a question. Like in English, the 
former is used when asking about the way or manner, and the latter is used when 
asking about for the reason.

Sentence Structures
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Hvordan + verb + subject

Hvorfor + verb + subject

For example:

1. Hvordan føles det at være kendt?  
"How does it feel to be famous?"

2. Hvordan fik musikeren en pladekontrakt?  
"How did the musician get a record deal?"

3. Hvorfor har vi ikke mødt hinanden tidligere?  
"Why haven't we met each other earlier?"

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Nå, Villads, hvornår vidste du, at du ville være sanger? 
"So, Villads, when did you know that you wanted to be a singer?"

2. Hvor længe har det taget dig at lære at spille guitar? 
"How long has it taken you to learn to play guitar?"

3. Ha ha, det var måske for deres egen skyld? Hvordan finder du inspiration til 
dine tekster? 
"Ha ha, perhaps it was for their own sake? How do you find inspiration for 
your lyrics?"

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Hvornår tror du, at dit næste projekt er færdigt? 
"When do you think that your next project will be finished?"

2. Hvordan ved man, hvornår man har nået højdepunktet? 
"What do you when you have reached the peak?"

3. Hvorfor fortsatte han ikke med at skrive? 
"Why did he not continue writing?"

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Ways to Be Discovered in Denmark 
 

Like in many other countries, you can be discovered through singing or other talent 
contests. The most popular shows are X-Factor and Talent, but the winners hardly 
ever make it any longer than their 15 minutes of fame. Some runners-up are still 
active, though, or have become famous for something else. Besides contests, you 
can be showcased at the annual SPOT festival for up-and-coming talents from all 
over Scandinavia. Finally, using different social media platforms, such as Facebook 
and Instagram, is also a good way of promoting yourself and potentially reaching 
millions of people.
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DANISH

1. Jon: Her har de tablets! Hvilken farve kan du bedst lide? Sort, 
hvid eller guld?

2. Emilie: Den i sort matcher din mobil, men den hvide er også flot. 
Dog ikke så flot som den i guld.

3. Jon: Det ligner ikke, der er en farve, der er billigere end de 
andre.

4. Emilie: Hmm, vi kunne også se på et andet mærke. Måske finder vi 
en, der er bedre.

5. Jon: Tja, den her føles tungere, men til gengæld kan den køre på 
eget wi-fi.

6. Emilie: Hov, her står der, at de andre også kan.

7. Jon: Hmm, de er også nyest, kan jeg se.

8. Emilie: Tag den, som du tror, du bliver gladest for.

9. Jon: Det kan du sagtens sige. Priserne er højere end min første 
løn.

10. Emilie: Køb den i sort! Farven er den mest praktiske.

11. Jon: Men jeg regner alligevel med at købe et cover til den.

12. Emilie: Jamen, kan det så ikke være lige meget, hvilken farve du 
vælger?

13. Jon: Tænk, hvis jeg sagde det samme, når du skal vælge tøj.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Jon: They have tablets here! What color do you like the most? 
Black, white, or gold?

2. Emily: The one in black matches your phone, but the white one is 
also nice. Not as nice as the one in gold though.

3. Jon: It doesn't look like there's a color that's cheaper than the 
others.

4. Emily: Hmm, we could also look at a different brand. Maybe we'll 
find one that's better.

5. Jon: Well, this one feels heavier, but it can run on its own wi-fi.

6. Emily: Oh, here it says that the others can too.

7. Jon: Hmm, they’re also the newest, I see.

8. Emily: Take the one you think you'll be happiest with.

9. Jon: That's easy for you to say. The prices are higher than my 
first salary.

10. Emily: Buy it in black! The color is the most practical.

11. Jon: But I'm counting on buying a cover for it anyway.

12. Emily: But then does it matter what color you choose?

13. Jon: Imagine if I said the same when you're picking out clothes.

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class
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vælge
to choose, to select, to 

pick verb

lige
straight, equal, just, 

exactly, right adjective

regne
to rain, to do sums, to 

reckon verb

lide to suffer verb

eller or conjugation

ligne
to look like, to resemble, 
to be like, to be similar to verb

mærke
mark, label, tag, brand, 

make noun

til gengæld in return, however phrase

sagtens easily adverb

løn pay noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Ingen kan vælge for dig, du skal 
selv gøre det.

 
"Nobody can choose for you, 
you have to do it  yourself."

Jeg skulle lige til at beslutte 
mig.

 
"I was just about to decide."

Man kan ikke altid regne med 
skiltene.

 
"You cannot always count the 
signs."

Byens borgere led efter 
vedtagelsen af  loven.

 
"The townspeople suffered 
from the passing of the law."

Den her eller den der?
 

"This one or that one?"

De ligner fuldstændigt 
hinanden.

 
"They look completely alike."
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Mærket er ligegyldigt for mig.
 

"The brand does not matter to 
me."

Hvad kan vi give dig til 
gengæld?

 
"What can we give you in 
return?"

Det kan du sagtens sige.
 

"That is easy for you to say."

Vi kan sagtens nå det i tide.
 

"We can easily make it  in t ime."

Lønnen er ikke dårlig men jeg skal pendle mindst to timer.
 

"The pay is not bad, but you have to commute to work for at least 
two hours. "

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

kunne lide 
("to like, to be fond of")

The phrase consists of the modal verb kunne, which means "can," and the verb 
lide, which on its own means "to suffer." However, in this fixed phrase it means 
"like."

As the English translation suggests, the phrase means "to like" or "to be fond of." 
You use it when expressing your likes by stating whatever it is you like or like 
doing after the phrase. If you dislike something, you simply add the adverb ikke, 
which means "not" after the modal verb.

When your statement is positive, as in expressing that you like something, it is 
very common, if not the rule, to add the adverb godt after the modal verb. Godt 
means "well" and it is used to confirm your like of something.

For example:

1. Han kunne godt lide den første, de kiggede på. 
"He liked the first one they looked at."

regne med 
("to count  on, to depend on") 

The phrase consists of the regular verb regne, which has several meanings such 
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as "to rain," "to do sums," or "to reckon," and the preposition med, which also has 
several meanings such as "with" or "by." In this fixed phrase, however, regne 
means "to count" and med means "on."

You can use the phrase when expressing that you are counting on a person, or on 
something to happen.

Add who you are counting or depending on, or what you are counting on to 
happen, after the preposition med.

For example:

1. Man kan ikke altid regne med hendes hjælp. 
"You cannot always count on her help."

være lige meget 
("to not  matter")

The first word is the irregular verb være, which means "to be." The second word 
is the adjective lige, which has several meanings such as "straight," "equal," or 
"exactly." And finally, the third word is the adverb meget, which means "much."

As a fixed phrase, it means "to not matter" and it is used when something does not 
matter. Sometimes the phrase is used interchangeably with the phrase være 
ligegyldig, which was covered in a previous lesson. Both mean "to not matter," 
but være ligegyldig can also mean "to be unimportant."

For example:

1. Det er lige meget, hvad du mener. 
"It does not matter what you think."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Deciding What  to Buy by Comparing With 
Adjectives

Det kan du sagtens sige. Priserne er højere end min første løn. 
"That's easy for you to say. The prices are higher than my first  
salary." 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use the phrase så + adjective + som
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2. use the comparative and conjunction end

3. use the superlative

1. How to use the phrase så + adjective + som
 

The first word of the phrase is the adverb så, which means "as," and the last word 
is the conjunction som, which also means "as." When adding an adjective between 
the two, the phrase becomes the equivalent of "as + adjective + as" in English. You 
can use the phrase when making comparisons, and remember to conjugate the 
adjective according to number and gender of a noun. Like in the dialogue, when 
Jon asks his girlfriend which tablet color she likes the best, she says that the white 
tablet is not as nice as the one in gold.

For example:

1. Han er lige så ubeslutsom som hende.  
"He is just as indecisive as she."

2. Købet var lige så svært som beslutningen. 
"The purchase was just as hard as the decision."

3. Disse covere er ikke så kedelige som de andre.  
"These covers are not as boring as the others."

2. How to use the comparative and conjunction end
 

When comparing two or more entities, you often use the comparative form of an 
adjective. In Danish, there are two ways of conjugating adjectives in the second 
degree. You can either add the ending -ere to a given adjective, or you can 
precede an adjective with the adjective mere, which means "more" and is already 
in comparative form. Some adjectives are irregular and conjugated completely 
differently. Also, remember to conjugate the adjective according to the number and 
gender of a noun when using mere. Finally, after the adjective, you add the 
conjunction end, which means "than." Note, that adjectives ending in a short vowel 
plus a consonant get double consonant in comparative.

Sentence Structures:
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[entity 1] + verb + adjective + -ere + end + [entity 2]

[entity 1] + verb + mere + adjective + end + [entity 2]

For example:

1. Fjernsynet er billigere end computeren. 
"The television is cheaper than the computer."

2. Kameraerne var mere interessante end telefonerne. 
"The cameras were more interesting than the phones."

3. Hun vurderer langsommere end andre. 
"She evaluates faster than others."

3. How to use the superlative 
 

When comparing something to everything or everyone else, you often use the 
superlative form of an adjective. Once again, there are two ways of conjugating 
adjectives in this third degree. You can either add the ending -est or -st to a given 
adjective, or you can precede an adjective with the adjective mest, which means 
"most" and is already in superlative form. As already mentioned, some adjectives 
are irregular and conjugated completely differently. Note that adjectives ending in a 
short vowel plus a consonant get a double consonant in superlative, and adjectives 
ending in -ig and -som are only given the -st ending. Also, when using mest, 
remember to conjugate the adjective according to the number and gender of a 
noun. If a superlative precedes a noun, you add an -e in addition to -est or -st. 
When using mest, you just add -e to the given adjective, unless it already ends in 
an e. If a superlative comes after a noun, you often add one of the pronouns den, 
det, or de in front of the adjective and add -e. Den and det both mean "the," but 
the former is used with common gender nouns and the latter with neuter gender 
nouns. De also means "the," but it is used with nouns in plural form.

English Dictionary 
form

Superlative Superlative + 
noun

"cheap" billig billigst billigste

"expensive" dyr dyrest dyreste

"big" stor størst største
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"good" god bedst bedste

"lucky" heldig heldigst heldigste

"slow" langsom langsomst langsomste

"beautiful" smuk smukkest smukkeste

"good-looking," 
"nice"

flot flottest flotteste

"independent" selvstændig mest selvstændig mest 
selvstændige

"annoying" irriterende mest irriterende mest irriterende

For example:

1. Hvilket mærke er mest anerkendt? 
 "Which brand is the most widely acknowledged?"

2. Det var den pæneste model.  
"It was the nicest model."

3. Den tungeste computer er ikke nødvendigvis mest holdbar.  
"The heaviest computer is not necessarily the most durable."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Den i sort matcher din mobil, men den hvide er også flot. Dog ikke så flot 
som den i guld. 
"The one in black matches your phone, but the white one is also nice. Not 
as nice as the one in gold though."

2. Det ligner ikke, der er en farve, der er billigere end de andre. 
"It doesn't look like there's a color that's cheaper than the others."

3. Hmm, de er også nyest, kan jeg se. 
"Hmm, they're also the newest, I see."

Sample Sentences 
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1. Telefonen var lige så dyr som tabletten. 
"The phone was just as expensive as the tablet."

2. Dette system er mere forvirrende end det gamle. 
"This system is more confusing than the old one."

3. Dennes hukommelse er størst, men designet er til gengæld det kedeligste. 
"This one's memory is the largest, but the design is the most boring."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Wi-Fi Access 
 

If you do not want to buy a pre-paid sim card to get online in Denmark, there are 
plenty of opportunities to get internet access—for free! Besides at your hotel or 
hostel, many cafés as well as McDonald's offer free wi-fi access to their 
customers. You can also go to the tourist office or find a library where you can 
access wi-fi free of charge. Not all libraries offer this service, though. Trains and 
buses that offer free wi-fi to the passengers usually advertise this. Though 
Denmark is a small country, there are areas without any reception. So do not be 
surprised if the wi-fi is really slow or you are completely disconnected, especially 
when you are in motion.
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DANISH

1. Helle: Nå, hvad siger du til lejekontrakten? Er du tilfreds indtil 
videre?

2. Johan: Ja, lejen er inklusive el, vand og varme. Men jeg betaler selv 
for Internet og tv.

3. Helle: Får man vasket trappen, eller skal beboerne skiftes til at 
vaske den?

4. Johan: Jeg skal have læst den del ordentligt senere. Jeg kan vel 
også få dig til det?

5. Helle: Er det svært at få kæmpet sig igennem paragrafferne? Hvad 
står der under 'Inventar'?

6. Johan: Der er vaskemaskine!!! Og man må holde husdyr! Så kan I 
få passet hunden.

7. Helle: Så behøver du ikke at få ordnet vasketøj derhjemme. Fik du 
aftalt en dato for indflytningssynet?

8. Johan: Det bliver dagen efter indflytningen. Jeg håber, jeg kan få 
nogle til at hjælpe.

9. Helle: Jeg er lettet over, at udlejeren står for både den indvendige 
og udvendige vedligeholdelse.

10. Johan: Ja, men jeg bekymrer mig lidt om depositummet og den 
forudbetalte leje.

11. Helle: Svarer depositummet ikke bare til tre måneders leje?

12. Johan: Jo, men det gør den forudbetalte leje også, så 
indbetalingen svarer til 6 måneders leje i alt.

CONT'D OVER
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13. Helle: Velkommen til voksenlivet, min dreng!

ENGLISH

1. Helle: So, what do you think about the tenancy agreement? Are 
you satisfied so far?

2. Johan: Yes, the rent includes electricity, water, and heating. But I 
have to pay for the Internet and tv myself.

3. Helle: Do you get the stairs washed, or do the residents take 
turns washing them?

4. Johan: I need to read that part properly later. I guess I can have 
you read it too?

5. Helle: Is it hard struggling through the paragraphs? What does it 
say under "Inventory items?"

6. Johan: There's a washing machine!!! And you can keep pets! So I 
can look after the dog.

7. Helle: Then you don't have to get your laundry done at home. Did 
you arrange a date for the move-in inspection?

8. Johan: It'll be on the day after moving in. I hope I can get some 
people to help.

9. Helle: I'm relieved that the landlord is responsible for both the 
interior and exterior maintenance.

10. Johan: Yes, but I'm a little worried about the deposit and the 
prepaid rent.

11. Helle: Isn't the deposit just the equivalent of three months' rent?

CONT'D OVER
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12. Johan: Yeah, but so is the prepaid rent, so the payment is the 
equivalent of 6 months' rent in total.

13. Helle: Welcome to adulthood, my boy!

VOCABULARY

Danish English Class

lejekontrakt tenancy agreement, lease noun

lettet relieved adjective

indflytningssyn move-in inspection noun

husdyr domestic animal noun

kæmpe to fight, to struggle verb

skiftes to take turns verb

beboer tenant, resident noun

leje rent noun

tilfreds
content, satisfied, 

pleased adjective

bekymre
to worry, to trouble, to 

concern verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jeg skriver under på 
lejekontrakten i morgen.

 
"I will sign the tenancy 
agreement tomorrow."

Hvorfor ser du så lettet ud?
 

"Why do you look so relived?"
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Glem ikke at sige det under 
indflytningssynet.

 
"Don't forget to say it  during 
the move-in inspection."

Det er sjældent, at man må 
holde husdyr.

 
"It  is rare that you are allowed 
to keep domestic animals."

Han kæmper med sin økonomi.
 

"He is struggling with his 
budget."

Vi skif tes til at vaske 
trappeopgangen.

 
"We take turns washing the 
stairwell."

Alle beboere har et kælderrum 
til rådighed.

 
"All residents have a basement 
room at their disposal."

Leje er dyr i København.
 

"Rent is expensive in 
Copenhagen."

Hun er ikke helt tilf reds med 
rengøringen.

 
"She is not completely satisfied 
with the cleaning."

De bekymrer andre med deres 
forhastede beslutninger.

 
"They worry others with their 
hasty decisions."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

kæmpe sig igennem  
("to fight  through") 

The phrase consists of the regular verb kæmpe, which means "to fight" or "to 
struggle," the reflexive pronoun sig, which means "himself," "herself," "itself," 
"oneself," or "themselves," and finally the adverb igennem, which means 
"through."

You use the phrase when talking about fighting through something, for example, a 
tough time or an environment. In other words, it can both be something mentally or 
physically challenging.

Remember to conjugate the reflexive pronoun sig according to person. For 
example, in second person singular sig changes to dig, which means "yourself," 
or "you" in other contexts.

For example:
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1. Kvinden kæmpede sig igennem det tykke dokument. 
"The woman fought through the thick document."

holde husdyr 
("to keep domestic animals, to keep pets") 

The first word is the irregular verb holde, which means "to hold," and the second 
word is the neuter gender noun husdyr, which means "domestic animal."

You can use this phrase when talking about keeping domestic animals, or pets, just 
like in English. Sometimes husdyr might be replaced with the actual word for 
"pet," which is kæledyr in Danish. Both nouns stay the same in indefinite singular 
and plural form.

For example:

1. Det er ikke tilladt at holde husdyr her. 
"It is not allowed to keep domestic animals here."

bekymre sig 
("to worry") 

The regular verb bekymre means "to worry," "to trouble," or "to concern," and the 
reflexive pronoun sig means "himself," "herself," "itself," "oneself," or 
"themselves."

The phrase is used when expressing worry or concern. The reflexive pronoun 
conjugates according to the person, so for example, if you are the one talking, sig 
changes to mig, which means "myself" or "me" in other contexts. If you want to 
express that you are worrying other people, you replace sig with, for example, a 
name, a personal pronoun, or a noun.

For example:

1. Du bekymrer dig alt for meget. 
"You worry way too much."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Planning Actions for Others

Der er vaskemaskine!!! Og man må holde husdyr! Så kan I få passet 
hunden. 
"There's a washing machine!!! And you can keep pets! So you can get  
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the dog looked after." 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use the causative with verb få ... til + infinitive

2. make sentences both with an unknown agent  vs. with yourself  
as the agent

3. use the future tense with skal have + past  participle

1. How to use the causative with verb få ... til + infinitive marker + 
infinitive
 

The first word is the irregular verb få which means "to get," and the last word is 
the preposition til which means "to." You can use få as a causative verb when 
indicating that you make or cause someone or something to do something. Like in 
the dialogue, Johan hopes to get his mother to read his tenancy agreement and 
also to get some people to help him with moving. So you add whoever you make 
or cause to do something between the verb and the preposition before following 
the phrase with the infinitive marker at, which means "to," and then a verb in 
infinitive, describing the action you want someone to do.

Sentence Structures

Present tense:             subject får + [someone/something] + til 
+ at + infinitive

Past tense:                  subject fik + [someone/something] + til 
+ at + infinitive

For example:

1. Han får sin mor til at gennemgå kontrakten med ham.  
"He gets his mother to go through the lease with him."

2. De fik venner og familie til at bære flyttekasser.  
"They got friends and family to carry moving boxes."
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3. Fik du hende til at flytte sammen med dig? 
"Did you get her to move in with you?"

2. How to make sentences both with an unknown agent  and with 
yourself  as the agent
 

You can make sentences with an unknown agent or with yourself as the agent with 
the irregular verb få plus the past participle of another verb followed by an object. 
Få means "to get" or "to have" and is used as an auxiliary verb in this pattern. The 
object can either be placed before or after the past participle without affecting the 
meaning. You use this pattern when talking about positive or negative actions, often 
completed, performed by someone who is unknown or by yourself. When the 
unknown agent is not you, it is often someone who is paid to perform a given 
action, but not always. Like in the dialogue, Helle asks if her son Johan and the 
other residents will get the stairs washed, or they have to do it themselves. She 
does not mention anything about who is going to do it, if not the residents 
themselves, but she is probably thinking about a cleaning service. She also says 
that Johan will no longer have to get his laundry done at home, but she does not 
mention who has been doing his laundry till now and won't have to do it anymore. It 
could be Johan himself or it could be Helle, or someone else for that matter.

Sentence Structures

Affirmative: subject + få in present/past tense + past participle 
+ object

subject + få in present/past tense + object + past participle

Negative: subject + få in present/past tense + ikke ("not") +past 
participle + object

subject + få in present/past tense + ikke ("not") + object + past 
participle

Interrogative: Få in present/past tense + subject + past 
participle + object

                        Få in present/past tense + subject + object + 
past participle
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(negative) Få in present/past tense + subject + ikke ("not") + 
past participle + object

                        Få in present/past tense + subject + ikke ("not") 
+ object + past participle

For example:

1. Drengen får vasket sit tøj derhjemme.  
"The boy gets his clothes washed at home."

2. Hun fik ikke flyttekasserne samlet.  
"She did not get the moving boxes assembled."

3. Får du læst kontrakten igennem?  
(lit.) "Are you getting the contract read through?"

3. How to use the future tense with skal have + past  participle
 

The first word skal is the modal verb skulle in present tense meaning "to have to" 
or "to be to." The second word have is the irregular verb "to have," which is used 
as auxiliary verb. You can use the pattern skal have plus the past participle of a 
verb when talking about positive or negative actions performed by someone who 
is unknown or by yourself in the future. Skal have is used as the future tense for 
the irregular verb få from the previous sentence pattern. Like in the dialogue, 
Johan says that he needs to read a certain part of his tenancy agreement properly 
at a later time. In this example, though, it is clear that he is the one who will be 
performing the action of reading.

Sentence Structures

subject + skal have + past participle + object

subject + skal have + object + past participle

For example:

1. De skal have rengjort lejligheden i morgen.  
"They are to get the apartment cleaned tomorrow."
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2. Familien skal have deres hund passet til sommer.  
"The family is to get their dog looked after this summer."

3. Han skal snart have underskrevet kontrakten.  
"He is to get the contract signed soon."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Det bliver dagen efter indflytningen. Jeg håber, jeg kan få nogle til at 
hjælpe. 
"It'll be on the day after moving in. I hope I can get some people to help."

2. Så behøver du ikke at få ordnet vasketøj derhjemme. Fik du aftalt en dato 
for indflytningssynet? 
"Then you don't have to get your laundry done at home. Did you arrange a 
date for the move-in inspection?"

3. Jeg skal have læst den del ordentligt senere. Jeg kan vel også få dig til det? 
"I need to read that part properly later. I guess I can have you read it too?"

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Kan vi få jer til at skille det store skab ad? 
"Can we get you to take apart the big closet?"

2. Jeg kan se, du har fået pakket dit værelse ned. 
"I can see you have gotten your room packed."

3. De skal have gennemgået alle punkter inden i morgen. 
"They need to go through all the points before tomorrow."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Danish Apartments 
 

Over more than a decade, the prices for owner-occupied flats have gone up every 
year. Of course, the prices vary according to size and location. In and around the 
capital, prices range between approx. 20,000- 45,000 kroner per square meter. In 
more remote areas, they can be as low as 7,000 kroner per square meter. Prices 
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for apartments in housing cooperatives have also gone up and now range between 
approx. 3,000-10,000 kroner per month. The monthly rent for non-penthouse 
apartments ranges between approximately 4,500-20,000 kroner. You will definitely 
be able to find both cheaper and more expensive apartments, but now you have 
an idea what to expect.
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DANISH

1. Carsten: Mia, kan du reducere følgende stykke? Hvis du starter med 
at læse udtrykket igennem.

2. Mia: Okay. 3 + (8 - 2x) - (x + 3y) + 4y - 5.

3. Carsten: Godt. Hvad vil du gøre først?

4. Mia: Først vil jeg ophæve de to parenteser. Den første kan jeg 
ophæve med det samme.

5. Carsten: Og hvorfor kan du det?

6. Mia: Fordi det er en plusparentes. Så skal jeg ikke gøre noget.

7. Carsten: Ja, og hvad så med den anden parentes?

8. Mia: Der skifter alle fortegnene, fordi det er en minusparentes. 
Så plusset bliver til et minus.

9. Carsten: Ja, og hvad står der så nu?

10. Mia: 3 + 8 - 2x - x - 3y + 4y - 5. Og så skal jeg sortere leddene, 
ikke?

11. Carsten: Præcis! Tallene for sig, leddene med x for sig og leddene 
med y for sig.

12. Mia: Okay, så det vil sige 3 + 8 - 5 - 2x - x - 3y + 4y.

13. Carsten: Ja, så nu skal du bare lægge de forskellige ting sammen.

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Carsten: Mia, can you reduce the following problem? If you would 
start by reading through the expression.

2. Mia: Okay. 3 + (8 - 2x) - (x + 3y) + 4y - 5.

3. Carsten: Good. What will you do first?

4. Mia: First, I will remove the two parentheses. I can remove the 
first one straight away.

5. Carsten: And why can you do that?

6. Mia: Because it is preceded by a plus sign. Then I don't have to 
do anything.

7. Carsten: Yes, and what about the other parenthesis then?

8. Mia: All the signs change because it is preceded by a minus 
sign. So the plus sign becomes a minus sign.

9. Carsten: Yes, so what does it say now?

10. Mia: 3 + 8 - 2x - x - 3y + 4y - 5. And then I'm going to sort the 
terms, right?

11. Carsten: Exactly! The numbers for themselves, the terms with x for 
themselves, and the terms with y for themselves.

12. Mia: Okay, so that means 3 + 8 - 5 - 2x - x - 3y + 4y.

13. Carsten: Yes, so now you only have to add the different things.

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

reducere to reduce verb

led term, link, joint, gate noun

sortere to sort, to sort out verb

minusparentes
parenthesis preceded by 

a minus sign noun

fortegn preceding sign noun

plusparentes
parenthesis preceded by 

a plus sign noun

ophæve

to remove, to lift, to 
abolish, to annul, to 

cancel
verb

udtryk
expression, look, 

phrase, term noun

stykke
piece, slice, problem 

(math) noun

sig
himself, herself, itself, 
oneself, themselves pronoun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Hvordan reducerer jeg denne 
ligning?

 
"How do I reduce this equation?"

Hun har ikke styr på det med 
leddene.

 
"She has not got the thing with 
the terms under control."

De er generelt dårlige til at 
sortere.

 
"They are bad at sort ing in 
general."

Nu skal vi hæve 
minusparentesen.

 
"Now, we are going to remove 
the parenthesis preceded by a 
minus sign."
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Kender du reglerne for regning 
med fortegn?

 
"Do you know the rules for 
arithmetic with preceding 
signs?"

Plusparentesen kan ophæves 
uden at gøre noget.

 
"The parenthesis preceded by a 
plus sign can be removed 
without doing anything."

Han ophævede først 
parenteserne.

 
"He removed the parentheses 
first."

Sæt udtrykket ind i den anden 
ligning.

 
"Put the expression into the 
other equation."

Det var et godt stykke.
 

"It  was a good piece."

Eleverne skal arbejde hver for 
sig.

 
"The students are going to 
work separately."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

følgende stykke 
("following problem") 

The first word, følgende, is an adjective meaning "following," and the second 
word, stykke, is a neuter gender noun with several meanings depending on the 
context. In this case, it means "problem" as in a mathematical problem.

Even though, there is no definite article introducing the phrase, the English 
equivalent is "the following problem." You use this phrase when talking about 
mathematical problems.

Sometimes there definite article det will be present, but the meaning stays the 
same, as det as a definite article means "the."

For example:

1. Vi fandt fejl i følgende stykker. 
"We found errors in the following problems."

ophæve parentes 
("to remove parenthesis") 
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The phrase consists of the regular verb ophæve, which has several meanings 
such as "to lift," "to abolish," or "to cancel," and the common gender noun 
parentes, which means "parenthesis."

You use the phrase when talking about removing a parenthesis in an equation. The 
verb ophæve is sometimes used interchangeably with the very similar regular 
verb hæve, which also has several meanings. In this context, however, it means 
"to raise" or "to lift."

For example:

1. De er klar til at ophæve parenteserne. 
"They are ready to remove the parentheses."

for sig 
("for oneself, separately") 

The first word for is the preposition "for," and the second word sig is the pronoun 
"himself," "herself," "itself," "oneself," or "themselves."

The phrase is used when talking about how something is separate from something 
else. By adding a noun in front of the phrase, you can specify what it is that is 
separate from something else, or in other words, by itself or themselves. When 
talking about the way of sorting something, the pronoun hver is added at the front 
of the phrase. The pronoun means "each" or "every," but the fixed phrase hver for 
sig simply means "separately."

For example:

1. Arkene er i en bunke for sig. 
"The sheets are in a pile by themselves."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Solving Math Problems

3 + 8 - 2x - x - 3y + 4y - 5. Og så skal jeg sortere leddene, ikke? 
"3 + 8 - 2x - x - 3y + 4y - 5. And then I'm going to sort  the terms, 
right?" 
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use the present  tense as the future tense
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2. use the auxiliary verb 'skulle' + infinitive

3. use the auxiliary verb 'ville' + infinitive

1. How to use the present  tense and the future tense
 

In Danish, it is very common to use the present tense as the future tense as well. 
The present tense is often used with adverbs of time that indicate the future. It is 
also used when the main clause is followed by a subordinate clause of time, 
beginning with the conjunction når which means "when," or the conjunction hvis 
which means "if." Sometimes the future is implied in the verb without a time 
indicator. As reviewed in previous lessons, you usually conjugate a verb in present 
tense by adding an -r to the infinitive form of a verb. Some irregular verbs, though, 
are conjugated slightly differently.

English Infinitive Present  tense

"to reduce" reducere reducerer

"to start" starte starter

"to read" læse læser

"to do" gøre gør

"to lift" ophæve ophæver

"to change" skifte skifter

"to become," "to be" blive bliver

"to stand" stå står

"to say" sige siger

"to lay" lægge lægger

For example:
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1. Læreren kommer senere i dag.  
"The teacher will come later today."

2. Vi fortsætter, når alle er her.  
"We will continue when everyone is here."

3. De laver lektierne, hvis de får tidligere fri end normalt.  
"They will do the homework, if they finish school earlier than usual."

2. How to use the auxiliary verb skulle + infinitive
 

As mentioned in previous lessons, the verb skulle is a modal verb, which most 
commonly means "to have to," and it is used as auxiliary verb with another verb in 
infinitive form. When conjugating skulle in present tense, you can use it with a verb 
in the infinitive to express the future tense. In this case, skulle is the equivalent of 
"to be going to" or "to will." Like in the dialogue, Mia confirms that she is going to 
sort the terms as the next step in solving the equation. In other words, as the 
subject, she has expressed her plan. When creating the future tense with skal plus 
an infinitive, you often follow the pattern with some kind of time indicator.

Sentence Structures

subject + skal + infinitive

For example:

1. Han skal forberede opgaverne.  
"He is going to prepare the exercises."

2. Vi skal arbejde videre med det på tirsdag.  
"We will continue working with it on Tuesday."

3. Jeg skal have kage som belønning senere.  
"I am going to have cake as a reward later."

3. How to use the auxiliary verb ville + infinitive
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Like skulle, the modal verb ville is used as an auxiliary verb with another verb in 
infinitive form. Ville means "will" and when conjugated in present tense, you can 
use it with a verb in the infinitive to express the future tense. It differs from the 
previous pattern, because you express what you think will happen, as in you are 
predicting the future. Like in the dialogue, Carsten asks his student what she will do 
after she has read the equation. When creating the future tense with vil plus an 
infinitive, you often include a time indicator at the beginning or at the end of the 
sentence. Remember, if the time indicator precedes the sentence pattern, there is 
inversion.

Sentence Structures

subject + vil + infinitive

[time indicator] + vil + subject + infinitive

For example:

1. Eleverne vil feste efter eksamenen.  
"The students will party after the exam."

2. Hendes lærer vil være på kontoret klokken 11.  
"Her teacher will be at the office at 11 AM."

3. Om en time vil skolen føles tom.  
"In one hour, the school will feel empty."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Godt. Hvad vil du gøre først? 
"Good. What will you do first?"

2. Fordi det er en plusparentes. Så skal jeg ikke gøre noget. 
"Because it is preceded by a plus sign. Then I don't have to do anything."

3. Først vil jeg ophæve de to parenteser. Den første kan jeg ophæve med det 
samme. 
"First, I will remove the two parentheses. I can remove the first one straight 
away."

Sample Sentences 
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1. Eleverne vil vende tilbage til opgaven senere. 
"The students will get back to the assignment later."

2. Hvis du er i tvivl, skal du bare spørge. 
"If you are in doubt, you only have to ask."

3. Hun ville finde en anden løsning på problemet. 
"She wanted to find another solution to the problem."

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Famous Danish Mathematicians 
 

Harald Bohr's greatest contribution was his theory on almost periodic functions, 
dating back to 1925. He is the brother of the famous physician Niels Bohr, and was 
actually a professional soccer player until he became a professor. He published a 
textbook together with fellow mathematician Johannes Mollerup on mathematical 
analysis, and the Bohr-Mollerup theorem, characterizing the gamma function, is 
named after the two. Renowned mathematician and engineer Johan Jensen has 
contributed to mathematical fields with Jensen's inequality and Jensen's formula, 
which both form important statements.
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DANISH

1. Sofia: Har du fået svar på din ansøgning? Jeg synes, du virker lidt 
nedtrykt.

2. Emilie: Ja, jeg talte med min chef tidligere i dag, og hun har valgt en 
af de mandlige ansøgere.

3. Sofia: Det er løgn! Jeg ville mene, du var den oplagte kandidat til 
jobbet. Du er jo i forvejen praktikant.

4. Emilie: Ja, men det kan være svært for kvinder i 20'erne at blive 
fastansat.

5. Sofia: På grund af for lidt erfaring eller...?

6. Emilie: Nej, fordi vi ikke har fået nogle børn endnu.

7. Sofia: Der er da mange på vores alder, som kan få arbejde, 
selvom de ikke har børn.

8. Emilie: Ja, men de er måske heller ikke i et fast forhold. Jeg tænkte 
nok, jeg skulle have tiet stille.

9. Sofia: Jeg mener stadig, man kommer længst med ærlighed. 
Selvom det kan være frustrerende.

10. Emilie: Jeg synes, det ville være mærkeligt at skulle holde en 
kæreste eller mand hemmelig.

11. Sofia: Ja, bare for at forbedre sine chancer i fremtiden. Du kunne 
også bare få børn nu.

12. Emilie: Ha ha, meget morsomt! Jon ville løbe skrigende væk.

13. Sofia: Men så er du heller ikke længere i et fast forhold. Jeg tror, 
vi har fundet en løsning! Skål!

ENGLISH CONT'D OVER
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1. Sophia: Have you gotten an answer about your application? I think 
you seem a little depressed.

2. Emily: Yes, I spoke to my boss earlier today, and she has chosen 
one of the male applicants.

3. Sophia: No way! I would think you were the obvious candidate for 
the job. You're already an intern.

4. Emily: Yes, but it can be hard for women in their 20s to become 
permanently employed.

5. Sophia: Because of too little experience...?

6. Emily: No, because we haven't had any children yet.

7. Sophia: Surely, there are many women our age who can get jobs, 
even though they don't have children.

8. Emily: Yes, but they might not be in a committed relationship. I 
thought as much, and I should have kept silent.

9. Sophia: I still think you’ll get furthest with honesty. Even though it can 
be frustrating.

10. Emily: I think it would be strange having to keep a boyfriend or 
husband a secret.

11. Sophia: Yes, just to improve your chances in the future. You could 
also just have children now.

12. Emily: Ha ha, very funny! Jon would run away screaming.

13. Sophia: But then you won't be in a committed relationship any longer 
either. I think we've found a solution! Cheers!

VOCABULARY
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Danish English Class

ansøgning application noun

væk away, gone, off adverb

hemmelig secret, hidden adjective

erfaring experience noun

fastansætte to permanently employ verb

i forvejen in advance, ahead phrase

løgn lie noun

mandlig male adjective

nedtrykt depressed adjective

løsning solution noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

Jeg har sendt 5 ansøgninger 
denne uge.

 
"I have sent five applications 
this week."

Manden har smidt sin telefon 
væk.

 
"The man has thrown away his 
phone."

Min kæreste holdt sin 
graviditet hemmelig.

 
"My girlfriend kept her 
pregnancy secret."

Det er svært at få erfaring, 
hvis ingen vil ansætte dig.

 
"It  is difficult to gain experience 
if nobody will hire you."

Chefen har fastansat 
praktikanten.

 
"The boss has hired the intern 
permanently."

Han ringede i forvejen for at 
høre nærmere.

 
"He called in advance for 
further information."
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Hun er træt af  dem og deres 
løgne.

 
"She is t ired of them and their 
lies."

Der skal være både mandlige og 
kvindelige ansøgere.

 
"There has to be both male and 
female applicants."

De mange afslag har gjort ham 
nedtrykt.

 
"The many refusals have made 
him depressed."

Måske kan vi finde på en 
løsning.

 
"Perhaps we can come up with 
a solution."

VOCABULARY PHRASE USAGE

være løgn 
("to be a lie") 

The phrase consists of the irregular verb være, which means "to be," and the 
common gender noun løgn, which means "lie."

You use the phrase when talking about something being a lie, or at least hard to 
believe. It is also a way of expressing how surprised you are when hearing that 
something unlikely to happen has happened or will happen. You can use it in both a 
positive and a negative way.

For example:

1. Sig, det er løgn! 
"Say it is a lie!"

holde hemmelig 
("to keep secret") 

The first word, holde, is the irregular verb "to hold" or "to keep," and the second 
word, hemmelig, is the adjective "secret" or "hidden."

You use this phrase when talking about keeping something secret or hidden.

Whatever you are keeping secret or hidden is added right after the verb. 
Remember to conjugate the adjective accordingly.

For example:
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1. Det er svært at holde svaret hemmeligt. 
"It is difficult to keep the answer a secret."

løbe skrigende væk 
("to run away screaming") 

The phrase consists of the irregular verb løbe, which means "to run," the adjective 
skrigende, which means "screaming," and finally the adverb væk, which means 
"away."

As the English translation suggests, the phrase is used when talking about running 
away screaming. Of course, it is mostly just an expression for freeing yourself 
from something or someone due to dissatisfaction, discontent, or displeasure. You 
might also hear the phrase with the adverb bort instead of væk. Bort also means 
"away" so the overall meaning of the expression does not change, because the 
adverbs are interchangeable.

For example:

1. De løb skrigende væk efter første opgave. 
"They ran away screaming after the first assignment."

GRAMMAR

The Focus of  This Lesson is Expressing Thoughts. Opinions, And 
Degrees of  Certainty With The Verb 'To Think'

Jeg mener stadig, man kommer længst med ærlighed. Selvom det kan 
være frustrerende. 
"I still think you'll get  furthest  with honesty. Even though it  can be 
f rustrating."
 

In this lesson, you will learn how to: 

1. use the verbs synes or tro 

2. use the verb mene

3. use the verb tænke
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1. How to use the verbs synes or tro 
 

The irregular verb synes means "to think," "to feel," or "to find," and it can be used 
when expressing a personal opinion, based upon feeling, of something debatable 
to which there is no correct answer. The regular verb tro means "to think" or "to 
believe," and it is used when expressing uncertainty with what you are saying. In 
other words, when guessing whether something is right or wrong and there is only 
one correct answer. When lacking personal experience with something, you can 
use tro to express what you think something is, like a theory. You can also use it 
when talking about something that might happen in the future. If you conjugate tro 
in past tense, you can use it when finding out that you were mistaken.

Sentence Structures

subject + synes in present/past tense + [subordinate clause]

subject + tro in present/past tense + [subordinate clause]

English Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense

"to think," "to 
feel," "to find"

synes synes syntes

English Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense

"to think," "to 
believe"

tro tror troede

For example:

1. Hun synes, det er en smule uretfærdigt.  
"She thinks it is a bit unfair."

2. Mange tror, arbejdet kommer til dem. 
"Many think the work will come to them."

3. Min ven troede, jeg ville få jobbet, men det gjorde jeg ikke.  
"My friend thought I would get the job, but I didn't."

2. How to use the verb mene
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The regular verb mene means "to think," "to mean," or "to feel." You can use it 
when expressing a certain opinion or view on something based on conviction, 
without being able to verify at the given moment.

Sentence Structures

subject + mene in present/past tense + [subordinate clause]

English Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense

"to think," "to 
mean," "to feel"

mene mener mente

For example:

1. Nogle mener, det er ens egen skyld.  
"Some people think it is one's own fault."

2. De mener ikke, hun kunne have gjort det bedre.  
"They don't think she could have done it better."

3. Hvad mener du med det udtryk? 
"What do you mean with that expression?"

3. How to use the verb tænke
 

The regular verb tænke means "to think" and it is used when referring to the 
mental process of things. You can use it when expressing a certain opinion, view, 
or assumption regarding how something or someone is or should be.

Sentence Structures

subject + tænke in present/past tense + prepositional phrase

subject + tænke in present/past tense + [subordinate clause]

English Infinitive Present  tense Past  tense
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"to think" tænke tænker tænkte

For example:

1. Vi tænker på at oprette endnu en stilling.  
"We are thinking about creating another position."

2. Folk tænker ikke altid kun på sig selv.  
"People do not always only think about themselves."

3. Pigen tænkte, det hele nok skulle gå til sidst.  
"The girl thought it would all be okay eventually."

Examples f rom the dialogue:

1. Har du fået svar på din ansøgning? Jeg synes, du virker lidt nedtrykt. 
"Have you gotten an answer about your application? I think you seem a little 
depressed."

2. Det er løgn! Jeg ville mene, du var den oplagte kandidat til jobbet. Du er jo i 
forvejen praktikant. 
"No way! I would think you were the obvious candidate for the job. You're 
already an intern."

3. Ja, men de er måske heller ikke i et fast forhold. Jeg tænkte nok, jeg skulle 
have tiet stille. 
"Yes, but they might not be in a committed relationship. I thought as much 
and I should have kept silent."

Sample Sentences 
 

1. Hvad syntes du om min ansøgning? 
"What did you think about my application?"

2. De troede desværre, hun mente noget andet. 
"Unfortunately, they thought she meant something else."

3. Jeg tænkte, du ville blive ked af det. 
"I thought you would be sad."

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Equality in Denmark
 

In short, ligestillingsloven promotes the idea that men and women are equal and 
should have equal influence and possibilities in all areas of society. Its purpose is 
also to counteract discrimination and harassment. Now, Denmark might be 
considered progressive compared to other countries, but in reality there is still 
some way to go, especially in the labor market. Men and women in the same 
position do not always get paid equally, and men occupy the majority of top 
management positions. Also, single and childless employees, regardless of 
gender, might not receive the same pay as those with families, and they are often 
last to choose when to go on vacation, since they are considered more flexible.

Useful expression:

1. ligestillingsloven 
"The Act on Gender Equality"
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